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VOLUME I

INTRODUCTION

This is the first of two volumes prepared as components of the

final report of USOE Cooperative Research Project 6-1568. This volume sets

forth the scope of the project and describes the various models which were

utilized to support the development of a nongraded, phased, secondary

school. Volume I also contains the developed objectives which were used

in conjunction with the on-going research. Volume II was designed to dis-

play the necessary achievement instruments developed specifically as a

part of the operations research undertaken in the above project.

At the outset, several y lts should he emphasized to prevent

misunderstanding and/or misinterpretation.

1. The instruments developed for the above projects and dis-

played in this volume were intended for use in a single school and were

normed on the population of that school. Any attempt to apply them in

other educational situations may be both misleadin7 a-
4 1_

The purpse for the project, insofar as the instruments dis-

played in Volume II are concerned, was to establish an acceptable procedure

for developing instrumentation to support student placement and/or move-

ment through a non-graded system. The instruments themselves should be

considered as placement measures, not measures of achievement of specific

skills.

2. The objectives set forth in Volume I are not keyed to the

instrumentation shown in Volume II of this report. Instrumentation

developed will reflect certain of these objectives, but was, of necessity,



designed before these objectives were fully developed. It was assumed that

a commonality existed between the rwo components. This assumption was con-

sensually validated by review of the instruments by teaching personnel. In

cases where such validation could not be obtained, tests were modified or

dropped. A prime example of this was found in the American HAgrory

courses/phases. Since commonality of objectives were absent, no consensual

validation by teaching personnel could be obtained. Instrumentation was

therefore impossible to develop/select which could be validated by teacher

consensus. This area was consequently dropped from the testing segment of

the project

The contents of this, Volume I, are designed to give an overall

vieu cif the project and to describe the nongraded system developed at the

site of the operations research. The specific school used was Melbourne

Hi61. Brevard County, Florida.

4
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CHAPTEF I

PURPOSES OF THE STUDY

Within the scope of expanding educational innovations, the cur-

rent concept of the nongraded secondary school is not new. Concerned

with the sterility of the traditional school organizations in which stu-

dents Taere either inappropriately placed in regard to their achievement

or were stultifying in classrooms functionally ledicated to the propo-

sitions that all children of the same age are equally endowed with motiva-

tion, ability and background, forward-looking thinkers on education,

whether from within education or from without, have begun to turn increas-

ingly to the concept of nongradedness as the most promising approach to

alleviating these problems.

Yet, while the nongraded concept may be most promising, it

cannot remain static for it will tend to atrophy into a system as rigid

as Chat which it seeks to replace. Thus, even the most promising ideas

of this time must be examined and revised on a continuing basis so that

they become dynamic reference points rather than static lockRtePs. The

conzept of nongradedness must be incorporated into a functioning organi-

zational structure whose thrust is generated towards a sound commitment

to flexible, differentiated instruction of students. Learning with, noc

through, such differential treatment is conceptually based upon a triad

of factors:

1. The nature of student capabilities and interests.

2. The functional configurations of contents of instruction.

3. Creative approaches to an organization which will synthe-

size the varied cognitive, affective, aril psychomotor aspects of the two
(4
*'
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into a functional system.

Like most concepts, nongradedness must be translated into behav-

ioral terms and into specific statements in order to be understood and

translated into meaningful action.

Two components of the tri-dimensional construct of quality have

received increasing attention of late. The nature of the learner is the

first of these factors. The insights and correlations supplied by such

behavioral sciences as psychology, sociology, anthropology, and education

contribute to this component. Added to this are advances in the physical

and biological sciences which al7e applicable to the individual learner.

From the former comes such important understandings as the impact of

environmental and/or cultural factots upon the child. The latter comple-

ments and augments these understandings by lending concrete or inferential

support to usable theories of student behavior as well as providing defin-

itive information on a variety of factors as to the capabilities of par-

ticular students or types of students. No one can ignore the potential

educational import of advances in once unimagined areas such as artifically

increased mental capacity upon which research work with DNA and varlous

drugs has begun to touch. The field of psychometrics is increasing our

ability to measure and predict hitherto enigmatic factors. The list is

long and diverse. Let it suffice to say here that knowledge of the

learner's capabilities and interests is rapidly expanding, though such an

understatement obviot.sly does not do justice to the explosion of knowledge

in this area.

The second component which has received increased attention is

that of contents, materials and approac4T in instruction. Such advances
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in instructional configurations are widely known and recognized. Splendid

progress has been made in the areas of science and mathematics, while less

spectacular, but sound, improvements are evident in English and social

studies. Nor can one neglect Lhe enorraous impact of advances in the appli-

cation of technology in education. The subject of one thrust in this

direction is that of increased experimentation and use of computer assisted

instruction (CAI). Less spectacular innovations as the use of desk calcu-

lators in basic math instruction, use of 8 mm. filmstrips, installation of

"wet" and "dry" carrels, and the creative design of school facilities are,

however, presently more operational.

Though both thrusts are ideally suited to differential treatment

of students, the catalytic factor of all these interactive improvements

remains the organizationnl structure of the school and the procedures and

attitudes it inculcates. Even the few organizationally nongraded schools

may not be functioning efficiently enough. They should he improved while

traditional systems are moved towards such improved organization.

In order to provide more meaningful data on nongradedness for

students entering those years of schooling traditionally described as

senior high school, one of the more well-known and established nongraded

schools in the nation was selected for analysis. This school, Melbourne

High, in Brevard County, Florida, had established an outstanding reputa-

tion. Its principal, B. Frank BroT,Tn, was a recognized leader in educa-

tional innovation on a broad scale as well as in the area of nongradedness.

It was decided that concentration upon a single nongraded school might

best be undertaken in the spirit of operations research to determine those

factors necessary for nongradin; gchools and procedures which were
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appropriate for developing those factors.

Thus, this report pertains to the model tor nongrading secondary

schools as developed in conjunction with the on-going program at Melbourne

High School. The constant curriculum flux necessary to keep abreast of

changing demands created a particularily meaningful test situation in the

school chosen. It was assured that this aspect of development was not only

desirable, but necessary, if the nzngraded school was to meet demands

placed upon it by constantly modifying curriculum and conditions so common

in much of education. If the model developed could not adequately reflect

the actual conditions under which quality education must function, then it

would be of little use.

Adaptation of the model developed must be undertaken by individual

schools or school systems if they are to provide the most accurate reflec-

tion of meeting their own community and student needs. Uncritical accep-

tance of the program and structure described at the test school in relation

to the suggested model could be both misleading and inappropriate. Careful

analysis of the individual school or district before acceptance of specific

curriculum configurations, and/or placement measures or techniques, and/or

organizational patterns cannot be emphasized enough. Hopefully, however,

the findings of this project will establish guidelines which will serve as

checkpoints in such development. The repertoire of techniques for the

placement of students in viable learning situations through the use of

achievement tests and systems engineering rather than general promotions

and retentions developed should prove useful.

Procedures utilized in the development of various components of

the project are described in the appropriate sections of this report rather

1!)
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than delineated at this point. It !yas felt that this organization Tqould

be most appropriate.

Preliminary Model

In order to integrate the complex elements invol,Jed in nonarad-

ing a modern secondary school, a rather sirrilistic initial coordinating

model was developed. This model was intended to Rive an overall picture

of the total system before each component was broken down into sub-elements

and examined.

The four basic components of the model were comprehensive

enough to cover most nossibilities encountere-7 in a description of the

nongraded process. As shown in Figure 1-1, the basic components were

conceptualized as student characteristics, instructional management

systems, assessment, and administrative control elements. A brief des-

cription of each element follows.

I. Student Characteristics

This component of the preliminary model is primarily descrip-

tive and must be used as a basis for decisions concerning the configura-

tion of the instructional management system as wr:,.11 as for determination

of the nature of assessment procedures and of selected control functions:

e.R., student health services, number and/or type of offerings, class

loads, etc. Characteristics should be divided into group and individual

reports. A definite need for accurate computer management of the data

should be noted, but more important is the need for the mechanisms of

cateRorization, delineation, gatherinR and use of the necessary data.
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Instructional Yanagement System of Curricular Offerings

A plethora of instructional management systems within discrete

areas now exists. Pre-packaged programs are available in almost all sub-

ject matter areas, but there remains to be developed a comprehensive coordi-

nating framework which is functionally useful to teachers. Progress along

these lines is rapidly taking shape with the development and application

of unifyinp taxonomies. This management system was seen as having a basis

in discrete objectives. The development of such objectives consumed the

bulk of work done in this area on this project.

III. Assessment

The assessment component of the model is intended to represent

three distinct types of needs.

1. Assessment of individual and group achievment in the curric-

ular systems as well as followup studies on students.

2. Assessment of management controls and nrocedures.

3. Assessment of the efficacy of the curricular offerings in

relation to the needs of students and the demands of society.

It should be apparent that multiple data usage may be effected

between components I and III, but it should be noted that in no sense are

they congruent. The data configurations would need to be modified to fit

the stated purposes of description and assessment.

IV. A4ministrative Con;rol Elements

This component of the 7,ndel deals with the bases and processes

of decision-making in the school and with the development of coordination

of repetitive, hut necessary tasks. Recognizing that thi, project was

keyed to instruction, little direct attention was directed towards

15
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necessary support services ach as lunch room managemnt, custoial an-

ization, transportation scheduling and the myriad otl-,-r importan- man Y,e-

ment functions which create a smoothly operating school, but re: ite ( ly

tangentially to instruction.

Such systems should not be allowed to intertere with tHe :'_711:t,-uc-

tional system and periodic reviews should e undertaken to assure tl..at the

proper perspective is maintained in regard to them. Informed teacherr_, r.lake

excellent critics of such systems and may be used to evaluate them.

Attention in this project was directed towards such elementl as

counseling roles and procedures, staff relationships, inter-school feedback

mechanisms, and administrative role description.



CHAPTrY. II

DESCRIPTIO OF 'ME TARGET S0700L

Melbourne High School has a unique reputation as one of the

first and leading attempts at nongradedness on the secondary school level.

Because activities in the project centered upon this sinszle school, it is

necessary to describe the school in order to provide perspective and back-

ground. The majority of the information used in this description was

drawn directly from the school staff and its reports, and from direct

observation of the functioning school.

Overview: School and Community

Melbourne High School is located 40 miles south of Cape Kennedy

in tha southern portion of Brevard County, Florida. The 1Telbourne geo-

graphical area is Imhabited by approximately 32,000 persons residing in

several diverse communities.

The economy of the Melbourne area has been generally healthy and

vigorous. Although there have been two major cutbacks in Cape Kennedy

personnel and the headquars for the 'rational Aeronautical and Space

Administration was moved to liouston in 1965, the economy has continued to

develop at a moderate rate. The largest single civilian labor force was

involved in service occupation, followed by manufacturing, trade occu-

pations and retail trades. The unemployment rate remained at a relatively

stable 2.1%. The largest number of males were employed in professional

and technical occupations, particularly engineering; the largest number

of females were employed in clerical occupations.

17



In 1965, the per ca^itn income 1-as $3,697.0n, the hi(-hest in thE

state of Florida. Gains in -er capita income were consistent throughout

the decade of the 1960's. In 1'469, the assessed valuation of the school

district ,ias $1,030,890,935. The expenditure per student in averag,e daily

attendance was $605.73. Of this amount, 70.1% was .1,taine'' from State

sources, 20.n7 from local taxation, and rederal sources nrovided 11.97, of

the total.

One uninue feature of the Melbourne community was its diversity

of population. There were few native Floridian families. however, a highly

significant portion of the ponulation in 1969 was much more stable than it

was in the early years of the post decade. The median grade education level

for both males and females was 12.1.

The enrollment of melbourne High School was annroximately 2200

including approximately 700 seniors, 710 juniors and 810 sophomores. This

student Population was composed of a variety of backgrounds. They repre-

sented a diverse socio-economic configuration, although the majority of the

students were from middle and, linner-middle families. From 1966 to 1970,

the student population was composed of a variety of racial and ethnic back-

grounds. In 1969, there were approximately 1868 Caucasians, 300 ?qegro stud-

ents, and a sparse representation of Chinese, Indian, Spanish and Spanish-

American students. This student body remained relatively stable over the

pest several years with 82 r. of the senior class having spent three years in

Melbourne !Ugh, School. Of those students who withdrew from the school, the

largest number did so because of a chanre of residence and transfer to

another school. Because of the nature of the occupational and educational

level of the parents, a significant majority of students had aspirations



for further education upon the conpletion of high school.

During the years that the school was being studied, the educa-

tional systen within which it operated suffered several severe dysfunc-

tions. Desegregation of the total district upset the normal functions cf

the schools while directly modifying the size of the school and background

of students at Melbourne High School. The superintendency during the

four year period was held by three separate individuals and there was con-

siderable resource personnel turnover. Directly affecting Melbourne High

School was the elevation of Dr. B. Frank Brown to the superintendency

after over ten years as principal of Melbourne High School. Brown was the

acknowledged leader and the prime force behind the nongraded system.

Staff apprehension about the continuation of the system developed was

naturally high. If, however, the system was to prove effective, it could

not depend upon a single person for continuance. Fortunately, the prin-

cipal replacing Brown was committed to nongradedness and the system was

continued.

Shortly after the change in the principalship, Melbourne High

School and most other Flcrida schools underwent the 1967 teacher 'walk-

out." For almost a month, twenty percent of the staff at Melbourne High

School participated. For both those who remained and those who walked

out, the situation caused lonT-lasting communication problems.

It would be interesting to obtain research data on the effects

of system unbalance caused by these and ether unstabilizing incidents.

None is available.

Bertram Spector, principal investigator for the New York

Institute of Technology, which acted as a major subcontractor on the



project noted these and other problers in his final report.

During the program period, there have been personnel

changes including 4 project directors, 2 principals, 7 vice

principals and a major faculty turnover at Melbourne High

School, 3 Brevard County Superintendents, 3 new Brevard

County high schools, broad changes in County philosophy per-

tinent to model high school programs, the utilization and

discard of County computer-based information and record

systems, a teacher strike, a County attempt at integration,

an active vocal (and perhaps militant) organization of faculty,

and widespread and significant reappraisal of issues of

autonomy or model replicable school systems.

It is import.snt to recognize that these factors, and

their impact are not peculiar to Melbourne High School, or,

in fact, to Brevard County high schools, but represent a
national soul-searching attempt to identify systems and

patterns that are educationally sound and acceptable to all

participants in the educational world, including students,

parents, teachers, administrators, and the community and
political structures with which these parties interact.

No Utopian system has been developed. Neverthelees,

the study of the process of educational change under condi-

tions of environmental change has yielded insight into sev-

eral crucial principles and elerents which in themselves

may be considered an achievement of no minor consideration.
There is little doubt, for example, that the political tone

of a community may be a more important factor (eg., de facto

segregation issues) than any change of innovational educa-

tional improvement in methods and resources, or technological

development in materials and media. There is likewise little

doubt that each influences the other which suggests a novel

unified interactive approach. This is another way of emphasiz-

ing what is well known already - but rarely applied - the

removal of barriers that cause educational isolationism in

a community system. One key item in this development of an
approach to change is the AR factor (attitude receptivity).

The AR factor lags the intellectual receptivity which can

be achieved through concentrated orientation and seminar

sessions relatively rapidly. The AR factor takes tine and

patience. It is the emotional counterpart of intellectual

receptivity, both of which are prerequisite for successful
implementation of strategies and concepts that are foreign

to experience.'

1
Spector, Bertram, "Final Report of Subcontract for Melbourne Uigh

School." Monograph. October 1, 1969. (pp. 1-2).

20
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The changes and attitudes noted by Spector created definite

handicaps during the on-going proj?et.

Philosophy and Objectives

Against the background described above, the target school devel-

oped and implemented a comp--ehensive program based unon the philosophy

and objectives set forward in this section of the report.

The educational responsibility of relbourne High School was seen

as providing psychological environments, curriculum and physical struc-

tures :hat would be conducive to the enlargement of the intellectual,

emotional and aesthetic lives of its students.

The primary functions of education at the school are to provide

every student with intellectual competence and realization of self.

The special relationships that the student establishes with the material

he studies, with his fellow students and with his teachers, are central

to this process of education. It is the school's aim and endeavor to

maximize the effectiveness of these relationships in order to foster the

student's intellectual growth and self-awareness.

The intellectual development of the student is considered a

continuing process which necessitates school means for increasing his

ability and motivation to learn. The development of the student's intel-

lectual ability depends upon other school means for dim1nishin5z, his con-

straints to learning, reinforcing his understanding of value assumptions

underlying approaches to knowledge, improving his skill to apply several

methcds of approaching knowledge, strengthening his ability to think con-

ceptually and to utilize basic concepts, and perfecting his cultivation

and expression of creativity. The stimulation of intellectual motivation

21.
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in the student requires the relating of learnines to the student's human

concerns so that he will manifest a personal desire for learning and will

demonstrate a creative and imaginative intellectual curiosity.

Self-realization involves the resolution of conflicts resultant

from confrontation with a valiety of experiences. Such confrontation

produces consciousness of one's goals, styles and values- realization of

one's abilities, limitations and potentialities; and awareness of one's

essential humanity. The process of self-realization is continuous

throughout one's life. Therefore, it is essential that Melbourne High

School contribute to the student's transition from youth to adulthood.

The education of the individual must involve the two processes

of intellectual and personal growth, for to promote one to the neglect of

the other is to diminish the potential contribution of Melbourne High

School to the individual and his society. The goal of education must be

the establishment of an environment in which these processes are insepar-

able, in which the advancement of one fosters the growth of the other.

Melbourne High School endeavors to encourage and enhance rela-

tionships between the student and his teachers. Melbourne High School is

staffed by many individuals, each with an individual role in the educa-

tional process. The student is the integral part of the school. The

student, because he is ultimately responsible for his agn development, is

considered to be an active seeker of knowleege about himself and the

world around him. Similarly, the teacher is an active seeker of knowledge

whose breadth and depth of experience prepares him to enrich and guide

the growth of the studeat. The student-teacher relationship should there-

fore be one of creative exchange of experience, of cooperation in the

22
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pursuit of knowledge, and of mutual respect for differing perspectives

and values.

Embodied in the ph11o6ophy of Melbourne High School is a

search to enable each individual student to attain his maximum potential.

Operating on the premise that there is nothing more unequal than equal

treatment of unequals, a variety of differing types of education programs

is provided in order to meet the requirements of all types of individuals.

Each of these programs is designed to encourage curiosity and inquiry,

while never forgetting that imagination is as important as knowledge.

Melbourne High School is therefore dedicated to fulfilling the following

objectives:

1. To develop decision-making skills and provide significant
opportunities to exercise those skills.

2. To provide the concepts and skills necessary for achieving

economic literacy.

3. To foster a recognition of the role, dignity, and value of

work in American society.

4. Te develop an dwareness of and appreciation for differing

cultural, social, and political traditions.

5. To foster a sense of individualism tempered by open-minded-

ness.

6. To aid in developing a concept of self-worth.

7. To develop the ability to synthesize material from one sphere

of activity to solve problems in another.

8. To stimulate intellectual curiosity and creativity.

9. To provide the climate and curricula for the student to

develop individual academic goals.

10. To develop the ability to generalize from the concrete to

the abstract.

11. To aid in the development of his own intellectual competency.

23



12. To aid in the formulation of individual moral standards and

values.

13. To promote an awareness of potential.

14. To foster an appreciation of the physical environment as a

source of Tresent and futur2 resources and a depository of

beauty.

15. To encourage effective human relationships based on mutual

respect.

16. To develop, in the student, personal responsibility, espe-

cially with regard to the pursuit of his own education.

17. To foster a desire for world peace and a healthy respect

and attitude for the workings of democrany.

18. To develop measurable indicators of behaviors indicative of

growth toward personal mental and physical health.

19. To provide catalysts that promote and stimulate environ-

mental curiosity.

Curriculum Organization

The nongraded multinhased program provides for different rates

and means for progressing toward achievement of educational goals. A

multiphase structure has been established to provide for more individuali-

zation of instruction. The student places himself into a "phase," based

on his past achievement record, his achievement test scores, teacher

recommendations, and his knowledge about himself.

Phases are identified and described as follows

Phase 1 Content is designed for students who need special

assistance in small classes.

Phase 2 Content is designed for students who need more

emphasis on the basic skills.

Phase 3 Content is designed for students who have an aver-

age background of achievement.
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Phase 4 Content is designed for extremely well-prepared

students desiring education in depth.

Phase 5 Content is designed for students who are willing

to assume responsibility for their own learning

and pursue college level courses while still in

high school.

Phase X Content which does not accommodate student mobil-

ity: i.e., typing, physical education, driver

education, band, etc.

Phase Q The Quest Phase of the curriculum is provided for

students whose creative talents are well developed.

In this phase, a student may research an area in

which he is deeply and broadly curious either to

develop creative powers or in quest of knowledge.

Appendix A displays a sample master schedule for the Fall

semester of 1970. Examination of this schedule reveals not only the use

of phasing, but also the breadth of the program offered.

Students move into any phase at any time during their tenure

at Melbourne High School. Students who would normally be classified as

sophomores, juniors or seniors right be found in the same section.

Students may progress through phases at their own rate of speed. Since

individualization is encouraged, a student may remain in a given phase/

course for more than one year without repetition of materials, but with

emphasis upon defined objectives which continues over a period of time.

Assurnptiorincl_erlyirSiftem

The phasing system is premised upon two assumptions:

1) Groups of students will at a given time have common needs.

As long as individualization is available within the group and as rephas-

ing is feasible at defined times, students may progress at their own

rate within "courses" (defined content segments) and may move upwards

(up-phase) or downwards( down-phase) as they display appropriate

2 .5



achievement of the defined objectives. The inability to display such

achievement within a course, or to be able to maintain the established

instructional pace would result ir a reco::.,7endation for down-Thasing.

2) Phasing represents a norgradgd systen wAch is readily

applicable to existing school situations without additional costs and

without complete retraining of existing. staff. Most schonls are not

functiona:ly capable of completely individualizing instruction. In short,

totally individually prescribed instruction (IPI) requires sophistication

on the p.,1rt of staff and, more importantly, presumes universal student

motivation. These factors are simply not currently present in most school

situations. The relative cost of such systems at present would appear to

be prohibitive for the vast majority of school systems. This is not to

negate the value of individually prescribed systems, nor to indicate that

the phasing system is better. The assumption is based simply upon the

recognition that the phasing system is more immediately within the avail-

able resources of most school systems. It has been suggested that the

multiphasic system is an intermediate form of nongrading that stands be-

tween more traditional systems and completely individualized ones. This

would appear to be an accurate observation.

The phased system allows for the development of organizational

controls, particularly in the areas of student placement, staff assign-

ments, student movement, counseling, and record-keeping, which are more

compatible with existing educational situations than other forms of non-

grading.

A more complete discussion of,R9sible phasing models is found

in Chapter III of this report.



Flow Charting of Program Sequence

In order to establish clear relationships within and between

phases, three essential steps were considered necessary. These were

1) establishment of course/phase descriptions, 2) establishment of more

detailed objectives by course by phase, and 3) flowcharting by program

sequence.

Figures 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3 show the developed flow charts for

three areas as illustrative examples. These flow charts have been ex-

tended downwards into what would normally be considered junior high

schools.

The secondary business program shown in Figure 2-1 illustrates

a program configuration which combines phasing by level with "X Phase"

courses. Note that no Phase 1 courses are included nor are any Quest (Q)

courses. For the advanced student, independent study may be arranged.

Also, note that some courses have distinct phase designations while others

indicate offerings at three or less phase levels. The description below

indicates the course description for Consumer Economics.

CONSUMER ECONOMICS (Consumer Economics)

A student of consumer economics should lea,:n to use

wisely the goods and services produced by business, and

he shoAlld learn the principles of economics ehat are

essential for participation in our society as intelli-

gent voters and citizens. All major topics of con-

sumer economics are discussed, such as personal income

management, using credWrinciples of good buying,



social security, insurance, savire7s and investments, and

housing problems. The student learns the uses of mathe-

matics for everyday living -- how to be a wise consumer.

Phase 2 -- Two semesters

Text. Consumer Mathematics Series,
Knotrles, Behavioral Research Lab

Phase 3 -- One semester

Text: Consumer Economics, 3rd Edition,
McGraw-Hill

Phase 4 -- One semester

Text Censumer Economics Problems, 7th
edition, Wilson, South-western

Note that the basic course descrintion remains the same, but

that the materials and time are varied hv phase. Selection of activities

and materials for such courses are related to the general student char-

acteristics developed by experienced teaching staff members. (These

characteristics are described in a later section of tiiis report.)

The secondary nathematics program shown in Figure 2-2 illus-

trates a program with different requirements than that of Business. Note

that a series of branching alternatives are available to the student. At

given junctures, the student may elect to proceed to different contents.

He may, for example, elect to move from Algebra I, Phase 3, to Algebra IT,

Phase 3, Phase 4, or Phase 5, or Geometry, Phase 3.

Note also that enrichment or Quest phases are structured into

the program for advanced students. The course description for Math V

(Phase 4-5) follows.



YATHEATICS V (eathematics ,7)

Phases 4-5 Qne Semester

This is an enrichnt course wilich ray be taken

concurrently wirll hip.her level courses beyond Algcbra II

'n the regular curriculum or afterwards as a folloion

course should the regular curriculum be completed before

graduation. rue course covers tonics in probahilitv

with statistical n-,i'icationg an:1_ the mathematics of

matrices. Additional topics 1.!ay include cor-inutc-ze and

computer programming a--:d field problems in mathematics.

Texts: Prohabilil=z ond Fta2istics. Willoughby,
Silvor _L;urde.ct,2 CthT3ny, 1968.

The ?-111e-rnatic:s of 79---,:ricc.t.; Pooi- Cdnn

and Co

Agein, the time sequence is vazied to allow for student varia-

tions in speed and interest.

Figure 2-3 shoc,,s the flow charting of the science program.

Again, the basic branching structure is shown. It should be noted, how-

ever, that this nroram includes the Quest (Q) phase as a distinct compon-

ent. This Q Phase is designated as being available to students in Phases

4 and 5. Again time is treared as a variable. It is labeled as 'NSF

Research." Tote that it is availeblo to students at all levels from years

in school 7 to 12. The course ,description is found below. It should be

noted that considerable freedom is exercised in this course. Objectives

are developed on au Individual or small proup basis and thus may vary from

student to student. Provisions for this type of activity should be in-

cluded in the total program at all times.

29



NSF RESEARCH (Nsr esearch)

Phases 4-5 One Semester

This is a special program designed to do

research in varied fields of science. Students must

be academically trained in some physical or biolog-

ical science, be willing to work during free hours,

and show an enthusiastic attitude toward the research

problems decided upon for the course (limited number).

In more commonly taken sulljects i.e., American History, Phase 3,

such provisions way be provided through short, teacher/student structured

research projects, use of 'contract" plans, in-class seminars, and other

accepted teaching techniqucs.

!In
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Course Codings

The school or system undertaking the nongradei, multiphased

system should consider strongly including course codings compatible with

computer systems. Such coding systems are best developed in relation to

the individual systems curriculum and data processing system. Included

in the system should be°

1) Phase code,

2) Subject code,

3) Time code,

4) Prerequisite indications And/or suggested sequence, and,

5) Suggested grade level (if desired).

Item 5 above would appear necessary for student transfers out-

side the system. Until more widespread nongrading occurs, the student

who transfers may experience difficulty at his new sChool unless some

grade level designation can readily be passed to it. Additionally, var-

ious outside forces demand grade level information and grade rankil.gs

on students. Rather than create unfortunate experiences for students,

the nongraded school should maintain these records as a student service.

Grading Systems

A variety of grading systems exists. Until general acceptance

of more detailed evaluative reports become widespread among the public,

care should be exercised in breaking the more traditional "A, B, C, D,

F" system. At Melbourne High School, students have the choice of elect-

ing the traditional system or exercising a "pass-fail" option of report-

ing. For selected courses, partiCularly in Phases 1 and 2, grades of

"Satisfactory-Unsatisfactory" are used. jgr the school that feels that
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rank-in-class must be established, such two-point scales ar not advis-

able. Frequently students themselves express a preference for grades.

Because of this, again, care should h exercised in establishing grading

procedures. Strong parental and student public relations programs

should be involved. In some cases, the negative reactions to the modifi-

cation of grading systems were stronger than those towards aczuai modifi-

cations of the curriculum. While this seemed inconsistent, its occurence

has been noted by guidance counselors, teachers and administrators at

Melbourne high School.

Movement Between Phases

While initial placement in phases is examined in Chapter III of

this report, brief mention of phase change procedures should be made here.

Figure 2-4 displays a proposed system for phase shifting at discrete

intervals. While this system was not operated at Melbourne High School,

the findings reported in Chapter III indicate strongly that such a system

is desirable.

One important factor which must be considered that would

appear to be a definite weakness in the Melbourne program is that of

"content lag" between phases. For the "phasing-up" stNdent, a definite

lag in objectives and/or material cov(?..red may occur and, unless care is

taken, the student may find himself over-burdened. For the "down-phas-

ing" student, repetition of objectives might occur, giving him an over-

confident view of his abilities in relation to the content objectives.

Two methods for offsetting these circumstances might prove

feasible.



1. The 'way-station Effect. t'hen a student evidences readi-

ness or need for phase moverent, he :light be scheduled into defined

"way-stations" for intensive work on objectives or content covered.

Directed study in specialized areas bc undertaken and a gradual

"easing into' the suggested phaQe might occur. This an-7roach requires

a very well-defined and coordinated curri.2ulum and well-dm,eloped remed-

iation or acceleration packages cr programs. Under tiormal school condi-

tions, it would require defined times for phase changes and ample lead

tine for "way station work.

2. Blocked Curric'llur nbjectiv?s. This system would require

discretely dnvelcped units which are not dependent upon previous work

as background. Once basic skills 1.?cre ma;teted, the stu-icnt could move

betweci es with relative ease becau:e the content would not be

dependent on previous axposures. Six, nine, twelve, or eighteen week

units might be used. However, the structure of certain disciplines:

e.g., mathematics and science, does not lend itself readily to this

system. Inconvenience for teachers would also appear to be increased.

Administratively, unless ample personnel were available, either system

could become cumbersome and unfeasible.

No completely acceptable solution was found in the course of

this project. Perhaps the best approach would be careful initial phas-

ing intensive student evaluation during the first weeks of school and

rephasing on the basis of that evaluati_on; and selected rephasing on a

limited basis during the remainder of the term. The logical time for

broader rephasing in a semester system soc1-1 as is operated at rfelbourne

High School would be at the beginning Q.I.Crthe second semester when the
Ait)
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total process might be repeated on a smaller scale,

Care must be taken not to discourage student initiative, but,

equally, controls are necessary to prevent abuse, intentional or uninten-

tional, of the system by students.

Student Characteristics by Phase: Teacher Definition

Participating staff members at Melbourne High School developed

the folloT,ing generalized descriptions of students by phase. These de-

scriptions are recorded as the staff members defined them. They repre-

sent the views of student characteristics by phase as developed by

teachers of phased students. It should be noted that overlapping Char-

acteristics occur. Student motivation and behavioral characteristics

are coupled to suggest a composite. Obviously, exceptions occurred and

teachers were cognizant of them. While these descriptions are not

"scientific," teachers found them helpful.

Phase 1

a. 6th grade readinP level or below
b. Negative feeling toward school in general
c. Dependent upon continuous teacher direction
d. Lack of motivation in subject matter
e. Requires immediate supervision of work
f. Oriented to concrete or "reality" centered activities
g. Failure syndrome
h. Needs immediate and continuous reinforcement and/or

attention from the teacher
i. Has short retention rate
j. Adjusts social/emotional reactions to unfamiliar

situations slowly
k. Short attentions span
1. Prefers visual and/or manipulative materials
m. Responds well to routine or familiar tasks
n. Has limited vocabulary and difficulty in adjusting

speech patterns to different audiences
o. General achievement low
p. General skills achievement low
q. Needs continuous reassurance of relationship to the

subject matter and/or the teacher
r. Responds better to highly structured situations

rather than to ambiguous ones
.3



Phase 2

c. 7th to 10th grade reading 12ye1

b. May be either brash and overcompensating or reticent

and retiring in cleIs
c. Verbally proficient within restricted vocabulary

d. Little technical background in subject matter

e. 1Xual1y displays aptness in peer group sociability

f. Responds well to manipulative tasks

g. Not self confident with subIect matter

h. Restricted, but expanding, vocabulary

i. Needs continuinf, reinforctament in worl. and teacher/student

relationships
j. NeP-ative feelings towards school

k. Oriented to concrete, tangible materials

1. Limited writinz abilLty
m. Failure syndrome

Phase 3

a. 8th grade reading level or hic:her

b. Literal minded
c. Outspoken, strong immediate and posslbly ne-tive

response to assignments, te..-,ts, activities, etc.

d. Talks in terns of peer group symbols

e. Verbally non-creative
f. Concrete orientation
R. Concern for immediacy aad pragmatism (what's this got

to do with me?) of subject matter or activities

h. Tends not to complete long term assignments on time

i. Interest and attention span erratic

j. Seeks redundant teacher direction and/or explanation

k. Erratic skills development or achievement

1. Will not accept responsibility for non-concrete or

clearly defined work
m. Primarily oriented to present situations (e.g.,

adolescent society and interest)

n. 'Average" retention rate
o. Concern for passing, but not necessarily superior, grade

Phase 4

a. Reading level 10th grade or above

b. Supported by peer initiated intellectuality

c. Able to think logically, figuratively, symbolically

d. Dependent on occasional teacher direction

e. Primarily non-initiating of activities with occasional

self direction
f. Grade conscious (A or B)

g. May be under parental pressure to succeeu

h. Well developed skills in subject matter

;39



i. Aware of skills deficiencies
j. Concern for 'future- (Wi/1 I need this later?")

k. Can understand abstractions

Phase 5

a. 12th grade reading level or above
b. High skills proficiency
c. Well formed study habits
d. Interest in dealing with ideas or abstractions
e. Ability to establish relationships independently

and/or creatively
f. High retention rate
g. Ability to absorb content with infrequent repetition
h. Future oriented
i. Self motivating
j. Handles long term assimments with responsibility

Behavioral Objectives

The entire non;.raded, pd system should be based upon care-

fully defined objectives. Objectf_ves are available from many scurces but,

in the course of this project, it was felt. that to be most effective,

such objectives should be developed or adapted by the staff. The pre-

liminary objectives developed are found in Appendix B of this report.

Development of such objectives is a continuing process. Those displayed

represent only a preliminary set. In no case should ney be adopted

without critical analysis. In the case of the objectives developed, no

criteria of achievement have been specified. It was felt by the teach-

ing staff who developed these objectives that a variety of measurement

techniques might be applied. Such techniques ..ere felt to be dependent

upon the situation, :he student and the available resources.

Summary

This chapter has presented an overview of the target school

and the curriculum of that school. Several background problems in

40
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researching the program ,;fere identifies. The philosophy and major

objectives of the school were 7n3.senteA. The nongradee, phaccd system

was explained along with the asstlytioas underlyin it, Ploy Charting

of illustrative program sequences was discussed along with course coeing

requirements. "fhe particular problem of movement 1-,et-eep phasec wa

examined and several so1ution sot for7,,ard. Teacher vieT7points of

student characteristics by phase were sct forward. Behavioral ohlec..tive!S

were discussed.
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C7APT7R III

PHASE PLACET:;1- 7.ECOMATIONS

In order for the nonprade-1, multiphased system to work effi-

ciently, acctrate phase placement recommendations were needed. The

development of specialized achievement tests to be used in conjunction

with other measures for initial 2lacement and/or as a part of an informa-

tion collection and feedback system at intermediate points during the

school year was an important nart of ths proiect.

This chapter describe t71( section of the proiect carried out

by Educational Testirqz Service; ilTS) for the Brevard County, Florida,

Public School System (Bvard) The woT was acc:)Inplished during the

period September 1966 throuRh February 1970. While initial plans for

the proje,.lt included all of Brevard's high schools, the malority of the

work was carried out in cooperation with only one, Melbourne High

School, and the four junior high schools which send their graduates to

it - Central, Herbert Hoover, Southwest, and Stone. This reduction in

proiect scope was made at the request of Brevard project direction staff,

and was necessitated by the fact that Brevard County high schools dif-

fc:red widely with respect to curricula and method for placing students

within currcula.

Melbourne High School

7elbourne High School has a student p3pulation of approximately

two thousand students who would normally be considered 10th, llth, and

12th graders. Melbourne is, haver, "nongra&A and -multi-phased.

2

For a more detailed description, see Brown, B. Frank, The Appropriate

Placement School: A Sophisticated Nongraded Curriculum. West NpAck,

N.Y.: Parker Publishing Company, Inc., 14c )



Each 7qclbourne course is offered In or more (up to five) optional ver-

sions, or -phases. These ph.-.ses may differ with respect to content,

materials, rate of curriculum coverae, da.pth of coverage, and/or achieve-

ment levels of the studerts enrolled in them. (Phase 5 is most advanced,

Phase I leas: advanced.) Students are allowed to select that phase of

a course which they feel is most appropriate to their bacb-ground, ability,

interests, academic motivation, or other characteristics. Phase place-

ment recommendations, based on prier achievement, are furrished to students

at the time of Fall re9-jstration. Lowever, freedom to select phases other

than those recommended and to elange phase at any time during the school

year is a critical featura of the !slelhourne system. This freedom is con-

strained only by the prohibition of undorphasing oneself into remedial

work or by logistic 7actors such as filled class sections.

Purpose of the Project

The Melbourne phasing system allo,,Ys each student considerable

freedom of choice, and as a consequence places upon him more than the

usual burden of responsibility for making wise decisions. Acting upon

the premise that the informed choice is most apt te be the best choice,

the purpose of this project was to furnish to students and staff info ma-

tion relevant to the decisions of phase choice. Two separate but

related elements were the focus of this effort7 (a) the initial place-

ment of students into phases at the time of Fall registration and

(b) the development of a system of information collection and feedback

at intermediate points throughout thc, school year. Only be combination

of these two approache could the flexibility of the telbourne system he

capitalized upon to the fullest extent.



It should be made clear that thJs nrolect was not an evalua-

tion study. It ,:as not intened to nroduce data relevant to questions

of the worth or effectiveness of ungraded schools or course phasing.

nether it took as its starting point the structure and function of

!Ielbourne High School, and nttemnted to develon procedures for the

improvement and facilitation of this structure and function. There was

no attempt to control any aspect of the school environment, and ir fact

every effort was oade to interfere as little as possible with the normal

operation of the school. The proiect conceived and carried out in

the spirit of operations research, rather than experimental invest1;:ation.

Phase Placel,,c=nt Models

Three aifferent procedures for plecincY students in appropriate

phases were considered. The first, and perhaps most obvious, might be

called the maximized payoff model. It reouires, very simply, that each

student be placed in that phase for uhich his predicted criterion score

is highest. To develon this model reouires a criterion common across

all the phase options within a course, one or more predictors of this

criteron, and separate within-phase nrediction equations. Three possi-

ble results of such an analysis arc shown in Figures 3-1 - 3 below.

Figure 3-1 Phase Placement,
Parallel Regression Lines

Predictor 44



Figure 3-2 Phase Placement,
Crossing Regression Lines

Phase 4

Phase 3

Predictor

Figure 3-3 Phase Placem,Lnt, Non-Parrelel,
Non-Crossing Reression Lines

Phase 4

Predictor

Figure 3-1 shows the situation in which, no matter what the

value of the predictor, phase 4 always results in better achievement than

phase 3. Such a result suggests discontinuation of the Jess effective

phase and assignment of all students to the more effective phase. Figure

3-2 shows that pase 4 is more effective only for those students whose

predictor score exceeds some cutoff, X. Fere the placement decision

would be to assign all students with placement scores below "X" to phase 3,

and all those above "X" to phase 4. Figure 3-3 shows a situation in
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which the lines are clearly not parallel, but a single phase is superior

for all students for whom data are available. In this case, the placement

decision would be the same as that indicated by Figure J-1.

A second placement model to receive consideration might be called

the group membership model. It assumes that the present student consti-

tution of phase groups is meaningful, and that the placement problem is

simply one of continuing to form phase groups "like these.- This model

does not depend upon the prediction of course achievement, and therefore

does not require -7 end-of-course criterion measure. As does the maxi-

mized payc odel, it requires one or more predictor variables. In the

group membership model, however, the function of these variables is to

predict phase membership rather than ct=se achievement, The group mem-

bership model was worthy of consideration, especially in the Melbourne

High School situation, for two reasons. First, students were already

being placed in homogeneous phase groups through a rational, even if

somewhat informal, procedure and it is widely believed that homogeneous

groups can be taught more effectively. Second, and perhaps more impor-

tant, the freedom to select and shift phases allowed a corrective mecha-

%ism to operate on initial phase placements throughout the school year.

By using phase membership at the end of the school year to develop place-

ment equations, it was possible to incorporate in the group membership

model some of the experience and wisdom that individual students and

staff members normally gained during the year, and to provide registration

recommendations based on this experience and wisdom.

The third phase placement model to be considered was one le:ich

combined features of each of the two previously mentioned. There were
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certain difficulties in applying each of the first two models whi-H ug-

gested the approach of combining aspects of both. For example, the 7ax-

imized payoff model required the developrnent of within-phase equations,

but the homogeneity of existing phase groups, a re::.alt of the prior

Melbourne phase placement procedures, made within-phase prediction

remely poor. Rowever, the predictor-criterion relationships obtained

using data from all phases of a course were sufficiently high to be of use.

The group membership model had the disadvantage of assigning a student to

a grcap whose members he was most like, even if his predicted achievement

varied substantially from that of zhe group. Therefore a combined model

was developed which first assigned stuleuts on the basis of group member-

ship, but allowed modification of this initial placement if the student's

predicted achievement varied markedly from the group average. A more

detailed description of this model is given in the section of this report

on Suggested Phase Placements.

Both the group membership and combined group meMbership/maxilnized

payoff models were used in this projkLct. In addition, as a service to

Melbourne High School, phase placements based on their previous procedure

were developed. A complete description of which models were applied to

the various courses sppears in the section on Suggested Phase Placements.

Progress Test Development

A prime requirement of a system of information feedback through-

out the school year was recognized to he a set of achievement measures

custom-made for the particular content of those Melbonrne courses selected

for study. It was necessary that these measures (hereafter called "progress

tests") be appropriate across all phases (or at least as many as possible

47



of each course studied, in order that the resulting score scale 1-ee compar-

able across phases. Thus a student coul ,7? interpret his score relative not

only to his current phase membersip, hut also with respect to standards

of achievement in phases to which 1,-Le might consider shifting.

In March of 1967, four concurrent two-day workshops were held in

Brevard County for the purpose of analyzing courses in f.rur major subject

matter areas English, Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies, Parti-

cipating in these workshopL- were approximately fifty reprsentatives of

three Brevard County high schools (Melbourne, Cocoa Beach, and Satellite),

and an FTS test development specialist in each of the areas. The ()Elec-

tives of these workshops wenl to select a group of c=rsPs for which prog-

ress tests would be developed and to analyze the chosen courses in terms

of required student behaviors and desired course outcomes.

For tv,,, days prior to the workshops, the ETS personnel visited

classes in each of the three high schools in each of the four subject areas.

These visits were primarily to estimate from first hand observation the

ability and achievement levels of students in the various phases. This

was necessary in order that the progress tests to be developed be appropri-

ate with respect to difficulty as well as content.

ts a result of the workshop discussions, the following courses

were selected:

1. English (phases 2, 3, and 4)

2. Biology I (phases 2, 3, and 4)

American History (phases 3 and 4)

4. Mathematical Concepts (phases 1 and 2)

Although other phases were offered in certain of these courses, the phases
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listed above were those who,3e content could be anpropriately covered

tests developed within the constraints of project resources.

The scope of EncJish curriculu71 content spanned by phases 2,

and 4 proved to be too broad for adequote treatment durin9: the two-day

workshop. Therefore, a second ty ser:sion was hel0 in April 1967.

In addition, Melbourne Biology sterf and ehe ETS test development special-

ist met during the Summer of 1967 for a final review of D--, cd Biology

test items.

Progress Tents

One of the ob.jectives of the *7crkshops T-a;-, the identification

and deocr ):-ion of couroe conte.-t iA ter sufliclently specific to allow

the construction of cucom made achievement Lectc. These tests were

intended to assess course achievement at each of four intermediate points

during the school year. Since circumstances dictated a somewhat differ-

ent approach in each of the four chosen subject areas, each will be

treated separately.

lith Concepts, Phase 2 "This course is designed to allow the

student to attain a workinF* knowledge of the basic mathematical operations

applied to whole numbers, fractions, decimals, percents, ratio, and pro-

portion. It was decided to develor a series of four 50 nm 40 minnte

progress tests, to he administered at approximately equal intervals

t`troughout the scbool year.
4 The four tests covered, respectively, the

3

4

Scheuerer, Daniel T. (Ed.), Melbourne High School :_ticul7em Profile,

,?68-1969, p, 12.

Test booklets are contained in Volume I of this report.



following topics:

I Whole Numbers
- Fractions

III - Decimals and Percent

IV - Measurement, Denominate Numbers, and Geometry

Following the first administration of these tests durinp -he

1967-1968 school year, each was subjected to an analysis to detertaine the

characteristics of its constituent items and of the test as a whole. Each

analysis was based on all available cases, reduced by random sampling to

a total N equal to the hiOaest possible multiple of five. Statistics

were obtained describi;14; test reliability, error of measurement, diffi-

culty, speededness and item discrimination. These statistics are given

in Table 3-1 below.

Table 3-1 - Mathematics Progress Test Characteristics

Test N
N of
Items Mean S.D.

Rel.
CM201

S.E.
2-1s.

7. %

Comp.' Comp.

Mean mean
75%2 ,;:, 3 r bis

I (#30) 160 50 32.9 8 7 .8:',.! 2-8 7) 98 11.1 .53

IT (#:J1) 155 50 22.8 8.4 .86 3.1 86 98 13.4 .43

III (#32) 145 50 19.9 7.0 .81 3.1 88 96 14.1 .38

IV (1133) 160 50 13.8 4.4 .3 3.0 69 86 15.4 .22

1The percent of examineeE convlettng the entire test

2
The percent of examinees completing 75% of the test items

aveean delta is an index of test difficul. Delta is defined as the nor-

nal deviate, expressed in terms of a scale with a mean of 13 and a stand-

ard deviation of 4, which corresponds to the proportion of candidates

reaching the item who answers it correctly. A low delta describes an

easy item; a high delta, a difficu.,c. one. For 4-choice items( all prog-

ress tests developef! for Melbourne were made up of 4-choice items), a

test of middle difficulty would have a mean delta of approximately 11.7.

Inspection of Table 3-1 shows that, during the 1967-1968 school

year, the Mathematics pro7:ress tests became progressively more difficult

for the examinees who took them. This suggests that less class time was

spent on the topics covered by the Afttpr tests, even though these topics
;10
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were stated as corse objectives by 'J:ell:ourne Yethematics faculty at the

workshops_ The Progressively dcras±ng r.,liabilities may indicate that

the later tests are dealing content which is unfamiliar to t.:)e exam-

inees, or may simply be a result o the decreasi7:g variability of the

sample. Still another explanation is that the later tests are actually

more heterogeneous in content.

Biology I Phases 2-4. "Basic-phased (phase 3) Biology is

based on special materials entitled Patterns end Processes adopted by the

BSCS for students who may nave i4ifficulty with reading, longuage, and

mathematics. These special materials are made up of units (ecology, evcru-

tion, cell energy prozesscs, repr,.)d-Jction, genetAc , and man and his

environment) prepared in those areas of biology 'aUich seem most diffi-

5
cult."

'This BSCS (Blue Version) course (phases 3 and. 4) is designed

for those students with average abilities in science. It is an approach

ILL whid7h evolutionary aspects of biology are interpreted in the light of

recent advances in genetics and physic,loy-
.6

The above descriptions highlight a basic problem tn the construc-

tion of the Biology progress tests. The differences in course objectives,

content, and materials across phases are sufficiently great to preclude

the develc?ment of a single test maximally appropriate to all phases.

This problem was solved in the following way. For each of th,- irst two

Biology prowl 'ss test administrations, three tests were developed. Of

5

Sc euerer, Daniel T. (Ed.), p. 5.

6

Ibid. 5 1



these, one was custom made for t'ne --,71p3e ecersa, and a second or

phases 3 and 4. These tests provi=. e sour s maximally rmpro-

priate for determining ac:lieveme Ithir phooe The thi test os

based on content comon t0 all three phases. It therefc_re yielded scoIes

whiJi were comparable across oi phases. These score2, togeLher with rhe

local norms based on them coild be used by students and staff in making

decisions rep.rding shifts between phases 2 and 3.

It was decided at the workshops by !''olbourne Biology faculty

that it would be more useful to schedule all progress test administra-

tions during the first semeE3ter. In partieular, it was felt that informa-

tion relevant to comparative .G1':nciim7 acrt'ss phases *7ou1d be most appro-

priately early in the first semostor. Therefore, only two progress tests

were developed for each of the third and fourth administrations - one

custom made for phase 2, and the other for phases 3 and 4.

Analyses were performed on the data from the 1967-1968 admin-

istrations. Table 3-2 shows the characteristics of the entire set of

7
-.en 40 minute tests. It should be noted that the test used in the

fourth administration for phase 2 was not specially developed for this

project, since an existinq, instrument (Biological Science! Patterns and

Processes, Achievement Test 4, published by the Psychological Corporation)

was juded to be suitable. The tests custom made for phases 3 and 4 vere

in part corstructed from item collections published by the BiolrIgical

Sciences Curricuium Study and were used with the permission of that

organiz.,ition,

7

Test b-)oklets are contained in Volume_ II.
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Test

Table

Phase N

5-"

'; of

Ite-s

Prorcss

lz,-.1.

S.D. (Y:7'22)

Test Characteristics

..!:.
7

-..le-o. C0-p.

../
,o

Comn.

lle,n ",,,-,.-1

'.:.. r his

I (#22) 2 11.) 39 14. 6.0 .,' 2.4 58 06 13.2 .!,?3

I (#23) 34 475 30 17.n 5.0 .--fl 'L.."?. 99 100 12.2 .I.P

I (#21) 2-4 535 3' l04 4.6 .7 9.3 93 100 11.11 .50

II (r=15) 2 109 30 16.5 5.0 .78 2.4 190 101 12.4 .45

II (P26) 3,4 455 30 15.1 4.5 .69 2.5 99 100 13.0 .39

II (#24) 2-4 575 SO 18.0 4..". .72 2.3 99 9's 11.S .51

III (#27) 2 95 30 12.6 4.0 .0 ' 4 100 100 13.9 .40

III (#28) 394 440 20 12.1 4.9 .7,7' 96 ).) 14.1 .42

IV (20 2* 81 :.11 22.2 6.I. .R2** _ -" -- ...._ _...

IV (#29) 3,4 445 30 1(-,.2 4.7 .73 2.5 99 99 12.6 .43

Biolcvical Scit.nce- Pntterns en(I .7rocess2L-i, Achic.,vticnt Test 4

**
Reliability and stan-d error. of measul:eT,Ient repol-ted by publi..Ler, based

on a sample of 740 ca...7eo, drm fro stli,ients ih ,-zradcs 9 through 12.

This test was not itcp, analyzed Ey

11,_:,1bourne fa-dlty o:7-en'cs c all prh ir:ss testo were obtained

by questionnaire. Biolotiy teachers indicated that most students had com-

pleted the progress tests in less than the allotted forty minutes, and

this was confirmed by the item analysis data (see the % Completed column

in Table 3-.). It was judg,ed that each test could be len(thened an :. still

retain the desired characteristic of upeededness. Therefol, revised

forms of ail Biology tests( except Test IV, phase 2) were developed.

consisting of the 1967-196R form plus an additional ten items appearing

in the nu er 31-40 positions. Tab1 2 3-3 showo the characteristic of

these revisnl forms, which were adminjster( 1 during the 1968-1960 ';chool

yeaz..
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Table 3-3

Tst

- Peviserl Rfclogy T-re-rPs

of

arteristi,cs

aan l`ean
r bis

(72) 2 1fl5 40 1.9 97 12.7

I (;73) 3, 52P 4C; o.3 .22 2.7 12,0 19.1 .46

I (#70 2-4 675 40 25.4 (--.° 2.7 :3'! 111'0 11.4 .45

11 (p75) 2 110 40 21.? C. .81 2.9 -98 100 12.5 .44

II (76) 3,4 550 40 20,8 .77 2,9 29 12,8 .40

II (#74) 2-4 690 4) 24.1 6.5 .84 2.6 100 11.8 tA

III (1k77) 2 110 40 15.6 5.6 .74 2.6 97 93 14.3 .33

III (#78) 3,4 520 41 14.8 5.1 .E9 2.9 94 99 14.5 .33

Iv( #7) ( 3,4 510 40 21.4 5.8 .7-, 9.8 94 99 12.6 .40

Comparison of Tablas 3-2 and 3-3 sboys that C-,c, rovid tsts

had higher relihbIlitico., except:i.en of Tqt I (,lase 2) and

Test III (phases 3 an:=. 4) . In the cr.su each e:.;ception, the le-,,er relic-

bility may be a result of prcater !,17d1c homc,Icreity *standard dt.viacioh

tor 1268-1969 scols based on the first 30 item,...; were 4.5 for Tet, I

(phase 2) and 6.0 for Test III (phases 3 and 4)). The addition of ten

items did not suhstantially affect test difficulty, bht the mean item

rbis was reduced in several instancr.:s, iricatinc that som_' ihe

items were reasuring dic,ensions of hiolei.77. The sneededness indices

ware not markedly affected hy th2 revisions, end the tests remained virt-

ually unc,peeded.

Enplish, T=hs 2-4. "Phase 2 Cemv,nuication Skills concentrates

on indi idual improvem2ht in basic recu'inT_: and communication sills,

Students are p,IiLjed toward vochlary enrichment, expc:nded ccrTrebension,

and incl-eased readin,; speed, al11on01 Improved written nnd cn:al e:..hression

may naturally arise from iov.A reldn ability.

8

Schenerer, Daniel T. (Ed.), on. LP. L8-19.
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"Phase 3 Fnli.sh te to (4.Eve7cr)

ent's English slAlls in lanuage, oral cr7posttion, listen

reading, and literature interpretation.

"l)esigned for the com2etent stuct Phase 4 Enlish focuses

on important aspects of the Amer*ean character as tboy ar,- revealed in our

literature.... Stu;ents will also explore the structure and nature of the

English language and methods of clear oral and written expressions.

The English and Biology arcas Lhared a cnmmon problem. Differ-

ences acors phases were tco great to allow a single progress test appro-

prial:e to all phases. rnlike 13.olo.zy, however, a somevhat different solu-

t:_on to this probL.im was adopted for Eac,li.-5h. Four proress tesLs unique

to eaca psu daveloT.cd, to Pe ;-,Ppice::_m.ltely equal

intervals throughout the F.:chool Fioever, there was sufficient simi-

larity among phases to allow a comr:.on core of items within tests for

adjacent phases. Each test thus could he subscored to yield a !core

was common also to the test for the adjacent phase. Two such subscores

could be obtained for the phase 3 test - one in common with phase 2 and

another with phase 4. Mese subucores were used as criteriJa data in the

development of nhase placement recommenrlations, to be ''scribed in a later

section of tais report. Because of their relatively small number of

items, these subscores had reliabill'ins which were considered too low for

individual score reorting,

The English tests were coestructed in several separately paced

sections, correspond;H to bodies of subject content of major importance,

9 155
Ibid.

ID

Ibid.



as identificH :ifC? T of -*ions

sh-'rt to Yield rciiie scores, ccmbThed to rroduc.c 7a:: 5c=3s,

Table 3-4 Icx,:5; cc-1=r of C-3 nr.,7ress te_1;f,

71
t"rley yield.-

The T:nglish tests r1:7:fforent froT11 rrogress tcsts in tic

other three areas in t they measured Cr.o deveri of proficiency in

the arie shills throhout the scLool year. Thus it can be noted in

'able 3-4 that all four tests wit7!in eJ-Ich nlie have sections

bearing the same ro7:1c. T.;,:s is crntrust to the secuence of progress

tests in each of the eC:er th.1 bich cover different

material as the year pl-egresses. Fcc tl-is reason, it :-7as judgel that tlie

fourth TI]n^,lish prohreas te'5t in each comld al:7() soyve as en end-oi7-

course test. The selection of end-of-ccnir&e tests Jr rlecy, hatherno Llcs,

and American History will be discussed in a later section of this report.

Analyses were performed on the data from the l:67-196 administrations.

Tables 5 and 6 show the characteristics ot the entire set of t,:qelve

40 ranute Enplish tests.

10

Ibid.

11
Test 'Iooklets are contained in Volume IT.



Test

Tal-le 2-4 En.7714sh PI-oc,ress Test 7orml:s

(-3:-)

,
4.

pe71i7
Lsn-oa,go
English Expresion
1eading

Spe.-,_
-,
.':,.)

1-77 (flr: 1)

5')
15 ) ite 21-60 (Part IT)

15')

5' Items 1-20 (Part I)
10')

English Expression 20 10') Items `'I-(, (Part II)

Reading 15 15')

III (#40) Spoiling 20 5' Items 1-29 (Part I)

Language. 10 10')

English Expression 15 10') It?ms 21-60 (134-rt II)

reading 15 15')

IV (#43) Spelling 20 5' Items 1-20 (P,Irt I)

Lz2.nsu'57c, 1:-.. 10')

Emjish Ex7ression 1": 20') It:cms 21-65 Cr'art II)

Reading 15 15')

I (135) 3 Spelling :0 3' Items 1-20 (Part 1)

Lnnguae 5')

English Expression 20 15') Items 21-65( Part II)

Literature 21 15')

II (1138), 3 Spelling 21 5' Items 1-20 (Part I)

III (#41) Language 10 10')

English Expression 27: 10') Items 21-65 (Part II)

L1Leratnr,2 15 15')

IV (#44) 3 SpelliEa 20 5 Itemo 1-20 (PrIrt I)

Lar--,uage 15 10')

Engli3h Expression 20 10') Items 21-70( Part II)

T,,i_ te rat ure 15 15')

I (i136) 4 Langlage 10 10')

English Expression 20 10') Items 1 -55 (Total)

Literature 25 20°)

II (#39) 4 Lanuage 10 10')

English Expression 25 15') Items 1-55( Total)

Literature 20 15) (

III (#42) 4 Languaze 15 15')

English Expression 20 10°) Items 1-50 (Total)

Literature 15 15')

IV(3145) Language 20 15')

Eng1i01 Expression 20 10') Items 1-55 (Total)

Literature 15 15')



Table 3-5 lists characteristics of the parts of the English prog-

ress tests for which scores were reported. It should be noted that the

Part I reliabilities are not low for a part consisting of only tT7enty items

and requiring only five minutes of tsting time. Table 3-6 below lists

speededness, difficulty, and m2ala itola discrimination indices for each

section (see Table 3-4) of the same tests. In interpreting the speeded-

ness indices, it should be noted that they refer to paced sections.

That is, each section was separately timed, but examinees were allowed

to proceed immediately to the next section if they completed the preceding

section before the announced time limit.

Test

Table 3-5

Phase

- English Progres Ter.it

N of
Part* N Itt-ms

Characteristics,

Mean S.D.

By Part

Rai-
(KR 20)

S.E.
Meas.

I 2 I 390 20 7.6 2.8 .52 1.9

II 300 40 19.2 5.1 .72 2.7

I 3 I 855 20 8.8 3.0 .54 2.1

II 855 45 20.2 9.0 .64 3.0

I 4 Total 375 55 78.4 6.3 .73 3.3

II 2 I 230 20 () 9 3.4 .67 2.0

T1 230 45 22.0 7.7 .86 2.8

II 3 1 910 20 10.0 3.4 .66 2.0

II 910 45 25.5 6.6 .81 2.9

II 4 Total 325 55 36.8 6.3 .78 3.0

III 2 I 280 20 12.4 3.5 .72 1.9

II 20 40 20.5 6.2 .80 2.8

III 3 I 920 20 13.4 3.4 .70 1.9

IT 920 45 25.3 6.8 .82 2.9

III 4 Totn1 320 50 33.6 6.3 .79 2.9

IV 2 I 980 20 11.4 1.8 .75 1.9

II 280 45 21.7 6.9 .82 2.9

IV 3 I 885 20 13.7 3.4 .71 1.9

T1 885 50 24.2 6.8 .80 3.1

IV 4 Total 305 55 33.5 7.0 .80 3.1

*See Table 3-4, "Score" colunn for definition



Test

Table

Phase

3-6 - English Pro7,ress Test

Section x,,--

Characteristics By Section

, % MeanN of ,

Items Comp. Comp.75%
Mean
r his

I 9 20 95 99 14.4 .40Spelling 390

Language 390 5 99 99 12.6 .40

English Expression 30 20 99 99 14.4 .29

Reading 190 15 98 99 11.9 .46

I 3 Spelling 855 20 99 96 13.7 .13

Language 855 5 99 99 14.0 .26

English Expression 855 10 98 99 .4.0 .32

Literature 855 20 92 98 13.0 .30

I 4 Lnnguage 375 10 99 99 12.8 .34

EnL-41ish Expression 375 20 97 99 13.3 .31

Literature 375 25 90 98 12.5 .34

II 2 Spelling 230 20 93 97 13.0 .45

Language 230 10 90 94 13.1 .50

English ElTression 230 20 93 99 13.7 .40

Reading 71;0 15 83 92 31.9 .59

II 3 Spelling 910 20 98 99 13.1 .46

Language 910 10 98 99 12.8 .36

English Expr-Ission 910 20 99 99 12.4 .40

Literature 910 l 95 99 10.9 .49

II 4 Language 325 10 99 100 11.5 .32

English Expression 325 25 99 99 11.0 .39

Literature 325 20 98 99 10.6 .41

III 2 Spelling 280 20 95 99 11.6 .52

Language 280 10 95 98 12.7 .40

English Expression 280 15 99 99 13.6 .36

Reading 280 15 96 99 12.2 .48

III 3 SpPlling 990 20 99 99 11.1 .51

language 920 10 98 99 12.3 .34

English Expression 920 20 99 99 12.8 .44

Literatalre 920 15 94 99 11.6 .49

III 4 Language VO 15 98 99 11.5 .40

English Expression 320 20 99 99 10.6 .47

Literature 320 15 98 100 10.8 .37

IV 2 .-3pelling 280 20 98 99 12.1 .53

Language 989 15 93 99 14.1 .28

English Expression 280 15 99 99 13.6 .39

Reading 280 15 96 99 11.9 .57

IV 3 Spelling 635 20 99 99 10.9 .53

Language 883 15 96 98 13.3 .35

English Expression 885 20 99 99 13.3 .40

Literature 835 15 97 99 12.9 .42

IV 4 Language 305 20 99 100 11.5 .41

English Expression 305 20 99 100 11.9 .36

Literature 305 15 96 99 11.8 .40
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American History,. Phases 3 and l. Phase 3 "... is designed to

help students become more fully aware of America's social, economic and

political development. Particular ermphal is gi7en to the individual's

responsibility of citizenship in a dgmocrr-ttc soAety. Special attention

is given to the following7 The Ainerican Constitution, 7-!ip3 omatic History,

Industrialization, Growth of Capitalism, Sectionalism vs. Nationalism,

Social and Intellectual Change, and a required six weeks' study of Com-

12
munism.

Phase 4, "... centered around prcblems in American History, utilizes

a thorough investigation and anPlytical Flpproach to cauF..;al factors of

significant occurrences in the continuum of the nation's history. Quest

study and research techniques receive maximum emphasis.''
13

The workshop sessions with Ereverd American History faculty brought

to light a serious problem. Instructional approaches of individual

teachers to the same course, within as well as across phases, differed

greatly. In fact, there was serious question whethr any set of progress

tests could be appropriate to such a wide rene of instructional practices.

It was therefore decided to selet progress tests which would stress the

application of knowledge in generaliain principles and concepts. The

Cooperative Topical Tests in American History were judged to meet this

requirement. The entire battery includes eight tests, organized chrono-

logically from exploration and colonization to the present. The tests

were scheduled to be administered in pai7=s, at opproximately equal

12
Scheuerer, Daniel T. (Ed.) op. cit., p. 1.

13
Scheuerer, Daniel T. (Ed.) rp. cit., p. 2.

CO



intervals throughout the 1967-1968 scbool year. In fact, however, only

the first four tests were admin1stered:
14

Test I - Exploration. Colonization, and Independence, 1450 - 1783

Test II - Foundations of American Government, 1781 - 1801

Test III - Growth of Nationalisn and Democracy, 1801 - 1840

Test IV - Expansion, Civil War, and. Roconstruction, 1840 - 1877

By the time the above four tests ;lad been administered, it was ap-

parent from facult7 evaluation of the tests that they considered them to

be inappropriate. In add.ition to the course content differences noted

at the workshops, there also were serious differences among teachers with

regard to the rate, sequence, and er.?1.asis which characterized their

treatment of various topics. It was threfore dec:ided not to administer

the remaining four tests in the series, and not to administer any

American History progress tests during the 1968-1969 school year.

Since the selected Hist'. progre:ss tests were part of a standard-

ized battery, the characterist of which were alreedy known, it was

decided not to perform item ar y-F:es on these test . Table 3-7 shows the

statistical characteristics n ,rted in the publisher's manual for the

four tests administered.
15

Table 3-7 -

N of

American History Progress Test Charactellstics

Rr-J. S.E. % % Mean

Test N ItemF. Aean S.D. (KR 20) 1%las, Comp. Comp. 75Z r nis

I 265 60 42.5 9.3 .89 3.1 99 100 .51

II 260 60 36.8 10.1 .89 3.4 94 98 .44

III 260 60 38.4 10.9 .91 3.2 98 99 .53

IV 225 60 43.7 9.7 .90 3.0 99 100 .53

14
Test booklets are contained in Volume II

15
Handbook for Cooperative Topical Tests in American History. Cooperative

Test Division, Educational Testing Service, Princeton, N. J., 1965, p. 25.
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Table 3-8 shows means and stare:lard deviations for the administra-

tions of these tests to Melbourne students during the 1967-1968 school

year. Comparison of these means to those reported in Table 3-7 lends

some support to the judged inappropriaten=.25 of these tests for "4.elbourne

American History students, especially at the phase 3 level.

Table 3-8 - American History Progress Test 'Ffeans and

Standard Deviations - Melbourne Population

Test Pha-e N Mean S.D.

I 3 .:b :)6.4 7.3
4 53 36.6 8.1

II 3 40 22.8 6.9

4 47 31.3 8.0

III 3 394 23.2 8.1
/4 47 29.4 6,0

IV 3 405 26.4 8.5

4 49 33.8 7.9

Item Analyses. Detailed information regarding the numbers and

achievement levels of examinees choosing each option of each progress

test item is presented in Appendix C.

End-Of-Course Tests

In addition to the custom made prcgress tests, it was decided

to select an existing standardized end-of-course test in each subject

area (as described previously, th,1 f!.nal progress te-t for each of English

phases 2-4 served also as an end-of-course test). These tests covered

the total material presented in thet:le classes during the school year,

although they wore of necessity less specifically appropriate to Melbourne

curricula. The tests selected by ETS test development specialists were:

BSCS Comprehensive Final Examination, Form J. Published for

the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study by the
Psychological Corporation, New York, N. Y., 1966.
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American School Achievement Tests, 'Form P. lAvanced Battery,
Part II, Arithmetic Computation and Arithmetic Problems.
Published by Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., Indianapolis,

Indiana, 1955.

Cooperative Social Studies Tests, American History (Senior

Hi5;h School), Form A. Published by Educational Testing
Service, Princc_ton, N. J., 1:25.

Table 3-9 shows the characteristics of these end-of-course tests.

Reliahilities are those reported by the publishers.

Table

Test

3-9 -

Form

End-of-Course

N of
Items

Tirre

Limit

Test Characteristics

Score:7 Rel. Type of Rcl.

BSCS Compre-
hensive

J 50 45'

_

Total .82 YR20

Amaricen School
Ach. Test

n 43 35' Ari1. Como. .80 Correlation be-
tween parallel
forms

24 25 Arith Comp. .73 Correlation be-
tween parallel
forms

Coop. Amer. Mir:,t. A 70 40' Total .90 7(1120

( Sr. High)

The selected end-of-course tests were appropriate for all phases

within Biology, Mathematics, and American TLE.tory respectively. The test

administrations in each area were conducted p.ear the end cf the second

semester.

Score Report; and Local Norm

It was judged desirable to evaluate thoroughly the character-

istics of the newly developed progress tests before making scores avail-

able to students and faculty. Therefore, score reports during the 1967-

1968 school year were not furnished for several months following the

various test administrations. They were therefore of minimal use to



students and staff. However, score reporting during 1968-1969 Tas accom-

plished promptly. for use on an optional basis by 71elbourne faculty and

students. Score reports we-ze sent to the local project director, an'l

were presumably made available to teachers nazi students. Certain score

reports were withheld far financi%1 reasoas, but these de7ays came late

in the second semester and probably had little effect.

Local (Melbourne) norms were developed by pha:--;e for all progress

and end-of-course tests. Paw scores were reported by class roster to

Melbourne in both 1967-1968 and 1968-1969 and could be converted to

percentile raaks by reference to the appropriate local norms table. These

tables are contained in Appendilc C. In those situations where a common

test across phases was adolpisteued, stulents could detcrmlne not only

their standing within phase but also with respect to students in adjoining

phases. In order to guard against over-interpretation of scores, users

were provided with an index number for each progress test and advised

to consider each sco.fe as being somewbre within the rancY.e created by

addinf; and subtracting this index nue;er from the, reported score in

effect, this meant that individual scores were reperte6 as barJs of plus

and minus one standard error of measurement around the otained score.

Progress test scores supplied students with feedback upon which

to base their phase change decisions during the 1968-1969 school year.

However, the school had available to it additional data which could be

used to develop suggested phase placements for students at the time of

Fall 1968 registration. Melbourne High School utilized an open course

registration of the college type. Prior to the 1968-1969 school year, the
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school had proJided students with suggested phase placements in four

general areas--English MatIlematies, Science, and History. These .ahase

placements were derived from the results of achievement tests adninistered

during the Spring. If, for exa:nple, placment was to be made arong four

available phases, each student achievement score was classified according

to the national norms quartile range into which it fell. Placement was

then suggested for the corresponding phase. The instruments used for

this procedure were the Stanford Ach-levement Test battery for Fall 1967

placement and the Sequential Tests of Educational Progress for Fall 1966

placement. Placement in each area was based on data from a single test,

chosen on the basis of judge-3 relew-ace to the arca.

A new system of placement vas cought which would make use of more

inforration about each student than a single achievement test score, and

which would utilize the relationships of these predictor data to an ob-

jective criterion of success common to all phases of a givcn course.

Since Melbourne faculty did not bcve ileparmental exams, the selected

end-of-course tests served ns criterion measures in three of the four

courses chosen for study--Biology /, American History, and Mathematical

concepts (see Table 3-9), In English, the progress tests were so suaced

that the fourth one was administered at the end of the second semester

and served as the end-of-course criterion measure.

As noted above, differences among phnses within English were

sufficiently great to preclude the use of a single criterion instrument

across all phases into which placement was desired. However, it was

possible to embed overlapping sets of items in the instruments for adja-

cent phases, thus producing a subscore cgmnipn to phases two and three,oa



and another common to phases thrre anc7 four. These sul.77cors w7,re used

as the criterion measnres.

In addition to the end-ef-eourse criterion moasures, a short

satisfaction questionnaire was developed and administered concurrently

with each progress and final t:ost. This qustionnaire consisted of font-

iters concerned with student attitudes toward particular courses, phases,

the subject regardless of course and phase, and the marks received. How-

ever, item intercorrelations were low and prediction of the satisfaction

total score was poor. Therefore, the satisfaction variable was nr,t used

as a criterion in the development of phase placements,

The sending junior hila seh:Dols for l'elbourne High School had,

for some yeczs prior to the 1967-1968 school year, participated in the

Florida Ninth Grade State Testing Pregrr.m. This battery was examined, and

it was concluded that it would serve well as the nucleus of a set of pre-

dictor instruments. It comprised the follcwing terts:

School and ColleRe Ability Test, Ferr. 31-P, published by
Educational Tes-Linp- Srvice, Ftineron, N. d,, 1957

Verbal, r0.1111t-itat-ivc and Total scores

etropoliten Achievement Tests, Pdvanced Battery, rorm Ei

Published by Harcourt, Brace and Yorld, Inc., New York,

1961 Readin, Language, Arithetic Computation,
Arithmetic Problem. Solving aika Conceors, Social Studies

Enfor7oation, arC, Science

This Tlattery was administered statewide each Fall through 1966 (a new

battery was adopted in Fall 1967) to all ninth grade students, and scores

were thus available in time to develop predictions for Sophomore phase

placements the followinR Fall and subseouent high school years.

In addition to these academlc ability and achievement measures,

it was decided to include in the predictor battery measures of student
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interest in various subject matter areas. The instrument chosen For this

purpose was the Academic Interest Measures (AIM), published hy Educational

Testing Service26 which yields interest scores for biological sciences,

English, fine arts, mathematics, social sciences, secretarial, physical

sciences, foreign languages, music, engineering, home economies, and

executive. This instrument was administered to all rint_h grade students

in the sending junior high schools in the Spring preceding their entry into

Melbourne High School.

Phase placement recommendations were devoloped for eleven differ-

ent subject matter areas (see Figure 3-4). In American History (nhases 3

and 4) and English (phases 2-4) a two stage decision rule was employed.

The first stage involved determination of the degrea to which each student

was similar to those who had been enrolled in the various phases in the

past. This degree of likeness was determined in terms of the predictor

variables described previously. The second stage involved tb- prediction

of an end-of-course criterion score for each student, using tho same pre-

dictor variables. A. multiple decision rule was applied in order to com-

bine the two predictions (phase membership and criterion score)

1. Assign for each student that phase for which he is most like
previous student enrollees (at the end of the school year)
except that--

2. If a student's predicted criterion score falls below the mean
score of the next lower phase, or above the mean of the next
higher phase, the phase placement will be altered down or up
one phase accoidingly. Alteration of more than one phase in
either direction will not be allowed.

16
See Halpern, G. "Development of An Interest Test: Academic Interest
Measures. Reseal-7:h Memorandum, 66-13. Educational Testing Service,
Princeton, N. J., 1966. 67



Figure 3-4 - Phase Placement Form

EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE

GRAD 1971
FROM CENTRL JR HS

MELBOURNE 7.1IG11 SCHOOL FALL 1968 REGISTRATION

AT THE BOTTOM OF THIS PAGE ARE SUGGESTED PHASE PLACEMENTS FOR SEVERAL'

SUBJECTS. YOU MAY ENTER EITHER A HIGHER OR LOWER PHASE THAN THE ONE SUG

GESTED, WITH THE EXCEPTION THAT IF YOUR RECOMMENDED PHASE IS 3 OR HIGHERT

YOU MAY NOT ENROLL IN PHASES 1 OR. 2 FOR THAT SUBJECT.

PLEASE BEAR IN MIND THAT TrEsE S7r:GESTED PHASE PLA=ENTS ARE NOT

PLRFECT. THEY ARE ONLY ONE OF THE THIWS YOU nOULD CONSIDER IN CHOOSING

THE BEST PHASE FOR YOU.

THE NUMBER FOLLOWING EACH COCIRSE IS THE SUGGESTED PHASE PLA=ENT.

IF A PHASE IS RECOMMENDED IN A COURSE YOU HAVE ALREADY TAKEN, PLEASE HIS

REGARD IT. AN ASTERISK (*) INSTEAD OF A NUMBER INDICATES THAT THERE WAS

NOT ENOUGH INFORMATION TO ESTIMATE A PITA:3E PLACEMENT ECR YOU IN THAT

COURSE. IN SUCH CASES, SEE THE COU=LOR STAFF FOR HELP IN PLAENING YOUR

SCHEDULE.

ENGLISH
3

AMERICAN HIPTORY 2

ALGEBRA I 4

ALGEBRA II 3

PLANE GEOMETRY 3

CHEMISTRY I 3

BIOLOGY I 3

BIOLOGY II 3

PHYSICAL SCIENCE (OTHER THAN CHEMISTRY I) 2

MATH. (01HER THAN PLANE GEO. AND ALG. I/II) 4

HISTORY (OTHER THAN AMERICAN HISTORY) 3
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This procedure had the advantage of capitalizing_ upon the experience of

previous students in placing themselves in appropriate phases, yet allowed

for modification in cases where the probability of extremely deviant

achievement in either direction was great.

The technique of multiple group discriminant analysis was used

to predict phase membership.
17 Discriminating functions were developed,

separately for males and females, using data from students enrolled dur-

ing the 1967-1968 school year. Phase membership was determined at the

end of the year, in order that the predictions would reflect the outcomes

of the natural phase selection pl-ocess which took place throughout the

school year. Such a selection procoss could occur only under the con-

ditions of free choice characteristic of a school like l!anourne High

School.

Since the number of available predictors was quite large, it

was desirable to reduce the number actually used for each prediction, in

order both to prevent excessive degradation of the precision of prediction

for subsequent groups of students, and to obviate the nece of collect-

ing large amounts of data in subsequent years.

All test data were initially examined (separately by sex) with

the expectation that most variables would not be useful, but that the use-

less variables might obscure the functional variables in the first multi-

variate tests. For this reason, all available data were analyzed initi-

ally, with little note being given to the multivariate F ratios. Atten-

tion was centered upon the univariate statistics and the predictive

17
See Rao, C. R., Advanced Statistical Methods in Biometric Research.

New York: Wiley azld Sons, 1953,,pp. 257 ff.
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efficiency of each single variable. Ryan when the multivariate F test

suggested that no significant predIction was available, a feu of the

variables sometimes had significant univariate F ratios. Thus, at the

first attempt to predict, all variables were used and that single vari-

able with the largest univariaze F ratio was selected, provided that the

univariate F had a probability of less than .05. This initially selected

variable was then treated as a covariate and the discriminant analysis

was rerun.

Of the remaining variables, th.2t one with the largest univariate

F ratio having a probability of lass than .05 was selected. This vari-

able was then added to the first as a covariate and the analysis rerun,-

Succecsive vari.ables wore elected, successive covariate analy-

ses were performed, and variables added to the set of useful predictors

until none of the remaining variables had a univariate F with a probabil-

ity of less than .05. The final set of useful predictors constituted the

reduced battery. The final phase prediation discriminant function was

determined by rerunning the analysis using only the selected variables.

The multivariate F ratios obtain', -nalysis described the use-

fulness of the selected variables in predicting phase. The procedure is

a generalization of the Wherry-Daolittle method of battery reduction in

multiple correlation.

Because academic interest (AIM) data were not available for sub-

stantial num6ers of students, two sets of discriminant functions for each

sex were developed--with and without interest scores as predictor vari-

ables. The availability of AIM data determined which function was used

for each student.
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The second stage of the placement decision rule employed for

American History and English involved the prediction of final test scores.

Standard techniques of multiple regression were used. The Nhe,:ry-Doolittle

battery reduction procedure was directly applicable, and was followed with-

18
out modification. As in the development of discriminant fimctions, two

sets of regression equattons for each sex Tlere developed and used for

students with and without academic interest scores.

Examination of within-phase scatterplots of the various predic-

tor variables versus the criterion rel-ealed that predictability of final

test score within paase was rather low. Because the predictor and cri-

terion m-9ans variei s-ste-natically ac7nss phases, prediction for the total

group wa,, consider, better. For thil reason, a common rci;ression

equation across pha s within course ws,-; employed.

In Biolo-,y I, Plane Geometry, Algebra I, Algebra II, Chemistry I,

English (phase 5 o- IY), and American History (phase 2 only), phase place-

ments were developed on the basis of group membership alone (stage one of

the previously described decision rule). In the case of each course ex-

cept Biology /, this was necc- ary because no common criterion measure

existed. Although a final test for Biology I was selected and adminis-

tered, the data were not in usable form at the required time and were not

used in the placement process. Techniques of battery reduction and phase

prediction were identical to those described for English (phases 2-4) and

American History (phases 3 and 4).

For Mathematics (other than Plane Geometry, Algebra I, and

Algebra II), phases 1-5; History (other than American History), phases 2-5;

18
See Garret, H. E., -ratistics in Paylefogy and Education. New York:

David MeKay Co., 1966.



Biology II, phases 2-5: and Physical Science, phases 1-5, the procedure

used by Melbourne High School to develop phase placements for the Fall

1967 registration was duplicated. For each course offered in four phases,

each student score on a designated Stanford Achievement Test r7as classi-

fied according to the national norms quartile range into which it fell,

and placement was recommended in the corresponding phase. For courses

offered in five phases, the scores were classified by national norms

quintile ranges and phase placement recommendations were deYeloped in

similar manner.

Progress tests were developed nnd a final test was selected tor

Mathematical Concepts. Althou7,h these measures were administered an&

scores were reported, no phase placement recommendations were developed

because this course was offered at only one phase level (phase 2) during

the 1967-1968 school year.

Tables 3-10 and 3-11 give multivariate f ratios and discrimi-

nant function coefficients for the various reduced predictor batterieb.

The interest variables which were of use it predicting phase

membership in English (males and females), American History (males only),

and ChemistrY (moles only), are shown in Tables 3-10 and 3-11. An inter-

esting situation arose in Algebra I and IT, where the Metropolitan

Language test was the only predictor retained in the reduced battery for

males, while the Metropolitan Arithmetic Problems test was retained for

females. A possible explanation for this phenomenon might lie in the

greater expectaAons or pressures for higher education focused on males.

The Metropolitan Language test is probably a good general ability meas-

ure. It may well be that the higher,ability, college destined males
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Table 3-10 - Reduced Predictor Batteries: Discriminant Function

Coefficients er:d V.ultivariate F ratios for Males
14ithout AIM

Course

English

American
History

Biology I

Plane
Geometry

Algebra I

Algebra II

Phase Predictors

2-5 Metropolitan Read.
Metropolitan
Social Studies
SCAT Verbal
SCAT Mathematical
F=24.21(12,929)
Pr'.001

2-4 Metropolitan
Social Studies
SCAT Mathematical
F=31.54(4,350)
Pr-4.001

2-4 tropolitan
auguage

etro. Arith.
Prob.:_ems

Metro. Science
F-23.89(6,466):
Pr,..001

3-4 Metro. Arith.
Problems
F=15.83(1.41);

2-4 Metro. Language
F=6.09(2,32):
Pr=.006

3-4 Metro Language
F=18.39(1,84);
Pr..001
SCAT Verbal
F=7.70(1.71):
Pr=.007

Chemistry I 3-4

Disc.
Func.

Coe.Ff.

-1 2
Predictors

lath AIM
Disc.
Func.
Coeff.

£
2

-.03 1.22 Metropolitan Read. .05 1.41

SC 1Verl;a1 .47 -.48

.34 .02

.43 -.30 SCAT Mathematical .56 -.66

.49 -.85 AIM English .23 -.23

r=18.61(12,744);
Pit.001

-r!etropolitan

.70 Social Studies .53

.49 SCAT Mathematical .58

AIM English .34
F=19.57(6,268);

Pr4.001
No AIM Variables

-.13 1.25 In Reduced Battery

.53 -.27

.68 -.57

No AIM Variables
-- In Reduced Battery

7'7 i.1-71

In Reduced .bartiry

-- No AIM Variables
In Reduced 13;-_ttery

SCAr Verbal
AIM Engineerin -.64

F=5.19(2,64:
Pr=.008

"23



Table 3-11 - Reduced Predictor Batteries1 Discriminant Function

Course Phase

Coefficients and Multivariate F Ratios for Females

Without AIM With AIM

Predictors

Disc.
Func.
Coeff.

Predictors

Disc.
Func.

Coeff.

1 2 1 9

English 2-5 Metro. Reading --A.0 1.33 Metro. Reading -.01 1.35

Metro. Language .46 .35 Metro Langua4-re .49 .11

Metro Social Metro Social

Studies .42 -.51 Studies .35 -.44

SCAT Verbal .30 -.62 SCAT Verbal .23 -.52

SCAT Mathematical .19 -.57 SCAT Mathematical .15 -.63

F=20.57(15,895); AIH Social Studies .29 .08

Pr:001 F=16.93(18,756)7
Prt..001

American 2-4 Metro. Arithretic No AIM Variables

History Problems -a .87 In Reduced Battery
SCAT Verhal .53 .21

SCA'" Mathematical -.11 -1.50
F=23.41(6)308);
Pr.001

Biology I 2-4 Metro. Language .77 -.62 No AIM Variables

Metro. Arithmetic In Reduced Battery

Problems .37 .04

Metro. Science -,06 1.13

F=7.15(6,466)z
Pr..001
Metro,

Geometry SCAT Mathematical
F not available

Alehra I 2-4 Metro. Arithmetic
Problems
F=14.66(2,29
Pre.001

A1)=ebra II 3-4 Metro Arithmetic
Problems
F=27.38(1,66)
Pr.001

Chemistry I 3-4 Metro Social
Studies
F=11.68(1,32):
Pr=.002

No AIM Variables
'9 In Reduced Battery

7 4

No AIM Variables
In 7,Auced Battery

No ATM Variabl-_.s
In Reduced Fat ery

No AIM Variables
In I=Leduced Battery



feel they must choose the higher phases in Algel,ra I and IT, regardless of

their mathematics achievement levels. The fenales, under les7,= pressure,

are free to phase themselves on the basis of more suitable criteria.

Tables 3-12 and 3-13 s'ive zero order and multiple correlation

coefficients for the various ..71ultip1e regression reduced predictor batter-

ies. rote that only courses Taith erv.:3-of-course criterion instruments are

included.

Table 3-12 -

Course Phase

Multiple Regression Reduced Preditor Batteries: Zero Order

and Multiple Correlation Coefficients for Males

1!ithout AIM 11,7ith ATM

Predictors

.63

.60

Predictors

English 2-3 Metro. f:keeding
Metro. Language

No API Variables
In Red-,-,-d Battery

R = .68

English 3-4 Metro. Language .6 No AI,

SCAT Verbal .61 In Reduced Battery

SCAT Mathematical .55

R = .68

American 3-4 Metro. Social Studies .74 Metro. Social Studies .70

History SCAT Mathematical .58 SCAT Mathematical .56

R .77 AIM English .28

R = .68

Table 3-13 - Ilultiple Regression I.educed Predictor Batteries! Zero Order

and Multiple Correlation. Coefficients for Females

Coutse Phase

Without AIM With AIM

Predictors Predictors

English 2-3 Metro. Language .64 No AIM Variables

Metro. Arith. Problems .54 In Reduced Battery

R = .68

English 3-4 Metro. Language .62 Metro. Language .60

SCAT Verbal .58 SCAT Verbal .61

R = .67 AIM Social Studies .24

R = .69

American 3-4 'Metro. Social Studies 470 Metro. Social Studies .69

History SCAT Mathematical .50 SCAT Mathematical .49

R = .73 AIM Foreign Language .37

'7 5
R = .73



Inspection of Tables 3-12 and 3-13 s'no'c,7s that interest variables

were retfxined in the reduced batteries for American Ristory (males and

females), and English (females only). There seemed to be few systematic

differences between males and females in terms of achievement variables

retained in the reduced predictor batteries. Application of a standard

shrinkage formula
19 to the obtained multiple correlations shows that corre-

lations of virtually equal magnitude might be expected in similar student

samples.

Effectiveness of Phase Placements

As L.-tated earlier, the study carried out by ETS was more in the

spirit of operations research than experimental research. It represented

an attempt to improve the information available to students and staff of

Melbourne High School in order that they might make better decisions with

respect to initial phase placement and subsequent phase shifting. The

study was carried out under the usual operating conditions of the school,

,k,ith no attempt to exert experimental control over any of the forms of

information feedback. As described previously, phase placement preictions

were developed using final test data from the 1967-196S school year, and

these equatirnis were used to provide phase placement recommendations for

the 1968-1969 school year. Although progress tests were administered dur-

ing 1967-196, detailed analysis of test and item characteristics had to

be performed before it could be determined that these newly constructed

instruments were appropriate and useful to the groups for whom they were

constructed. For this reason, progress test scores were purposely not

19
See Guilford, J. P., Fundamental Statistics in Psychology and Education.
N. Y, 11cGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1956, p. 399.
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reported to the school during 1967-163 until far later than the time at

which they could have had any effect upon stueent decisions to shift Phase.

Thus, with the excention of the adrlinistration (but not reporting) of the

progress and final tests, the 1967-1968 school Year at Melbourne High

School wan unaffected by the activities of the study. Therefore, the intro-

duction in Fall 196P of a partially new system of generatin phase place-

ment recomrendations, plus the impact of progress test scores reported to

students and staff throupKeut the 1969-1969 school year, might be expected

to have had considerable impact upon tne incidence and kinds of phase shift-

ing behavior.

During both the 1967-1968 and 1969-1969 school years, records

were kept of phase shifting within the courses for whtch m.ci,ress tests were

developed--Biology I, English, American History, and Mathematical Concepts.

The initiator (school or student) of each phase shift was also recorded.

Figures 3-5 to 3-9 show the data for both years, separately by course and

combined. Shifts between two classes of the same phase are not included,

.since they were considered not to represent a true curricular change.

The results shown in Figures 3-5 to 3-9 are at most suggestive,

and the urge to overinterrret them must be strongly resisted. Although the

emphasis of this project was on information feedback, there were many other

influences acting upon students in Melbourne High School during the 1967-

1968 and 1968-1969 school years. It would be difficult for someone famil-

iar with the local situation to suggest additional factors which might be

responsible for changes in phase shift behavior between the two years.

Differences in the student body, faculty, administration, and curriculum

all might be expected to have effects, which would be confounded with the
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Fialare 3-3- Phase ehift frequencies for

1967-1969 and :1463-1969 - Biology
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Figure 3-f.- Phe..se ehift frequencie.-E, for

1957-1963 a_nd 196B-19(;9 - Erts:lish
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Figurc77- Phaf3e shift freciliencie.s

for 1967-1968 anr1 1968-1969 - t_mriczn Ric:tory.
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Figure3-8- Phaae shift frequencis

for 1968-1969 - Mathematical Concepts
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Vote: Only one phase of Mathematical Concepts was offel-ed

during 1967-1968, and therofore no phase shift could

occur during that year.
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Possible effects of the information feedback procedures. The following

comments on the obtained phase shift data should be considered in this

light.

Comparative data for the two years are available only for the

months of September, ber, an-.1 revember, since me1bourne reported that

there were no phase shifts after November in 1967-1968. Figure 3-9 shows

that the total number cf phase shifts for September-November was clearly

smaller during 1968-1C:69, as had been hypothesized. The general pattern of

frequent shifts at the beginning of the first semester followed by a sharp

decline, with a moderate increase at the beginning of the second semester,

is characteristic of most of the 1968-1969 individual course graphs.

Mathematical Concepts, Which ey:lAblted virtually no phlse shifts at all,

was the single exception. Examination of the progress test means for

Mathematical Concepts reveals that the two phases were almost identical

with respect to achievement. It therefore seems reasonable that little

phase shifting occurred, since there was perhaps little difference between

the phases and the students perceived this.

Relative to the numbers of students enrolled, there was little

difference among the four courses in either year with respect to phase

shift frequency. In SepteMber of 1967, the percentages of enrollees who

shifted phase in Biology, English, and American History were 5%, 6% and 5%

respectively. In September of 1968, the corresponding percentages were

2%, 4%, and 2% in Mathematical Concepts.

Inspection of Figures 3-5 to 3-7 (Biology t, English, and Ameri-

can History) reveals some interestina characteristics but few const tencies.

In 1967-1968, both school and student initiated phase shifts show marked

W3
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declines in frequency betveen September and Novem'oer. In 1968-1969, a

slight upward trend in Novc7lber was Eviaenced in all three courses. Stud-

ent initiated phase shifts predominr,tod in all three courses during the

second semester of 1968-1969, perhaps s-q-gesting that students were making

use of test information. The large nur-er cf student (relative to school)

initiated shifts in English during September 1968 could not be related to

progress test results, but might be a result of school administrative pro-

cedures.

Other evidence of phase placement effectiveness may be found in

the degree to which students accepted (and faculty approved) the suggested

placements at the time of registration. Records were kept of individual

Fall 1968 registrations in each of the eleven courses for which suggested

phase placements were provided. Table 3-14 shows that, overall, the major-

ity (56%) of students accepted suggested placements, and that overphasing

(24%) was more frequent than underphasing (14%). Note that percentages do

not add to 100% because only phase selections differing from the recommended

phase by one axe tabulated. The remaining percenge represents phase

selection deviations of mere than one from the recommendation, in either

direction.

The overall order of accept-phase, overphFlse, and underphase

holds for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors. However, it is most pronounced

for Sophomores, and becomes less pronounced as year in schocl increases.

In comparing phase registration behavior across courses, it should be re-

membered that, for the first sevon courses listed in Table 3-14, the course

designations have the same meaning regardless of year in school, since

Melbourne High School is ungraded. However, the last four "courses"
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listed are really subject areas, which include a variety o. courses both

within and across year in school. Thus their meanin9-, is not specific,

particularly across year in school.

Table 3-14 - Fall 1968 Registration Percentages

Sophomores Juniors Seniors Total

% %+ %- % %+ %- % 7,+ %- % Zi- %-

English 64 22 12 55 31 11 47 36 1 56 29 11

American History 50 44 2 44 48 5 52 42 3 49 45 3

Biology I 67 15 17 57 28 12 48 38 14 64 19 16

Plane Geometry 85 9 6 90 4 6 88 13 0 88 7 5

Algel....a. I 48 27 23 49 33 13 56 13 0 49 29 19

Algebra II 71 16 13 77 13 10 80 4 16 75 13 12

Chemistry I 76 2 5 63 8 23 71 6 11 62 6 17

Mathematics (other 31 53 5 34 26 25 50 8 34 41 23 25

thaa Plane Geometry,
Alg. I. Alg. II)

History ( other
than Am. Hist.)

57 14 16 40 11 33 39 15 34 42 13- 31

Biology II 50 14 29 50 lc 27 48 38 11 49 29 18

Physical Science 41 36 11 38 16 26 35 12 40 37 18 30

Total 61 25 11 57 23 15 48 22 20 56 24 14

% = percent of students receiving phase placement recommendations who
registered for the phase recommended

%+ = percent of students receiving phase placement recommendations who
registered for the phase one higher than that recommended

%- = percent of students receiving phase placement recommendations who
registered for the phase one lower than that recommended

For each of the first seven courses listed in Table 3-14, the

overall order of accept-phase, overphase, and underphase is duplicated.

Examination of the cell entries for each of these courses indicates that,

in most cases, the same result obtains wiThin each year in school. In the

case of the last four subject areas lispL) in Table 3-14, the accept-phase



category contains a majority of th,=,. case, bu.J- verph7se-undernhase

relationship shows no clear patterI This !:7 due in part to the

non-specificity cf these categorias rrentitned prevL us17.

Sunmary end Racommc?ndations for Further F-sr,

The two principal elements of the pr dee_ he development

of custom made achievement tests ("progress t, ,ts ) ia th.7.ee subject areas,

and the provision of phase placement reccmmendatiors to Pall 1968 registrants

in eleven subject areas. Both of these project elf_ilchts contributc,d to

the overall project goal of provi-ling stucents and ,taff with informet-ion

relevant to the decisions of pho:The choicc.

Curriculum differenc,i!s among Brevard Covnty high schools were in

part responsible for the decision tr, limit the project to a single school.

Melbourne High School was selected as the project school by Brevard County

personnel. It should be emphasized that the effectiveness of developed

materials and procedures was studied for that school alone. Additional

research is necessary before the developed phase placement procedures can

be extended to other schools.

Sets of progress tests were developed to measure attainment of

course objectives in Biology, mathematics, and English. Progress tests

were not developed in A,-aerican History because of extreme diversity among

Melbourne American History teachers with respect to methods, materials,

and course objectives. American History tests selected for administration

in Melbourne were not well received by teachers, and their use was discon-

tinued midway through the first nrcject year. The experience in Melbourne

emphasized the fact that before a system of information feedback similar

to that developed in this projec*- can be implemented, there must exist



some degree of curricular consensus at t-ne z..1assroor level. A1though addi-

tional workshops might help teacne*-s to achieve this, they cannot create

consensus where in fact it does not exist.

Three methods of developing suggested phase placements were em-

ployed in this project. Two were newly developed, and the third had been

in use by Melbourne High School for some tine. The choice of method to use

for each subject area was dependent upon what data were available. All

three methods were demonstrated to be feasible. Because differences among

placement methods were completely confounded by differences among courses,

it was not possible to assess the relative effectiveness of the three

methods. To untangle the effects of "course' and "placement method" would

require a design in which randomly selected subsets of students within each

course received placement recommendations developed by different methods.

This degree of experimental control was judged to be contrary to the pro-

ject philosophy of interfering as little as possible with the functioning

of the school. Such a procedure remains a possibility for further research,

however.

Data descriptive of student registration and phase shift behavior

were gathered and analyzed. A majority of students did register in phases

suggested for them. Again, it was not possible to assess the e7fects of

various information feedback elements upon phase shifting behavior without

substantially controlling (and perhaps d1stortin0 'the normal operation of

the school.

In Fall 1967, the content of the predictor test battery (Florida

Ninth Grade State Testing Program) was completely altered. In order to

obtain predictor scores for Sophomores entering Melbourne High School in
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Pall 1968, the former battery, in addition to the new battery, was adminis-

tered in Fall 1967. It was planned to develfT prediction equations during

the 1968-1969 school year based on the data from the new battery. Because

the necessary contractual agreement was not reached, these new prediction

equations were not developed. of the two nely developed phase

placement methods was used by !"relbourne High School for its Pall 1969

registration. Neither of the methods can be used until the necessary data

analyses are performed. The system of information feedback was conceiv--d

from the beginning as a continuing, self-correcting process. It requires

periodic data analysis to determine the extent to which existing procedures

are still relevant to a changing studcnt body and a changing curriculum.

Without a continuing supportive r,I.s.earch effort, the system might soon

become a uselecs anachronism.

The role of the progresa tests in the information feedback

system was largely an informal one. Scores and interpretive materials

were provided to the schoo/, but were not used to develop updated phase

placement recommendations. Further research is needed to determine the

usefulness of progress test scores in modifying initial phase placement

recommendations on the basis of current course achievem.-2nt. If progress

test data prove to be effective in this regard, the data analysis procedures

developed in this project could be used to provide students vith updated

phase placement recommendations At several points throughout the school

year.
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ADMINISTRATI: =TTZol, EL=7TS:

Administrative Roles and Student Information Systems*

Information used in this section of the report was obtained in

the Spring semester of 19 from available written materials and extensive

interviews with students, teachers, and administrators of Nelbourne High

School. An attempt has been made to describe Yelbourne High School as it

is presently organized and as it presently functions with little or no

attention given to the developmel-Ital history of the school nor to the

socio-politica/ conditions existing in Brevard County. This report sug-

gests some organizational changes from the standpoint of increasing the

efficiency of internal operations The question of implementation strategy,

however, is left to the responsible local persons plus whatever outside

help they might seek.

Role Delineations of Administrative Staff

In this section of the report are listed the major responsibil-

ities of each administrative officer as they were described in the inter-

views previously mentioned. The chain of command can probably be seen

more clearly in the organizational cha:t on the following page than from

the verbal description that follow. The descriptions are intended to

specify the activities and the responsibilities of each per7.0n as they are

presently conceived and functioning.

This section of the report was largely prepared by Dr. Bertram Spector,

New York Institute of Technology, with the assistance of Dr. Rohert
Jones and Mr. Ernest O'Dierno.
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The :xecutive Council was included in this section because it

serves a communication function frc,71 the students and faculty to the admin-

istrators.

Principal

1. Chief administrator of the school.

2. Responsible to the Superintendent.

3. Interprets School Poard Folici along w.71'7h the Superilltendent

for the operation of the school.

4. Represents the school to parents, social a7enciea, and the com-

munity at large.

5. Plans for the total operation of the school including budgeting

and the allocation of .1_sources.

6. Evaluaz:es administrative staff:- and those teacl-lers going on co=1-

tinuing contracts.

7. Makes final decision on hiring of new personnel or discharging

of present personnel.

S. Participates in planning and other county-wide activities with

the central staff of the Superintendent's office.

9. Verifies all reports to the Superintendent as well as those to

the outside agencies such as the State Department of Education.

Administrative Assistant to the Principal

1. Carries out specific tacks for which responsibility has been

delegated by the Principal.

2. Serves as Director of Dissemination including responding to

general correspondence relating to the program and arranging

to meo:t the requests of visitors in so far as possible.

3. Functions as the Coordinator of Guidance in terms of establish-

ing the general nature of the program. Also serves as the

counselor to students who are prospective college students,

especially during the students' senior year.

4. Coordinntes articulation with the junior high schools to pre-

pare those students tor admission to Melbourne High School.

5. Assists with student disciplinary cases involving personal

matters with female students.
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Vice Principal of Administration

1. Supervises the operation of tha physical plant.

2. Supervises the operation of the business office.

3. Works with the Dean of Students on the more serious discipline

problems.

4. Assists in problems involving teacher-student conflicts.

5. Works with parents of students, especially in the case of dis-

cipline problems.

6. Supervises student activities.

7. Assists in evaluation of teachers for promotion and tenure.

8. Director of Adult Educ:=Ittou program of evening studies.

9. Carries out specific tock:; for which responsibility has heen

delegated by thc.

Vice Principal of Academic Pro=ocils

1. Helps teachers identify behavioral objectives for courses.

2. Works with teachers on the content of courses and the develop-

ment of new courses.

3. Works with groups of teachers as well as individuals to help
Improve instruction in the classroom.

4. Coordinates all academic programs including independent studies.

5. Provides general s.opervision for library.

6. Provides general supervision for audio-visual center.

7. Screens new teacher applications.

8. Assigns teachers to courses and to teams.

9. Supervises teacher trainees serving on !_nternships.

10. Coordinates in-service training programs for teachers.

11. Evaluates teacher perforulance for promotion and tenure.

12. Coordinates special programs and grants of an academic nature.

13. Carries out specific tasks for which responsibility has been

delegated by the Principal. 92



Coordinator of Independent Studies

1. Defines the program of Independent Sc.:I:dies in collaboration with
the vice Principal of Academic Progrnm.

2. Disseminates information about the program to faculty and students.

3. Coordinates assignment of students to preceptors and monitors

each project for progress.

Dean of Students

1. Enforces school rules concerning attendance aad discipline.

2. Functions as a part of the Guidance Department but works clof,ely

with the Vice Principal of Administration.

Counselor of Seniors

1. Works with twelfai grade students.

2. He17)s some students with college selection, although most of

this work is doue by the Adfainistrative Assistant to the Princi-

pal.

3. Checks student records to be sure they meet graduation require-

ments.

4. Processes requests for phase changes.

Counselor of Juniors

1. Works with eleventh gracle students.

2. Keeps student records up to date.

3. Processes requests for phase Changes.

4. Registers new students during the year.

Counselor of Phase 1 and 2 Students

1. Works with all students, regardless of grade, who are in. Read-

ing Phase 1 or Comminications Phase 2.

2. Mainte_ns Student Activities Calendar for Vice Principal of

AdminIstration. Required to be on campus at night when clubs
meet.

3. Serves 111 hours cafeteria duty one day a week.
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Executive Council

The Council is the formal mechanism by which recommendations
can be made to the administration from the faculty, counseling
staff, and student body. The Council is composed of one teacher
from each subject matter area (department), one guidance coun-
selor, and the President of the Student Council.

Punctioning_of the Present System

Interviews with the persons who now hold the obove described

positions plus interviews with several teachers and students provided

information which suggests that, although Melbourne High School offers a

program with considerably more flexibility than most high schools, maximum

efficiency has yet to be reached ia terms of matching students wiyh pro-

gram opportunities. So-.-e characteristics about the way in which the system

is presently functioning indicate areas of possible change. If appropriate

qlternatives could be implemented, the operation of the program could be

smoother resulting in increased efficiency with efficiency being defined

as providing the maximum opportunity for each student to work at his uan

level in each subject matter area.

The major set of problens centers around the placement of stud-

ents in the present system of organizing the curriculum into phases.

Apparently, the five tracks (phases) are not enough to give the homogen-

eous groups they desire as evidenced by the further splitting of Phase 3

into segments A and B. The student volitional method of choceing phases

also tends to reduce the homogeneity of the groups. Phasing of students

is accomplished primarily by past performance and teacher evaluation,

although student choice can generally override those factors. Phase pre-

diction Examinations have been developed for a portion of the curriculum.
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Some teachers and counselors reoorted that a few of the students

take advantage of the phasing system in a no:7;ative way. Some students who

believe they are going to fail a part:icular class will attemot to phase

into another one where they hope there are better chances for a higher

grade. Apparently some teachers would arcnie that such activities are the

way in which students find their most appropriate level of working while

other teachers would say Chat such practices encourage quitting when the

going gets tough. Also, some students drop one class and manage to wait

several days before signing up or report:Zmg to the new class. That this

can happen appears to result from the overload of paper work of the coun-

selors as they process the phase change requests and maintain the studn.nt

records manually.

There is some question whether phasing up is as feasible as

phasing down. The higher phases cover subject matter at a greater depth

and have a tendency to move faster, thereby placing a great burden upon

the student who dares to phase up after the beginning of the semester.

Perhaps the greatest bottle neck in the implementation of the

phasing system is in processing the paper work. As it now sdtands, stud-

ents request a phase change from their counselors who have the responsi-

bility of getting permission from the teacher of the class being dropped

and the teacher of the class being added, plus checking to see what the

change will mean to the student in terms of graduation requirements. The

counselors for sophomores, juniors, and seniors now appear to function

essentially as clerks who process student registration anr1 phase change

requests.
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Specifications for an Automated Student Information System

The need for an autoz.!ated student information system was docu-

mented in the previous section of this rzport. The establishment of such

a system with the capability of monitoring student progress within courses

as well as toward graduation, end to process phase change requests would

be the single most important Change that could be made to facilitate the

operation of the phasing system at Nelbeurne High School.

Development of an automated stude,lt information system to carry

out the function of record keeping would be a simple programming task.

Similarly, the function of phase clLanging and the functiou of checking

graduation requirements -.qc.1-.1d be relati_vely ear.y. Before the system could

monitor progress within cou-zses, however, the behavioral objectives of each

course would have to be fixed and a series of progress achievement tests

constructed. The work of the Educational Testing Service hac provided a

start toward such a network of tests. Once all of the tests are in use,

a reliable Phase Prediction System could be generated to suggest to stud-

ents the probable consequence of selecting any of the phase alternatives.

The automated student information system would need the follow-

ing capabilities:

Registration of New Students in the 10th Grade

1. Indicate to each student the requirements for graduation.

2. Indicate to each student the courses available.

3. Indicate to each student the available options of phasing,
grading system (Satisfactory - Unsatisfactory, A-B-C-D-F, and
Pass - Fail Agreemant), and teschers.

4. Indicate to each student his phase predictions and the informa-
tion upon which the predictions were based, e.g., pest:
achievement tests, ability tests, and other special t.t. or

information 43F;



S. Accept student choices.

6. Print out master schedule besed u2n student choices.

istration of Continuinc4 Students at the Beginning of a Serester

1. Scan the permanent record of each student and indicate to him

the remaining requirements for gr7.duation.

2. Indicate to each student the courses not already successfully

completed.

3. Same as for 10th grade.

4. Same as for 10th grade.

5. Same as for 10th grade.

6. Same as for 10th grade.

1:-equests for Phase Charlr.es or CI,Iss Chancres Within a Phose

1. Accept the request for phase or class change including the
specific reason for the request.

2. Check and report to student whether or not the requested class

meets a graduation requiremenr.

3. Check and report to the student if the requested clazs is avail-

able to the student. If the auower is "no", state the reason,

e.g., class full, student has already tahen the course, student

does not meet entrance requirements, etc.

4. If answers to 2 and 3 above are 'yes", or if student chooses

an elective rather than a required course, check and report to

the student concerning permission of the teacher of the class

being dropped and of the teacher of the class being added.

Suggested Organizational Structure for Incornoratim, an Automated Student

Information System

While the New York Institute of Technology provided for the com-

puter programming necessary for the implementation of an automated student

information system, the necessity for ad:ling to the Melbourne Tagil School

staff at least one data processing person was obvious. Additional persons

to fill the capacities of Key Punch OPerator and Clerical Assistant would
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also be needed in the near future. These persons could be added to the

present administrative staf:e t....ut any organizational changes.

Ultirately a new organizational structure would be advisable in

order to more efficiently cluster the functions of the administrators.

The job descriptiohs could t!len be more easily specified in a manual for

succeeding persons. That each person brings special skills and competen-

cies to a position which tend to modify the job description over time is

not denied. Neither, however, should the organization be dapendent upon

the uniquenesses of its administrators to the extent that the functions

could not be identified and job descriptions spelled out in writing.

What is identified in the organizational chart that follows is

an advanced state of reorganization to be reached in stages which could

more efficiently administer Melbourne High School under its present con-

ception of operation which is highly influenced by the Phasing System of

Curriculum organization. Any changes of school philosophy affecting the

phasing of students would necessarily influance the organizational struc-

ture. Howe.,er, the organization system depicted should be able to admin-

ister a variety of programs aimod -at individualized instruction assuming

the availability cf the automated student information system.

New Job Description

The role of the Principal would remain the same as would that of

the Executive Council. A Curriculum Committee, which hes been recently

formed at Melbourne High School, is attached to the Executive Council.

The fixed assignments of the Administrative Assistant to the Principal have

been reduced to one - the dissemination service. This pocition needs to

be more flexible in schedule in order to be of maximum service to the

Princi?al.
9g
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A person in charge of student affairs is reco=ended at the Vice

Principal level. This person would coordinate all student activities of a

non-academic nature. A secretary could ;,.eep the student activities calen-

dar in this office. A Dean of Women would be added who would report to the

Vice Principal of Student Affairs along with the Dean of Men. These Deans

would serve primarily to maintain discipline and attendance. The Guidance

Department would be coordinated by this Vice Principal. As the student

recork keeping would now be automated and under the aegis of Administration,

the counselors would be free to work with students more along the lines

advocated by the American Personnel and Guiriance Association.

Student Activities and Adult 7.ducation would be transferred away

from the Vice Principal of Administration while this position would pick

up the responsibility for the student records and the associated data pro-

cessing.

The Vice Principal of Academic Programs would assume the respon-

sibility for the Adult Education Program. A Measurement Specialist would

be added to this group to help the faculty develop the progress achieve-

ment tests necessary for the phasing system.

Implications for Teacher Roles

As the faculty moves toward specifying behavioral objectives for

each course and as they participate in the development of the needed prog-

ress achievement tests, the alternative of repackaging the curriculum into

more convenient "units" may look attractive to them. Electing such an

alternative would tend tn shift the curriculum toward a more individualized

instructional program for each student than is possible with the present

phasing system. With h student working his way through a series of
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curriculum units, progrossIt! c at his own pace accordi --. to achievement

tests, the grouping of students into grades and phases would be needed

less and less.

RepackaEing the curriculum is a time consuming activity. Teachers

would likely find themselves spending, more time on writing materials and

less time imparting information as a lecturer. Comutunication of informa-

tion to students would probably be done mostly through programmed instruc-

tion and multi-media devices. Througl. the use of study guides, students

would spend more time organizing and syntnesizing information and less

time memorizing the synthesis of some teacher.

The point is that the roles of the students and the teachers are

probably going to change somewhat with the introduction of an innovative

student information system which caa efficiently match student to material

or at least track students throufsh a complex curriculum structure. Not the

least of those affected will be the counselors who will be relieved of the

burden of their clerical task in order to work with students on matters of

educational, vocational and personal interest.

Student Capability Profile

The information subsystem identified as Student Capability

Profile is important for successful implementation of the nongraded

secondary school philosophy. Based upon personal, historical, perform-

ance, affective, and predictive data considered significant for guidance

officers, faculty and students, a condensed profile was developed which

was compatible with data processing needs and written in machine-independ-

ent language. Appendix D is a sample profile sheet. It provides a better

basis for advisors to recommend and students to select any of five phases
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( aifferentiating intensity levels and degrees of difficulty) of four dif-

ferent disciplines, namely: English, nathematics, Science and Social

Studies for initial entrance earlh semester, and for transfer to other

phases during a semester as deemed best in the interests of each student.

Summary

This chapter has presented a review of the administrative

structure of nelbourne High School. Role descriptions were set forth. A

suggested revision of the structure for the inclusion of an automated

student data program was set forth. The use of a developed student capa-

bility profile was discussee.
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The project described in this report was intended to develop a

model for nongrading sceondary schools. At the outset, it should be clear

that no Utopian system was developed. The model developed indicated key

points of consideration, including 1) student characteristics, 2) curricu-

lum organization, 3) assessment needs and 4) administrative control ele-

ments.

Particular attention was given to the phasing system of nonRrad-

edness as it was developed at Melbourne High School in Brevard County,

Florida. This sytem was described and crltical problems examined. No

contention was held that the Melbourne model was the only form of nongrad-

edness. In fact, it was felt tNat it might be considered an intermediate

step between more traditional schools and those which may be developed

with completely Individualized Programs. It was assumed, however, that

the Melbourne plan was within the implementation reach of most schools

and that it represented a more adequate solution than those now operating

in most secondary schools.

Sample program configurations and a sample master schedule were

exhibited and discussed. The problems of phase shifting and grading were

brought out. Samples of objectives were noted and their use described.

Placement of students within phases received the major attention

of the project. Several placement models were developed and implementa-

tion attempted. Only one of these models was used and data concerning its

effectiveness was gathered and analyzed. Numerous phase placement
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(achievement) tests were developed, revised and analyzed. This component

of the project was undertaaen in the spirit of operations research. A

complete discussion and display of developed instrunents is found in

Volume II of this report.

The administrative roles at Melbourne High School were defined

and suggested revisions made. A Student Capability Profile was developed

which Is suitable for computer adoption.

It should be noted that the project underwent considerable

strain during its operation. Local conditions caused many problems. At

the inception of the project, there were available no reasonable indicators

of the problems which would arise. Despite the problems, the project

continued to function, although not at the rate nor to the depth that

would have been desired by the project staff and by the major subcontrac-

tors on the project.
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SCHEDULE INTERPRETATION

MELBOURNE I
Subjects are not gaded. which means that students may pursue courses in line with their

academic achievement.
Non-graded classes are based on the principle that students are different, one from the other.
A student may progress rapidly one year and slowly another or he may spurt ahead in one area
and lag behind in another. The purpose of phase grouping is to accommodate these differences

and individualize instruction A student may be rescheduled into a higher ptiase at any time

during the year by demonstrating increased academic ability.

Completed schedules will be multiphased since students have individual strenehts and weaknesses.

Courses are offered in depth as follows:
PHASE 1: Subjects are designed for students who need special assistance in small classes.

PHASE 2: Subjects are designed for students who need more emphasis on the basic skills.

PHASE 3: Courses are designed for students who have an average background of achievement.

PHASE 4: Subject matter is designed for extremely well prepLred s;udents desiring
education in depth.
PHASE 5: Courses are available to students who are willina to assume respons: ility tor their
own learning and pursue college level courses while still in high school.
PHASE Q: Students whose creative talents are well developed should give consideration to
the Quest phase of the curriculum. This is an important dimension of the phased organization
designed to give thrust in the direction of individual fulfillment. In this phase a student may re-
search an area in which he is deeply and broadly curious either to develop creative powers or
in quest of knowledge.
PHASE X: Subjects which do not accommodate student mobility; e.g., typing, physical
education, are ungraded but unphased.

SCHEDULE OF COI
1970

ADMINIST

MR. LLOYD SOUGHERS, Principal .

MR. ROBERT KOONTZ, Vice Principal
MR. DANIEL SCHEUERER, Vice Princil
MR. RALPH WILLIAMS, Vice Principal.
MISS FRANCES COOPER, Dean of SI116'
MR. MARVIN SNIDER, Dean of Sludey
MR. JOHN SHAW, Curriculum Coordim
MRS. DORIS CORBETT, Counselor .

MR. TERRY COOPER, Counselor .

MR. CARL FORTHOFER, Counselor
MRS. SPRING WALTON, Counselor

DEPARTMENT INSTRUCTOR
PERIOD I
7:35 8:35 a,

i

Room
PERIOD 2
8:40 9:35

cri
..=a. Room 9

ENGLISH
-

Miss Jordan British literature
British Literatuie

5 Sem3 Independent Study Q LIB Plannuil:

Mrs. Williams 4
4
4

61
60
62
38

British Literature 4 61 Advance,

Mrs. Kernan British Literature .
British Literature 4

4

60
62

British L

Mrs. Bush British Literature British Literature British L

Miss Kancy Dramatic Literature 4 Planning British L

iCirs. Evans British Literature 3 13 Planning Readin
Readir

Miss Fell British Literature 3 14 Planning
3

3
Miss Cooksey Planning British Literature 10 British L

Mrs. Wallace Planning * Writing I I British L

Ars. Harlan Planning British Literature 3 12 British I

Mrs. Young Contemp. British Literature 3 Scaf. Contemp. British Literature 3 Scat.. Contemi

Mr. Colva; Contemp. British Literature 3 Scaf. Contemp. British Literature . Scat Contemi

Mrs. DuVal American Literature 3 59 American Literature 3 59 America

Mrs. Mosher * In Tune with World 3 16 * In Tune with World 3

2

/

16

29
Planning
Planninr

To Be Assigned Communications 1 29 Com mu nications

Mrs. Roberts Communications 2 29 Communications 29 Plannin;

Mr. Brown Reading I 15 Reading 1 15 Reading

SCIENCE

Mr. Einem Biology II 4 63 Biology II 4 63 Plannim

Mr. Hollister Planning Marine Science 3 7

47
Marine '-

Mr. Rat ledge Planning
3 49

Biology I
Planning

Biologj
Biolop
BiologJ

_To Be Assigned Biology I

To Be Assi,med, Biology I 3 36 Biology 1 36

Miss Walker Planning Biological Science 2 35 Biologi,

Mr. St. J ohn Biological Science -) 34 Biological Science 2 34 Plannin-

Mrs. Ballauer Phyical Science 1 6 Chemistry I 4 64 Chennsl

Mr. Ballauer Planning Physical Science 2 6 Chemis-

1 o Be Assigned Chemistry II 5 64 Chemistry I 4 64 Chemi,

Mr. Bacon Harvard Physics I 3 50 Harvard Physics I 3 50 PSSC I'

N1 A -1-T-IVIVI A TICC

Mr. Shaw I nde penden t Study
Trigonometry

Q
5

LIB A. P. Calculus
Planning

5 43 (Curric
Trigon<

Mr. Martin
Mr. Hughes Algebra II 3 45 Trigonometry 45 Algebr,i

Mr. Carey Modern Math II 2 39 Algebra II 3 39 Plannin

To Be Assigned Algebra II 3 12 Modern Math I 2 14 Algebr:-

Mr_ Kriegman Geometry 3 37 Geometry 3 37 Geome



GH SCHOOL 107

E OFFERINGS

Main Office
Main Office
Main Office
Main Office

irs Counselor's Office
Dean's Office

Main Office
Counselor's Office
Counselor's Office
Counselor's Office
Counselor's Office

COLLEGE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

ALL STUDENTS WHO PLA.e: To ATTEISD COLLEGE - please read earefidlly.

It is recommended that students who plan to go to eollege take a riuorou, high schoid plogram

of studies. Admission to college is baed upon a combination of marks and test scores dm:
colleges place more emphasis upon test scores than on marks.

Students who take a program of studies below the recommended level \Sill have a peat sleLll
of difficulty making satisfactory test scores on gither the College Board Or "Late 1.11liVer,i1) es-
arnMations. Without satisfactory test scores you cannot be admitted to college.

The minimum requirements to assure proper preparation fOr College cs,amittaiions .1re

as follows:
3 years English 2 YelliS History
2 years Algebra I year Biology
1 year Plane Geometry 1 year Chemistry
1 year Trigonometry or I year Physics

Analytic Geometry
Students who plan to use languages for college admissicui should take at least 3 ears ol nue

foreign language. Less than this, is a waste of tinie \I!, it will need to be repeated in college.

REQUIRES/IF:NTS FOR GRADUATION
Thc requirements for graduation in Brevard county Me I 6' .1 Carllegic

subject requirements are:
Language Acts

cars

Mathematics
Science

I year

Physieal E :im
Iducai

\ Cat

Sollal Studies

year
' ears

(American ('ivilizatimi and
Corurir:0Aw Political Systems)
11o111(: FCMMIllics .

(Cniess one Year has been Completed
in Junior High Sequence)

\

D 3
0:35

(1.)
,...,
-1

...=a. Room
PERIOD 4

10:40 1202
=
o. Room

PERIOD 5
12:07 "0

tu
w,
tv

...=
o. Room

PERIOD 6
1:05 2:00

cz

a, Room

sent English -

iderstanding

5 Sem3 British Literature 5

4
Sern3 British Literature 5 Sein3 British Literature 5 Sem3

5 61 British Literature 61 British Literature 4 61 Planning

4
4

3

60
62
38
13

British Literature
British Literature 4

3

3

60

.
62
38
13

British Literature
British Literature 4

60 Planning

t..

62 Planning
L113

* Dramatic Literature
British Literature

Humanities 4 38 Independent Study

British Literature
3

13 British Literature 13

iderstanding 3 14 British Literature 3
_

14
_

British Literature
14 British Literature 14

3 10 British Literature 3 10
-

British Literature 10 British Literature 10

3 11 British Literature 3 11

12

British Literature 3 I I British Literature . 11

12 British Literature .., Hurnanitie 4 12 British Liteiature 3 12

i Literature 3 Scaf. Planning * +writ
,-.`

in, 59 Contemp. British Literatu6. 3 Scaf

i Literature 3 Scaf. Planning
_
Russian

3 Contemp. British Literature 3 Scat

lure 3 59
_

American Literature 3 54-- Planning
American Literature 4 59

_ _

* In Tune with World 3

2

16
_

* In Tune with World 3 16 In Tune svith World 3 16

_ _ _ .
Communications 29

29

Communications _ ____.
Communications 2

29 Communications
19

Communications 2
29 Coinmunie .itiott 2 29

1 15 Reading 1 15 Planning
. 63

Reading

Molecular Bin, Res.

1 15

63

____

3

4
... .

3

3

_____

7

4'_ _:___

Independent Study Research Q 63
7

47
49

Biology II

Marine Science_.
Biology 1
Biology 1

4

3

Marine S roe

o_ l

. _ - -

Biogy I.._. _

Biology 1

Biology 1

4

4

7 Fweriniculal Bio. R S 7

47

49
Biology I 47

Biology I 49
_49

36 Planning
3 36 13 io logy 1 3

.-----
3(s

:e

_
35 Biological Seience 2 35 Biological Science 35 Biological Science 35

(Supervision) Physical Science
__

3

34 Physical Science 2 4

64 Planning Chemitry 1 64 Chemistry I 64

64 Chemistry I 4 64 Chemistry 1 3 64 Chemistry I 3 64

48 Chemistry I
.

PSSC Physics I
4

4

64
50

Planning
Planning

Physical Science Research 5 45

' 4 50
Advanced Physics 50

(Curriculum) (Curriculum) I Curriculum)

4 Trigonometry 3 Trigonometry 4 Trigonometry _ 4

3 45
3 45 Algebra II 45

_
Planning Algeb..a II

3

...____

39

Algebra Il 39 Algebra II 39 Algebra 11 39

Modern Math I 40A
37

Plamiing
Algebra 11 37

Modern Math 1
Plannin!,

/ 4DA

:7 Al,cHri 11
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._ . . _ . . .

Mrs. Hernaeln
- . _

Algebra I 3 43
_____ ...:
Planning

_

Algebra II
Algebra I
A 0,.ation.
Modern NI

Mr. Gray 3 55Algebra I Algebra I 55

Mr. Biondo Planning Algebra 11 :t,

Mrs. Lagasse Modern Math I i 1 ; 40A Modern Math I 40A

DCIAL STUDIES

Mrs. Wells Amen,:an Civilization -; 1 21
21-

Adv. Placement Am. History 5 21 Armrican

Mr. Bost American Civilization 3 1 Sem American Civilization ! 4 Sern2_
American Civilization 3 , 56

. . - .
American Civiliiation 2 . 41

American_ _
American-
.Amerman

American
*Compara

.

*Compara
PlanMng._
* Psy,Thol,

Mr. Gem s American Civilization 4 : 56
4-

Mrs. Bull American Civilization , ..-2.__ 41
___ _____ _ _

To Be Assigned,
mr;. Williams

_
A meriaan Civilization d 2.1 42

Planning ,

,-
.American Civilization . , 42

"Comparative Political Sys. ! 3 4
,

Planning
American Civilization 3 1 30 ____.

Mrs. Guilday *Comparative Political Sys. 3 L 9

Mr. Ilett
. _

*Comparative Political Sys. 2 1: 30

Mrs. Lowenstein ' Psychology 4 ! 1B * Psychology 4 I 1B
:

M rs. Griffith Contemporary Affairs 3 5

_ ___
3 I sContemporary Affairs _s : - Contemn(

Emerg-ig
Mrs. Ford Emerging Nations 3 22 Planning

'RADE AND INDUSTRIAL

Mr. Stearns _

Mr. Henderson

VOCA TIONAL ELECTRICITY X 27A 1
..);

l A

' 24__---

V 0 C
v()(-
V 0 C

__
V 0 C
V 0 C
VOC
V 0 C
V 0 C

_____
VOCATIONAL ELECTRONICS

___

Mr. Whitman
Mr. Meyer

VOCATIONA L ELECTRONICS T ,
VOCATIONAL DRAFTING X

Mr. Padgett
a__'__I___.

VOCATIONAL DIVERSIFIED CO.1STRUCTION X 26

Mr. Washington
+--

VOCATIONAL RELATED CAR CARE /
X

»

25A
46
15Mr. Elkins VOCATIONAL AGRICULTUR) I

Mr. Dorsey VOCATIONAL ALTOMECHANICS
Mr . A n the ws Industrial Drafting I 24 1 Planning Industrial

Mr. Kraemer D. E. Specific X 2 D. E. General , D. F. Spe
D.C. T. S

Miss Boyce 1). C. . 'necific N 3 D. C. T. General ''.1-r 3

Mrs. Merrill See Business Ed. Dept. : 44 Cooperative Bus. Fd. X I sec Busir

i'INE A R T S

Mr. Pridgen Intro. to Art T,m,/nue x 27 Intro. to Art Techniques x 27 Planning

Mrs. Cain Advanced Painting X

X

57 Painting ;" 57 Painting

MT. Wheeler Creative Arts 1 58 Creative Arts I 58 Creative :
_,

Mr. Silvester Sculpture X 28 Planning Drawing

Mr. Lindley
_

Mixed Chorus 68 Planning Chorale

Mr. Albert Concert Band X 69 Stage Band Individua

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Mrs. Beerenson French III 4 19 French II 19 French li

Miss Woodall German I 3 31 German III 31 German 1

Mrs. Parmelee Spanish 1 33 Spanish I 33 Spanish I

Mrs. LonQaere Spanish in 3 18 Spanish II 18 Planning

Miss Wiley Spanish II 3 20 Latin I 20 Planning

Mrs. Rankin Chinese 3 11

Mr. Colville See English Dept. See English Dept. See Engli

.A.IR FORCE R.O.T.0
co/.r/"m Aerospace III 2 70 Aerospace III s 70 ,'+erospac

Major Dawson Aerospace I x 71 Auospacc I x 71 Am :pac

(AdrninisSgt. Grimes (Administration) (Administration)

BUSINESS EDUCATION

Mrs. Rutstein Planning * Salesmanship X 30 Shorthan

Mrs. Ketchum * Business Law s 53 * Business Law 53 Plannrag

To Be Assigned Typing If X 51 Typing II , SI Typing I

To Be Assigned Clerical Record Keeping 2 17 Planning Bookkeel

Mrs. Stott * Consumer Education s 1 (Guidance) Planning

Miss Merrill X 44 X I

HOME ECONOMICS
Mrs. Hanger Independent Study 0 67 * Human Development 3/4

2/3
67 * food a
66 *Child I;

Mrs. Newman * Child Development 4 66 *Child Development

Mrs. CfShaughnessy * Basic Clothing 2/3 65 * Interior Decorating 3 65 *Interio_

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Mr. Steele Dance X 40 Planning Dance_
Miss 1:41bli Physical Education

Planning
X GYM Physical Education X

X

GYM Planning
-;--

40 Physical :
Mrs. McAllister * Dance

Mr. Scott Planning Physical Education X -----GYM

Mr. Neal Physical Education GYM Planning

Mr. Zetty Gymnastics I X GYM Gymnastics I GYM Gymnast

DRIVER EDUCATION

Mr. Dunn * Driver Education X .N.Cat Planning *Driver !___

Mr. Koepke * Driver Education x N.Caf * Driver Education x N.Cat Planning

Mr. Grier * Driver Education X N.Caf * Driver Education X N.Caf * Driver I

Mr. Knowles * Driver Education X N.Caf * Driver Education x N.Caf * Driver

INDEPENDENT STUDY Mrs. Symonds Independent Study Q LIB Independent Study O LIB Indcpend

LIBRARY SCIENCE
Miss Wicker Library Science X LIB Library Science X LIB Library S

To Be Assigned Library Science LIB Library Science X LIB Library S

' SEMESTER COURSE



.... 43
55

Algebra I 3 43 Alec-ra I 43 Algebra I

GeometrY 55 Gaop-eirs 355 Planning

.2 : 32
40A

Vocational Math 2 , 32
__

Vo,anonal Math _ 5_ Vosational Math
.._

Planning Modern Math I -72 41JA Get metry 5

anon
--

21

'atlim _a
3 Sem2

',lion 4 56
' ' 41',Iiik,r1 _ .

' 42'Anon _

American Civilization 21 American Civilization 21 Planning

Amer3'an Civilization Sem2 American Civilization Scm2 Planning

American Civilization 56

Planning
PIanning-___

Planning
American C1\1E/anon _ :,5,

American Civilization 17 41 Amerigan Cis ili1:11 ion ' 41

Anicr:can Civilization 1 42 'American ( ivilization 2 4 _

,htical Sys. 3 4

olitical Sys. 1 9

_Black Studies 1 4 *Comnarative Political Sys. 3
.

1 4 Black Studies 4

.
*Comparative Political Sys. , 4 9

_ .
"Conr:-arative Political Sys.

-1 9 *Coinparative Pt-diTical S s. 4

-t-

; 3 !

_
American Civilization 3 i 30 *Coparative Political Sys.m_ 30 AmerictL-. Civilization / 1-3- 3o

1B * Psychology 3 IB Planning
*Psychology tor ( mtcmp. Lilt. - 1B

Wan, 3 5 A P European History
Emerging Nations

3

4

5

22

International Relations 4 5 Planning

a, ! 2 22 Emerring Nations 3 22 Emerging Nations ti3 -t__

()NAL ELECTRICITY X

3

2

2 7 A ADVANCED VOCATIONAL ELECTRICITY 1 X 27A

t)NAL FLECTR-ONICS--
()Is; AL -ELECTRONICS
ONAL DRAFTING

_ _

23

IA
24

.

ADVANCED VOCATIONAL ELECTRONICS 4 -,-;

ADVANCED VOCATIONAL
ADVANCED VOCATIONAL

ELECTRONICS 2 lA

DR A-FTING- TX f 24

iON A L DIVERSIFIED CON STR U CTTON 26
7---

25A

ADVANCED VOCATIONAL DIVERSIFIED CONSTRUCTION X 26

iONAL RELATED CAR CARL COOPERATIVE AUTOMECHANICS 4 25A

IONAL AGRICULTURE II X 46

_
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE III X 46

IONA L A U TOMYCH ANICS 3 25 COOPERATIVE AUTOMECII ANICS 4 1 15

:ling I XL 24 Industrial Drafting 1- 24 Industrial Drafting 11 X 24 Industrial Dratting I X
-

24

X 1
-

Planning SUPERVISION

I c

3. Dept.

X 3 Planning S U PE R V IS 10 N

X 1 Planning SUPERVIS ON

Graphics X 27 Graphics X 27

X 57

Intro. to Art Techniques
Planning

X 27

X 57 Intro. to Art Thahniques X
X

57 Intro. to Art Techniques

X 58 Commercial Art 58 , ,Native Arts I X 58 Planning

X 28 Drawing X 28 Humanities Advanced Scl gture X 28

X 68 Girls ChoruiS- X 68 Humanities 4 68 Solos & Ensembles X 68

isic Study Q 69 Symphonic Band X 69 Individual Music Study Q 69 Planning

3 19 Planning French IV 4 19 French 1 3 19

3 31 Planning German II 3 31 German II 4 31

_
kin

3 33 Spanish 1 3

3

33 Planning Spanish 11 4 33

Spanish III 18 Fpanish IV 4 18 Spanish III 4 18

Spanish II 3 20

_
SpaniSh II 20 Latin II 4 20

_
Planning

Russian 3 33 See English Dept.

70 Aerospace II 2 70
71

Planning Aerospace II 3 70

71 Aerospace 1 X Planning Aerospace I X 71

aoul
-1

(Administration)
(Administration) (Administration)

3 44 Shorthand Lab. 2

X

44
51

Shorthand 1 3 44 Shorthand I 3 44

Typing I
Typing I X 51 Typing I X 51

2 1

X 51 Planning
u EConsmer conomics_

53 Consumer Economict - 53

3 17 Bookkeeping I 3 /7 Bookkeeping I 3 17 Bookkeeping 1 3 17

VOCA TION A L OFFICE EDUCATION X

XI I

SUPERVISION

Nutrition 2/3 67
* Gourmet Foods and Nutrition
* Money Management 3/4 67 *Gourmet Foods and Nu rition 3 67

.._ _
:elopment 3 66 Planning

to:orating 3 4 65 Planning
* Interior Decorating 3/4 66 * Basic Clothing 3 66

locdtion

lucation

40 Choreography X 40 Dance
2/3 65 * Advanced Clothing 4 65

Phyt.ical E ionducat X 40 Advanced Dance X 40 -
Physical Education X GYM

GYM

GYMWsicar
GYM

Physical Education X GYM Physical Education X GYM

X GYM Physical Education X

X
Fa ucation X GYM Physical Education X GYM

X' GYM Physical Education
"-P113'stcal Education_
Gymnastics III

X

X

GYM
GYM

Physical Education
Physical Education

X

X

GYM

GYMiticAon X GYM-1Physical Education

11

_
X GYM Planning

.1 ucation X N.Caf
_

* Driver Education x N.Caf * Driver Education X GYM Physical Education X IGTM

* Driver Education X N.Caf 5 Driver Education X N.Caf * Driver Education X N.Caf

* Driver Education X N.Ca f *Driv Educationer X N.Caf

Itt:;Thon X N.Caf Planning
* Driver Education X N.Ca" Planning X N.Caf * Driver Education X N.Caf

&cation X N.Caf
Wel endent Study

Driver Education X N.Caf

nt Study- Q LIB Independent Study Q LIB

Library Science LIB Independent Study Q LIB

t:no: X LIB Library Science
Library Science

X LIB

....-1:221-11y
Science LIB -Library Science LIB

ten ce X 1.1B



APPENDIX B:

SELECTED COURSE OPJECTIVES:

English - Phase 2

English - Phacc 3

English - a 4

American Hir.:tbry - Phase 3

Mbdern Mathematics I and II - Phase 2
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ENCLISF FH-=',SE

GENERAL COURSE OBJECTIVES

To write with variety in sentence structure

To write a purposeful sentenca

To write a paragraph

To write a paragraph in correct form

To take useful notes for study porpeees

To revise written work

To review basic punctuation

To write a friendly letter in correct form

To address an envelope in block style

To write a business letter in mo(lified b.!_ock style

To write a business letter in modif!cd block etyle

To write a letter of application

To prepare for a test

To build vocabulary by using vocabulary skills to attack new words

To improve study habits

To read carefully for all the ini=ormation in a given selection

To study through practice and --evicw

To demonstrate the ability to follow instructions

To read critically

To understand fiction

To recognize symbols

To describe mood

To understand a fable

To demonstrate an understanding, appreciation and acceptance of values

To discover people

To discover oneself

To practice speaking and recogniziog acceptable English

To have a discussion

To be able to dramatize 11 1



CENTPAL OBJECTIV1-7- Tr I-ZITS" TJITP: 1,-1"-Tv 17 ,9171=CE ST'oUCTTIP':'

The student will be al-le.

1. To write a siTnie sentence.

2. To list ir writino. all the sir-ae sentences found in a c,-,iven pare^raph.

3. To write a compoune sentence.

4. To list in writ-Ins all the corlpoune centences found ir a c!iven para-

g.-eph.

5. To write a corinlex !-ertsnce.

6. To list in ,-,Triting cll the ccv.nlex sentences found in a E.iven nararraWl.

7. To write a coirmound-ca:nelex s2-Itcc.ce.

3. To list in writing ell the cempound-complex sentences found in a given

paragraph.

9. To list in writing all the run-on sentences foune in a f,.iven narag,raph.

10. To rewrite a run-on sentence by separating the thoughts into two or

rore sentences.

11. To rewrite a run-on sentence bY joining tvo thoughts"by a conjunction.

12. To rewrite a run-on sentence by joining two thoughts by a semi-colon.

13. To list in writing a series of chonny sertences found in a Riven pare-

c.'raph.

14. To rewrite a series of choppy sentences into compound or comPlex sen-

tences.

15. To list in writing all the stringy sentences found in a given nara-

ivraph.

16. To rewrite a stringy sentence ty snboreinating ideas.

17. To rewrite a stringy sentence by dividing it into two sentences.

18. To list in writinr all the nentence framents found in a given para-

graph.

16. To rewrite a sentence fragrent into a cornlete sentence.

112



GENERAL OBJECTIVE- TO T.:TITE A PUPPOSrFUL SF*-TE-CE

The student will be able.

20. To -irite a declarative sentence.

21. To list in writing, all the declarative sentences found in a given para-

r-:raph.

22. To write an imperative sentence.

23. To list in writing all the imperative sentences found ir a given nara-

raph.

24. To write an interrogative sentence.

25. To list in writing all the interrogative sentences found in a given par-

agraph.

26. To write an exclamatory setence.

27. To list in writine all the exclamatory sentences found in a given para-

graph.

GENERAL OUECTIVE TO TVITE A RAPACT)/PH

23. To write a topic sentence to introduce a paragraph.

29. To write a paragraph colitaining facts to suPport the tonic sentence.

30. To write a paragraph giving detailed information to support the topic

sentence.

31. To write a naragraph containin exariples.

32. To write a naragraph descrilAng an incident or an anecdote.

33. To write a paragraph comparing two things or ideas.

34. To write a 1.aragranh which states and then exnlains a point of view.

35. To write a paragraph by contiasting two things or ideas.

3. To write a paragraph exemplifying a definition.

37. To write the details of a paragraph In chronological order.

33. To write the details of a parazraph in spatial order.

39. To write the details of a paragraph in the order of importance.

40. To write a Paragraph presenting the details contained in one point of

view in comparison with the details supporting another point of view.

Fl 3



41. To write a concluding. sentence that su,,7marizes the point made i rT-4

paragraph.

Gr."-E7AL 07J7CTINTF- TO "I'ITE A FARACAPH 17 CORFCT FOsI7T

42. To write a title showing the relationship of the main ieea co *he pana-
graph.

43. To leave a line between the title and the topic sentence.

4. To indent the first word of the tonic sentence.

45. To write all subsequent lines flush to the left-hand margin.

GTFNFRAL 0:JECTIvE- TO TART . USEFUL rOTES FOR STUDY ruRpns7s

45. To list in writing main ideas in a selection.

47. To list in writing the sunportino eetails of the main idea cortained in
a selection.

43. To naraphra-,e r selection.

A9. To write a summary of a se]ectien.

50. To write, in one s own vords the main ieens in a given lecture.

51. To write, in one's own words, the supporting details of the main idea
in a givec: lecture.

OENERAL Ot..T7CTIVE TO RFVISE !Tr'ITITN

52. To cross out unrelated jdeas in writeen work.

53. To write-in supnorting details

54. To charge the ordc_ of ideas.

55. To remrite sentences to improve their structure.

56. To correct spelling.

57. To correct punctuation.

GENFPAL 013JECTIV7: TO PEVT.T7P 'BASIC PUNCTUATION

52. To punctuate a statement with a period.

59. To punctuate an abbreviation with a period.

60. To punctuate a question with a question mark.

11 4



61. To punctuate an exclamatory sentence with an exclamation

62. To use commas to separate items in a serics.

67,. To use commas to separate two or more adiectives preceding P

64. To use a comma between two c=plete thouhts joined by a coajunction.

65. To use commas to set off information that is not essential to the
meaning of the sentence but adds an idea to the sentence.

66. To punctuate dates.

67. To punctuate addresses

GET777;AL 07JECTIVF- Tn T1-"ITE F7!.I7-71111L1: LET= Ir COrd1vCT FOP71

52. To write the street address in the upper right-hard corner of the
first page.

69. To write the city and state dArectly below the street address.

70. To ,-Yrite the date and ycar directly halow the city and state.

71. To leave a space between the heading and the salutation.

72. To write the salutation flush with tha left-hand margin.

73. To write the body of the letter directly below the salutation.

74. To indent the first word of the body cf the letter.

75. To indent the first word of each paragraph in a letter.

76. To write the closing of a letter below the final line just to the
right of the page.

GENERAL OBJECTIVE- TO ADDPESS AN ET1VELOPE IN BLOM STYLE

77. To write one's name in the upper left-hand corner of the envelope.

7 To write one's street address directly below one's name.

79. To write one's city and state directly below one's street address.

3:% To write the name of the receiving person below the middle and to the
left of the center of the envelope.

81. To write the receiving person's title, given name, initial and surnane.

82. To write directly below the receiving person's name, (his, her) street
address.

I I
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83. To write the receiving: person's city and state directly belo (his, her)
street ad3ress.

GEITERAL OBJECTIVE- TO WPITE A EUSINL3S LETTER IN ,40D:FTED ELoC7 STYLE

34. To write one's street address in the unner right-hand corner of the
first page.

85. To write one's town and state directly below one's street address.

86. To write the date and the year directly below the toT.rn and state.

87. To write the inside address four typewriter snaces helow the heading
and flush with the left-hand margin.

88. To write the name of the firrl on the first line of the inside address.

0 To write the town and city directly below the name of the firm.

90. To write the salutation two tyneuriter spaces be1c-,7 the insiee address
and fluch wiLh the left-hand margin.

91. To punctuate the salutation with a colon.

92. To write the salutation 'Gentlemee when writing to a firm or group.

93. Tc write the salutation 'Dear Sir- when writing to a specific person
-rhose name is not known.

94. To write the salutation "Dear 7r ___r when thc, individual's name is
known.

95. To write the first line of the body of a business letter two type-
writer spaces below the salutation.

96. To indent the filst line of the body o; the letter equal to the lenpth
of the salutation.

97. To indent subsequent para2raphs uniform with the opening sentence.

9.9. To write the closing to the right of the middle of the nape.

99. To write the standard form, "Yours truly for the closing greeting.

100, To write one's signature immediatel,T below the closing r,,reeting.

101. To type or print one's rame directly below the signature.

GENMEAL OBJECTTVE. TO WRITE A LETTER OF APPLICATION

102. To state in writing the position for which one is apPlying and how
one learned about it.

1 6



103. To write the important facts about oneself that an employer would
want to know.

104. To write that one is familiar with the requireeents of a rostion and
state one's ability to fulfill such recuirements.

105. To list in writing three references with addresses.

106. To request in writing an interview at the employer's convenience.

107. To give in writing a telephone number or an address where one can be
reached.

G=PAI OBJECTIVE° TO PREPARE FOR A TEST

103. To test in writing specific information found in a given short story
by applying the question 'T,Tho...?'

109. To test in writing specific information found in a given short story
by applying the question "What...?'

110. To test in writing specifie information found in a gi-7en short story
by applying the ques'elon

111. To test in writing specific information found in a given short story
by applying the question "T.4here...?-

112. To test in writing specific information found in a given short story
by applying the question Mhy...?"

113. To test in writing specific information found in a given short story
by applying the question "How...?"

114. To write five true-false questions that apply to a given short story.

115. To write five fill-in questions that apply to a given short story.

116. To write five multiple choice questions that apply to a given short
story.

117. TG write five matching questions that apply to a given short story.

119. To list in writing all the new words found in a given short story
and give the definition of each.

119. To write questions pertaining to a given short story beginning with
each of the following words7 am, are, is, was, will, were, would,
shall, should, can, could, may, mi!-*Iit, must, has, have, had, do,
does, did.

1 1



READIM7

GENEPAL OBJECTIvE! TO PUILD vOCABULARY 7,7 usING VOCABUI,A7Y SKTL-Lc TO

ATTACa 7E74 II3FTS

The student vIll be able to7

120. To state the meaning of a nev word given in a sentence by writing the

word in a new sentence.

121. To state the meaninrr, of a new word given in a sentence by rewfiting

the sentence in one's own ,iords.
To give a Tql-irten definition of a r4ord by judging the me,ining of the

122. word from the context of the sontence.

123. To underline a word in a given sentence that bas been shifted in use.

124. To write a definition of a ,I:ifted lyo-zd used in a c-i:en sentence.

125. To underline a metaphor in a given sentence.

126. To write the meaning of tbe rctaphor as it is given in the sentence.

127. To write the literal meaning of a metaphor as it is used in a given

sentence.

123. To underline a simile' in a given sentence.

129. To note in writing the person, place, or thing that is being described

in a given simile.

130. To note in wrIting the person, place, or thing which is being used to

give the description in a given simile.

131. To complete in writing ten incomplete similes from a list of given

words.

U2. To underline the word that indicates 'change of name'. in a giver.

sentence.

133. To note in writing the literal meaning of the 'change of name" word

in a given sentence.

114. To note in writing the implied meaning of the 'change name word

in a given sentence.

135. To underline an exaggeration expresse d. in a given sentence.

136. To note in writin the implied meaning of an exaggeration contained in

a given sentence. 118
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137. To rewrite a given sentence using literal words or phrases in place
of the exaggeration.

133. To write three sentences using exaggerations.

139. To underline an understatement found in a Riven sentence.

140. To note in ritin the implied meaning of an understatement contained
in a given sentence.

141. To rewrite a given sentence using literal words or phrases in place
of an understateent.

142. To write three sentences using uno --ements.

143. To underline a word cluster in a given sentence.

144. To write the ,,!eaning of a word cluster as it is given in a sentence.

145. To write the literal reeninq of each word in a Riven r!ord cluster.

146. To list in -triting ten common word clusters.

GEZTERAL OBJECTIVE- TO ITIPPOVE STUDY KABITS

147. To scan a ,given article or chapter and note in writing the specific

fncts

148. To scan a given article and list in writing all the numerical facte.

149. To scan a given article or chapter and note in writing the answers
to specific questions.

150. To scan a -,,iven table of contents and record in writing a given topic.

151. To scan a given index and note in writing the page on whiCh a given

word ray be found.

152. To scan a given glussery and note 4_11 writing the definition of a
Piven word.

153. To scrin a page in a telephone honk and note in writing a gien name.

154. To scan a page in the telephone book and note in writing the address
and phone number of a given namc2.

155. To scan a dictional I write a rl ,Tord ana its definition.

156. To scan a dictionary and T41....).ng the number of different

meanings shown for a given

157. To scan a dictionary and write the word that comes between two given
words. 1 1 9



153. To scan a dictionary and write the correct meaning for a given word

in a sentence.

159. To overview a given chapter and note in araltina the title and sub-

headings.

160. To overview a given chapter and write the page numbers of pictures,

maps, graphs, or tables.

161. To overview a given chapter and list in writing the main poiats in

selected sammaries.

162. To overview a given textbook and write thE title.

163. To overview a given texabook and write the page numbers of the table

of contents, the preface or forward, the introduction, pictures,

graphs, maps, tablas, the appandix and the index.

1E4. To overview a given texthoo aad write easwers to given ouestions.

165. To preview a given
headins-s.

166. To preview a given
and last paragraph.

167. To preview a given article and write an answer to a given question.

168. To sk:;.m a given article and note in writing the main ideas contained

in each paragraph.

169. To skim a given article and note in writing key words, phrases, and

sentences that help one to recall information.

170. To sk: a given article and write the first and last sentence of

eveay paragraph.

171. To skim a given article and write the answers to given c7iestions.

GENERAL OBJECTIVE- TO PAD CAREFULLY FOR ALL THE TNTOPAATION In A. GIVEN

SELECTIO7

172. To read and noLe in wiLing the rlin ideas in a given paragraph.

173. To read and note in writing the main idea of every paragrpb in a

given selection.

174. To read and writ:a the answer to a given quesaion pertaining to a main

idea in a given selection.

175. To read and rote in writing the details that support the main idea

in a given paragraph.

article and T.,1-it:e the title, headings, aral sub-

article and give a written summary of the first

120
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176. To read and list in writing the suepoeting details for all t1e ara-

graphs in a peiven article.

177. To reed and Necite the e,pswers to eriven ri,uestions Pertaining to the

supporting details in a given article.

173. To read and list in writing the descriptive facts thnt support the

main idea of a givan paragraPh

179. To read and list in yritin7, the illustrative examples that support

the main idea in a given paragraph.

180. To read and list in writing the compafison-contract details that

support the main idea in a given paragraph.

131. To read and list in writing tEe cau3e and effect details that support

the main idea in a given paragraph.

132. To read and write the defin:Ltiein that supports the rain idea in a

given paragraph.

133. To read and list in writing the events in chronological order that

support the nein idea of 4 on paneerah.

134. To read and list in writing the events in soatial order that support

the main idea of a given paragraph.

135. To read and list in writing the main ideas from several Paragraphs

in a given selection and write-the unifying idea for that selection.

186. To read and note in writin:!. the unifying idea in a given selection

of several Paragraphs.

137. To read end write answers to a given ouestion pertaining to the

unifying idea of a given selection.

GEFERAL OBJECTIVE TO STUDY THROUGH PW,CT10E AND REV1ETi

183. To read and recite the main idea of a given paragtwoh.

139. To read and recite the supporting details fo the main idea of a

given parae-raph.

390. To repeat, three times, witb the book clone' the iin idea of a giveu

nE;ragraph.

191. To repeat three times, with the hook closed, the supporting details

of the main idea of a given paragranh.

192. To read and recite the main ideas of several paragraphs in a given

selection.

71



193. To read and recite the sup-letting details for th,e nein idea of

severe/ pararaphs in a f,,iven selection.

194. To rePeat thr.-e times, -with t}..s book close-d, the main -e:qa of

several paragraphs in a given selection-

195. To repeat three times, with the bc-,7k closed, the supnortirg details

for the main ideas of several paragrai"-1 in a given selection.

19E. To rite three tires, from memory, the main irf.eas of several para.-

grap:ts 7;:i a given selection.

197. To write three times; from memory, the supporting details fcr the

main ideas for scveral paragraphs in a given selection.

GE7EFAL OBJECTIVE° TO IT:'101\7ST1',ATE THE ABILITY TO FOLLOP DIRECTI

193. To preview a given sc.t of written directions and note in writing

the type of information they contain.

199. To lister to a given set of oral directions and write the type of

information they conain.

200. To scan a given set of written directions and write the action verbs.

201. To listen to a given set of oral directions and write the action

verbs.

202. To read each step of a given set of written d.irections and write

the main ideas of each step of the directions.

203. To listen to each sten of a f?,iven set of oral directions and write

the main ideas of each step of the directions.

204. To read a given set of written directions and write the facts in

order.

205. To listen to a given set of oral directions and write the facts in

order.

CENERAL OBJECT/VE TO READ CRITICALLY

206. To give an oral report on research done about the author of a given

nelJspaper article.

207. To state orally the year in which a given newspaper article was

written and explain how it affects the reliability of the article.

20. To explain orally whether the auther of a given newsl)nPer article

is an authority on the subject of that art:icle.

209. To state orally how the author of a given newspaner article based

his article on first hand experience.122
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210. To state orally how the author of a ,9iven ^.T.,;pap,o: article based

his art,:.cle on the experience of others.

211. To state orally, based on reearch. T-ether the ,-rlthor of a given
newr;i)apar arti,21e is an authority on t a subject of that article.

212. To identify a report ia a !;iven newspap,2r article and support the
identification orally by giving facts to prove the statment true or
false.

213. To read a given newspaper article and orally ansller questions pel--
taining to reports fcnd in that article.

214. To llst in writing thE. .mes of sources or source books whre a .,iven

report may be checked.

215. To write tbree paragraphs containing reports.

216. To write the Phrase or olira!:--e.3 that alert the reader to judrments
found in a riven new7.),Aper article.

217. To ide,Itify a judgment found in a given nex.Tspaper article and sup-

port the identification orally by gi,ring facts that prove the judg-

ment is a personal opiniou.

218. To identify a judqment fcund in a given newspaper article and SW/-
port the identification orally Ly giving facts that prove the judg-
ment was written to pctrsuade a reader to thinic a certain way.

219. To state orally Tily the judgments in a given newspaper article are
being made.

220. To read a given newspaper article and orally answer uestions per-
taining to judgments found in that article.

221. To write three paragraphs containing judgments.

222. To state orally the know facts in a given paragraph that led the

author to a conclusion about an unknown situation.

223. To ieentify inferencs found in a given paragraph and support the

identification orall 1:y giving facts that T)rove the inference is

- conclusion about an unknown situation based on known facts.

224. To report orally whether the reports on which a given conclusion is

based lead logically to that conclusion.

225. To read a given paragraph and answer orally questions pertaining to
inferences lound in that parag:-aph.

226. To write the inaccurate facts that are used to support a conclusion

in a given inference.
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227. To write the illogical conclusion that wes unrelated to the facts in

a giver parr,g,--r-ish.

224.. To write inferences that are hased on other inferences in a given

pa3:-aF!raph-

T'9. To yrite inferences that a.;-e based on judgments in a given paragraph.

230. To write three paragraphs containing inferences.

GENET1AL OBJECTIVE- TO UNDEPSTAYD FICTION

231. To state orally the time a given play or short story takes place.

232. To state orally the place a given play or shert story portrays.

233. To resPond c:rally to auestions pe7etaining to the setting of a given

play or short story.

234. To identify orally the prota42-onist of a given play or short story.

235. To identify orally th,;.: antaonist of a given play or sl-l.ert story.

236. To list in writing five characteristics of the protagonist in a

given play or short story,

237. To list in writing five caracterist:cs of the antagonist in a given

play or short story.

233. To state orally why a specific character is the protagonist of a

given play or short story.

239. To state orally why a specific character is the anta4Y.onist of a

given :Ilay or short story.

240. To respond orally to questions pertaining to the 1.rotagonist of a

given play or short story.

241. To respond orally to questions pertaining to the antagonist of a

given short story or play.

To lirt in writing three characteristics for each character in a

given play or sliort stf)ry.

243. To list in writing the characters in a given play or short story

in order of their importance

24. To resaond orally to questions pertaining to characters in a given

alay or short story.

245. To v'rite a .'31immary of the exposition of a given short story.
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246. To respond orally to qvastions nertP.ining to the exposition of a

given short sttry.

247. To describe in writing the major conflict of a given nlav or short

story.

218. To identify orally the conflict batwoan tuo characters in a given

play or short story.

249. To identify orally the conflict within a character in a given play

or sh.ort story.

256. To identify orally the conflict between a chara.r and society in .

a given play or short story.

251. To identify orally the conflict between a character and on ohject in

a given play or sbort

752. To respond orally to questi pertaining to the major conflict of

the charaater in a given play or sho-rt story.

253. To state in writing the re.:,-olution of the conflict of a given play

or short story.

254. To list in writing the events in a given play or short story thaL

lead to the
255. To respond orally to questions pertaining to rising action in a

given play or short story.

256. To identify orally the climax of a given play or short story.

257. To respond orally to questions pertaining to the climax of a given

play or short story.

258. note in writing th.e character or characters that behave in an un-

usual way in a given play or short story.

259. To state orally why a particular ch,-racter taken from a given play

or short story behaves the way he does.

260. To state orally why the author.made a given play or short story con-

clude as lt did.

261. To identify orally the author's message in a given play or short

story.

262. To respond orally to questions pertaining to the author's message

in a given play or short story.

7.63. To write a critical appraisal of the author's message in a given

play or short story.



(77.7ET'AL :)2,117.CTIvE. TO 7'..ECOrMI777

264. To enur,erate orally staternts that zale or suggest comz,arisons

'-etween unlfe tIlings in a given slIcrt si:cr7 or poem.

265. To list orally all stated onpariscns in a civen sT-,ort storv

poem.

266. To list orally all supgestcd comparisons in a given ::7-,ort story cr

poem.

267. To entify orally which of two unlika things is the symbol in a

F!_,ven short story or poem.

268. To write one's interprtation of a lYiven symbol taken from a given

short story or noon.

269. To respond orally to question pertaining to smbols in a.

short story Of poem.

G=RAL OBJECTIV7.- TO DESCRIE YOOD

270. To identify orally tl,e mood of a short story nlay or poem by listing

the descriptive WOre3 that estal,lish that w,3rd.

271. To list in writing examples in the setting taken from a given play,

short story, or poem that create moo0.

272. To list in writing events in a given play, short story or poem that

create mood.

273. To respond orally to ouestiuns pertaining to mood in a given play,

short story or poem

GENERAL OBJECTIVE TO UNDERSTAND A FABLE

274. To r,,late orally the settirg of a given fat

275. To list in writing three characteristic:, of the protagonist in a

,,iven fable.

276. To lif:r in writing three characteristics of the antagonist in a

rm fable.

277. To state orally the conflict contained in a given fable.

278. To note in writinc!. unusual hchaviorisms of a character in a given

fable.

279. To state orally why a character in a given fble behaves the way

he does.

9
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2?0. To state orally why the aut7Tor of a niva fa1;le conclude," it as ha

did.

25),1. To state orally the moral of a givea fable.

22. To compare in writina the c"aaractoristics of a given animal cr tMn
with human characteristics.

23. To respond orally to quesLions pertainira, to a given fable.

284. To write an original fable.

Al1779

GENERAL OBJECTIVE7 TO DUTNSTRAIT AN UNDERSTAND:117G, APPRECIATION Al7n
ACCEP'ZA7CE OF '2.),7,TJES

235. To read about and discuss material values.

286. To read about and discuss aesthetic values

287. To read about and discuas sentimental values.

238. To read about and discuss prestige values.

289. To read about and discuss how values may differ among people.

290. To read about and discuss how people, objects, and actions a person
values help Zo shape one's character.

291. To read about and discuss how, with increased self knowledge, a
Young person may change his values and the things he values.

2)2. To read about and discuss why certain character traits are valuable

and should be tmitated.

GENEPAL OBJECTIVE- DISCOvEPING PEOPLE

293. To read abaut and discuss ambivalent emotions.

294. To read about and discuss how one might overcome feelings of dis-

couragement.

295. To read about and discuss tolerance for people who are diffetent.

296. To read about and discuss how to increase one's understanding of

human motives.

297. To rend about and discuss parental motives of raising children.

_I



298. To read about and discuss tIle universal emotions of family living.

299. To read about and discuss hag to achieve happiness within one's

fam17,7.

300. To read about and discuss the essence c7 family.

301. To read about and discuss why people strive.

302. To read about and discuss how people strive.

303. To read about and discuss the interrelationships of people.

304. To read about and show an understanding of empathy through class-

room discussion.

305. To read about and attempt to see things from another person's point

of view through classroom discussion.

GENERAL OBJECTIVE! DISCOVERING owEsEix

306. To read about and discuss what self-understanding is.

307. To read about and discuss how to assert oneself.

308. To read about and discuss confusion about one's identity.

309. To read about and discuss the value of adapting a worthwhile model.

310. To read about and discuss that will help in discovering one's identity.

311. To read about and discuss the elements of identity that cannot be

chaned.

312. To read about and discuss the elements of identity that can be

changed.

313. To read abcut and discuss how to cope with situations when one's

identity is threatened.

314. To read about and discuss the essence of identity.

315. To read about and discuss the self-image one projects to the world.

316. To read about and discuss the person one is.

317. To read about and discuss ho1:7 to achieve the personality one would

like to have.

318. To read about and discuss how the person others see can Uiffer from

one's image of oneself.
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319. To read about
others.

320. To read about
compose one's

_111-

and discuss hc0-7 a person's character is projected to

and discuss how both admirable and unadmirable traits

character.

321. To read about and discuss ways of coping with prol,lems.

322. To read about and discuss how to choose effective methods for

coping with a problem difficult.

323. To read about and discuss how inner conflicts can make coning with

a problem difficult.

324. To read about and discuss how a person's method of coping with a
problem reveals somet'oing about his character.

325. To discuss the means one has used to solve personal problems.

326. To discuss alternate approaches one might have used to solve a prob-

lem.

327. To discuss mathods one might apply to solve current and future

problems.

328. To read about and discuss how one gains an understanding and appre-

ciation of one's own potentiality as an effective problm solver.

P E A _K I N G

GENERAL OBJECTIVE- TO TPACTICE SPFANING A6.111 REcocrIzIrc ACCEPTABLE EVOLISN

329. To repeat words using, correct enunciation.

330. To correct improper enunciation ffiven by the teacher.

331. To use proper enunciation when speaking in the classroom.

332. To articulate clearly.

333. To repeat articulation exercises given by the teacher.

334. To use careful articulation in all speaking done in the classroom.

335. To correct examples of improper articulation p-iven by the teacher.

336. To practice pronunciation drills.

2
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337. To correct examples of improper pronunciation given by the t'aacber.

33C. To practice correct pronunciation Nlien speaking in tbe classroom.

330. To practice Projection drills.

340. To project clearly when speaking in the classroom.

341. To replace slang with acceptable English and practice speaking the

corrected form.

342. To speak in complete thoughts.

343. To orally complete fragmented thou2,hts given by the teacher.

GENERAL OBJECTIVE. DISCUSSION

344. To contribute orally to di3cusslons.

345. To demonstrate an und=xstcnding of what one has read through dis-

cussion.

347. To question an opponents argument through discussion.

348. To supnort opinions orally by referrinc?. to material written in texts.

349. To demonstrate the use of logic in presenting an argument orally.

350. To exnress one's feelings or beliefs orally.

GENERAL OBJECTIVE- DRAITATIZATION

351. To recld aloud the part of a character in a given play.

352. To read in chorus, a given 7,oem.

353. To read aloud a given poem.

354. To express emotion in the oral reading of a ci-aracter in a gi.v.en

play.

355. To demonr_, ate appropriate gesture to accompany an oral reading.

356. To in,Provise an oral conversation.

357. To improvise an oral arument.

353. To improvise an oral situation of one's o.on.

359. To create a short skit involvin3 two or more people.

360. To introduce two people orally.

1 '30
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ENGLISH - PNASE 3

GENERAL COURSE OBJECTI7ES1

LanguaEo

Speaking and Listening

Reading

Composition

1 al
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BEILWIOPAL OBJECTINTS

ENGLISH - PITASE 3

LArGUAGE

During the course of stuey the student should be able.

1. To select and write the simple subjects from a list of simple sen-

tences, with 100% accuracy.

2. To select and write the simple Predicates from a list of simple sen-

tences.

3. To rewrite sentences supplying the missing part from a list of sen-

tences that lack either the subject or predicate.

4. To write a complete sentence by selecting a subject to refer to a

given predicate.

5. To T,Trite a complete sentence by selecting a predicate to refer to a

given subject.

6. To dravr a slanting line between the subject and predicate in each of

a list of simple sentences.

7. To draw a line under the conplete subject in a sentence.

8. To draw a line under tbe complete nredicate in a sentence.

9. To write complete sentences from a f=roup of words.

10. To underline with one line the complete subject and underline with

two lines the complete predicate contained in a list of sentences.

11. To write five complete :Ample sentences for a 7,iven topic.

12. To write five original sentences, each to be3in with a capitl
letter, have a complete subject and predicate, and contain either

a statement, comp-And, question, or exclamation.

13. To supply the missing punctuation mark that indicates the end of

each sentence, from a list of mixed sentences.

14. To memorize the ie ei rule and be able to recite or write it.
When the sound is like ee (as in eva , put i before e (believe),
except after c (receive).

10?
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33. To write the contractions for words.

34. To write the correct plurn1 v:=.?.rbs.

35. To underline noun modifiers.

36. To underline verb modifiers.

37. To write comparative noun modifiers.

38. To write superlative noun modifiers.

39. To write comparative verb modifiers.

40. To write superlative verb modifiers.

41. To write sentences using ns,an

49. To write entences usinFf ve,-b modifiers.

43. To provide commas for precise mcninp. in sentences that can be mis-

read because of lack of punctuation.

44. To provide commas to designate separace items.

45. To place a semi-colon in the correct position in a series of sen-

tences where two statements are not connected by and, but, for, or

nor, yet, or so.

46. To place a comma after the clause when the irtroductory clause is

followed by a complete stateent.

47. To set off tTle non-restrictive clauses with commas.

43. To nrovide quotation marks aronnd the titles of short literary works.

50. To underline the titles of the hooks in a given list of sntences
containing the titles of books.

51. To write pronoun determiners as adjectives.

52. To write prepositional phrases to expand the subject of simple sen-

tences.

53 To write sentences by completing tbe verb with an auxiliary.

54. To write prepositional phrases to expand the predicates of simple

sentences.

55. To write one sentence by combining two simple sentences with a con-

junction.
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15. To memorize and write the exceptions. (neither, seize, eitber,

leisure).

16. To write, from dictation, 40 out of a possible 40 words using the

ie and ei rule and the exceptions.

17. To write th e. nouns: contained in a list of words, ,Jith 95% accuracy.

18. To underline the nouns contained in sentences.

19. To underline the determiners and the nouns contained in sentences.

20. To vrite the plural form of ?,iven singular nouns with 100% accuracy.

21. To identify, in writiar,, whether the nouns contained in a list are

singular, plural, or singular and plural.

22. To -write and c-,:nitalize the proper nouns contained in a list of i*en-

eral nouns.

23. To underline the proper nouns contained in a paragraph.

24. To write the possessive form of nouns.

25. To write the plural possessive form of nouns.

26. To write the correct possessive form of nouns.

27. To look up in a dictionary, find, and write tbe correct spellinp, for

a liat of misspelled words.

28. rrom a list of sentences, the students will underline all of the

pronouns

A. personal
B. interrogative
C. reflective
D. indefinite
E. demonstrative
F. relative

29. To write a pronoun for an underlined noun.

30. To write the pronouns in a list of sentences where the pronoun is

missing.

31. To underline the pronoun determiners contained in a sentence.

32. To write the appropriate form in the blank space provided in a list
of sentences that offer a choice between a pronoun possessive and a

contraction.

1 4
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56. To T.,rite ori inal sentences using compound subjects.

57. To write original sentences using com:Jound verbs.

58. To writs original sentences uain,77 both coirnound subject and compound

verbs.

To complete the meaning of tile subieet end predicate in a sentence

by addin2: a eomnlement.

60. To underline the direct object in a sentence.

61. To underline the indirect object in a sentence.

62. To write sentences using object complements.

63. To underline the object complement in a sentence.

64. To use a predicate adjective in a sentence.

65. To write sentences usin:7, participles as adjectives.

66. To write sentences using participle phrases.

67. To write sentences using gerunds.

68. To write sentences using gerund phrases.

69. To write sentences using infinitives.

70. To under14.ne infinitive phrases.

71. To underline infinitive clauses in sentences.

72. To write sentences using appositives.

73. To underline anpositive phrases in sentences.

74. To 'write original sentences usinp7 independent clauses.

75. To underline subordinate clauses in sentences.

76. To write sentences using adjective clauses.

77. To underline the relative nronouns in sentences.

78. To underline noun clauses in-sentences.

79. To write sentences using adverb clauses.

80. To write sentences using subordinating conjunctions.

31. To write the classification of the structure of sentences.
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SPEAKING AlvID LISTENING
During his course of study the student should be able7

32. To observe and participate in a derrto=tration on diaphramatic breath-
ing and to practice diaphramatic 17reathIng.

83. To exhibit diaphraratic breathing and breath control by successfully
comn1etin3 an oral test for breath control.

34. To apply breath control when speaking.

85. To boserve and listen to a demonstration on --ocal projection anc . to

practice such orojection.

86. To successfully perform vocal projection exercises.

87. To apply vocal projection techniques when speaking.

83. To listen to a demonstration on flitch variation and to practice

pitch variation.

Sc'. To successfully parform given pi'cch variation exercises.

90. To apply pitch variation techniques ,3hen speaking.

91. To listen to a demonstration on volume variation and to practice

volume variation.

92. To ticcessfully perform given volume variation exercises.

93. To apply volume variation techniques when speaking.

94. To observe and participate in demomArations of proper poise for

speaking performances.

95. To use proper poise when speahing.

96. To apPly an intelligible rate of speed when speaking.

97. To participate in a series of oral demonstrations on pronunciation.

98. To observe and orally participate in demonstrations in the use of

diacritical markings for pronunciation purposes.

99. To verbally apply diacritical markings in pronouncing new words.

100. To practice and successfully perform a given set of enunciation
exercises.

101. To apply correct enunciation when speakin3.

102. To observe a series of demonstratlinRiel proper and appropriate dress

for speaking occasions.
Jx.LI



103. To dress appropriately T7hen perforr,ing.

104. To observe a series of demo:strations on proper and appropriate pos-

ture for speaking occasions.

105. To participate in a series of demonstrations on articulation.

106. To practice and per:orm a set of articulation e::ercises.

107. To apply precise articulation w117'n spenking.

103. To ose nroPer and appropriate pos;:ure wi-rile performing.

109. To observe and participate in a series of demonstrations of effective

gesturinc techniques.

110. T- use gestures freely and effectively when speakinc4.

111. To observe and Participate in a series of demonstrations on speaker-

audience eye contnet.

112. To practice effective eye contact and use effective eye con2act while

performing.

113. To recognize and determine in writing the Name Clling method of

propaganda.

114. To recoznize and determine in writing the Glittering Generalities

method of propaganda.

115. To recognize and determine in writing the Tran-3fr method of prona-

ganda.

116. To reconize and determine in writin:*. the Testimonial method of prop-

aganda.

117. To recognize and determine in writing the Plain Folks method of

propaganda.

113. To recognize and determine in writing the Card Stackng method of

propaganda.

119. To recopnize and determine in writing the Band Wagon method of proo-

aganda.

120. To recognize and orally identify accent errors in pronunciation.

121. To recognize and identify in wrirten form accent errors in pronunci-

ation.

122. To recognize and orally identify sound substitution errors in pro-

nunciation.

123. To recognize and identify inlviry7en form sound substitution errors

in pronunciation. Ji4-3



124. To recognize and orally identify omitting sounds errors in pronun-
ciation.

125. To recognize and identify in written form omitting sounds errors in
pronunciation.

126. To recognize and ornlly identify transposition of sounds errors in
pronunciation.

127. To recognize and identify in written form transposition of sounds
errcrs in pronunciation.

128. To recognize and orally identify addition of sounds errors in pronun-
ciation.

129. To recognize and identify in T.-7ritten form addition of sounds errors
in. pronunciation.

130 To recory,nize and orally idently the Introduction of a speech.

131. To write the purpose ef the Introdtion of a speech.

132. To recognize and orally identify the Contract of a speech.

133. To rite the purpose of the Contract of a speech.

134. To recognize and orally identify tb. Body of a speech.

135. To vTrite the purpose of the Body of a speech.

136. To recognize and ify the Conclusion of a speech.

137. To write the purposu oi the Conclusion of a speech.

138. To identify and orally defend one's choice of the Problem-Effeet-
Solution pattern in the organization of a speech.

139. To write the purpose of the Problem-Effect-Solution pattern in the
organization of a speech.

140. To recognize and orally state the Chronology (Time Sequence) pattern
in the organization of a speech.

141. To recognize and orally state the Geographic (Space sequence) pattern
in the organization of a speech.

142. To recognize and orally state the Enumeration pattern in the organi-
zation of a speech.

143. To recognize and orally state the Interrogative Pattern in the organi-
zation of a speech.

144. To urite evaluations on the speaking skills of at least five public
speakers. 1:48
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145. To use one's Participation in public sneaking assic=nments as source

for developing and listing criteria for evaluating other speai,lers.

146. To use one's participation in speakile--: exercises as source for

developing and listing criteria for evaluatiag other spenkers.

147. To write evaluations of a given numloer of Fmeaers rbom one encounters

via mass media.

148. To demonstrate notetaking abilities by writing an outline of a speech.

149. To demonstrate notetaking abilities by writing an outline of a lee-

ture.

150. To demonstrate notetaking abilities by writing an outline fo a reading

selection.

151. To demonstrate notctaking abilities by writing aanotated notes on a

speech.

152. To demonstrate notetaking abilities by writing annotated notes on a

reading selection.

153. To demonstrate notetaTring abi1itice3 Ly writing annotated notes on a

lecture.

154. To demonstrate notetaking abilities by writing a precis on a speech.

155. To demonstrate notetaking abilities by writing a precis on a le-ture.

156. To demonstrate notetaking abilities by writing a precis on a reading

selection.

157. To demonstrate notetaking abilities by writing notes in which one

separates fact from principle, in a double-page style, for a lecture.

158. To demonstrate notetaking abilities by writing notes in which one

separates fact frcm nrinciple, in a double-page style, for a reading

selection,

159. To demonstrate nototaking abilities by writing notes in whicli one

separates fact from principle, in a double-page style, for a speech.

160. To take notes on specific group discussions.

161. To write a complete outline of each discussion from the notes one

has taken.

162. To take notes on class lectures.

163. To write a complete outline of each lecture from the notes one has

taken.
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164. To recognize and record in written form the Straight 7xposition

method of pcint support in a speech.

165. To recognize and record in written form the :motional Appeal or

Harrangue method of point support in a speech.

166. To recognize and recnrd in written fonm the Illustrative Development

method of point support in a speech.

167. To read and analyse in writing several exa7toles of priven svliooisms.

163. To J-rite the conclusions for given sets of logical premises.

169. To write the premises for given conclusions.

170. To listen to and write a summary of several -ifferent anproaches to

a controversial issue.

171. To listen to and write a gene-nal statement covering several different

approaches to a controversial issue,

172. To listen to and write a surnortive statement covering several differ-

ent approaches to a controversial issue.

173. To write one's own opinion concerning a controversial issue.

174. To orally state one's own oninion concerning a controversial issue.

175. To read and write a summary of several different approaches to a

controversial issue.

176. To read and write a general statement covering several different

approaches to a controversial issue.

177. To read and write a supportive statement covering several dii

approaches to a controversial issue.

173. To write one's own opinion concerning a controversial issue about

ohich he has read.

179. To orally state one's own opinion concerning a controversial issue

about which he has read.

180. To determine in writing whether or not the supporting evidence -For

a given point is old or new.

181. To determine orally whether or not the supporting evidence for a given

point is old or new.

132. To determine in writing whether or not the supporting evidence for a

given point is sound.
1 el 0
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133. To determine orally whether or not the supporting evieence for a given

point is sound.

184. To determine in writing whether or not the suPpo:.:ting evidence for a

given point is prejudiced.

185. To determine orally whether or not the supporting evidence for a given

point is prejudiced.

186. To select and write dotr source material from one's own personal exper-

ience.

187. To select and write down sourcc, material from other school courses.

183. To select and T-rite down source material from conversation and inter-

views.

189. To select and write do h source material from OUYS reading.

190. To determine in writing the accuracy of materlal.

191. To determine in writing the relevance of mater4 to a given or chosen

topic,

192. To determine in writing the adequacy of a give- :rount of material cm

a given or chosen topic.

193. To determine the freshness of material for a given topic and report

it in written form.

194. To determine in writing the origina2ity of matrial for a given or

chosen topic.

195. To select and list materals which are relative to a pro argument of

a topic.

196. To select and list materials which are relative to the con argument

of a topic.

197. To select and list materials which are relative to both the pro and

the con arguments of a topic.

198. To select an argumentative point from a list of statements.

199. To select naterial, through reading, to support an argument and to

prepare written notes on this material.

200. To organize a file of supportive materials by categorizing selected

notes chosen from several sources.

201. To demonstrate organizational abilities by arranging one's notes from

the specific to the general, in support of a gen ral argument.
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202. To demonstrate knowledge of subject matter in familiarity wit7.: naterial

while sneakin.

203 To demonstrate organizational abilities in one's ability to delete

tertiary, than secondary materials, as debate time necessitates.

204. To demonstrate organizational abilities in one's abilities to add

supportive materials, as debate ttue necessitates.

205. To demonstrate knowledge of subject matter in one's abilities to delete

non-supportive materials, as debate time necessitates.

206. To demonstrate knowledge of subject matter in one's abilities to add

additional supportive material, as debate ttne necessitates.

207. To select and list ooints from opponent's speech which one's own

research can contradict.

203. To select and list peints frez- opponent's speech which one's own

research can support.

209. To select and list points from opponent's speech which will support
one's own research.

210. To react orally to one's audience's opinion as to what the main points

of one's speech were by designating what were in one's own opinion,

the main points of one's peach.

211. To react orally, to one's audience's opinion as to what the suppor-
tive points of one's speech were by designating what were, in one's

own opinion, the supwrtive points of one's speech.

212. To listen to a persuasive argument and evaluate it by listing the

emotional material used in the argument.

213. To listen to a persuasive argument and evaluate it by listing the

factual material used in the argument.

214. To write an evaluation of one's cwn speaking skills after each per-
formance.

215. To demonstrate orally the basic principles of parlinmentary procedur,,.

216. To orally interpret fictional characters.

217. To orally interpret fictional conflict.

213. To orally interpret fictional atmosphere for the purpose of creating

mood.

219. To orally interpret fictional imagery for the purpose of interpreting

fictional atmosphere.
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220. To orally interpret poetic characters.

221. To orally interpret poetic rLythm.

222. To orally interpret poetic atmoshere for the purpose of creating

mood,

223. To orally interpret poetic imagery for the purpose of interpreting

poetic rf-Anosi,here.

READING
At the close of this course of study, each student should he able-

224. To demonstrate the basic priniples of syllabication in oral reading.

225. To exercise the principles of phonetics in oral reading.

226. To express the correct cmphas-in in oral reading or pre-read material.

227. To display the correct respone to punctuation (comma, dash, paren-

thesis, e;,,:-.:lemation point, que;:tion mark) by vocal variation in oral

reading.

228. To circle from a stated set of homonyms .t best homonym for a given

context.

229. To correctly match a list of m:aanings and a list of words built from

prefixes and roots.

230. To properly use a word in a sentence when the use of the word is

determined by the suffix (as in beautify and beautification).

231. To match the reason for word weaning variation (as the effect of con-

text, shift in part of speech, or word clusters) to groups of

tences showing a word portraying many meanings.

232. To follow simple procedural directions exactly.

233. To circle the better of two words with similar meanings using one's

understanding of onomatopoeia and the stated situation in which the

word is to be used as one's criteria.

234. To underline the better of a formal and conversational word with simi-

lar meanings using the given situation and one's understanding of levels

of usage as criteria.

235. To circle the better of two words with similar donotation using the

stated situation and one's understanding of the connotation of words

as criteria.

236. To write one's emotional reaction to a seleetion heavy in glide /r/,

/1/9 /w/ sounds, glide /j/, /11W, /hi sounds, and nasal hn/, /n/,
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237. To write one's emotional reaction to a selection fcaturla5- fricatives

or spirits and affricatives.

238. To write one's emotional reaction to a selection featuring plosive

sounds /r/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /1'/ /g/.

239. To write one's emotional reaction to a selection featuring front vowela

/c"./, /27, lel, I.7:12 and 1.5ej.

240. To write one's emotional reaction to a selection of b2c17 vo!-7e1c NV,

/T1, NI, I.D/, nnd /7/.

241, To write one's emtional reaction to a selection of rounded vowels

/4/, //i/, and

242. To select and underline the words to which a pronoun refers in a para-

graph containing a pronoun.

243. To explain orally a graP1,, rap, or chart.

244. To underline the nein idea that is stated in a unified, coherent,

woll-developed paragraph.

245. To write the main idea that is implied in a unified, coherent, well-

developed paragraph.

246. To express in one's own words the main idea of a stated paragraph.

247. To list the subordinate ideas from a f!ood paragraph.

248. To circle from a given list of possible purposes, the el7t,,,-r

pose for a. stated para,,-raph -anhs,

249 To circle from a given list of poscible predictions the most probahle

conclusion of stated selection of narration.

25/-!. To circic '7ror . a given list of possible applications for the facts

given in a shof..t selection of prose, the best, and most fitting

applicat_ -n.

251. To circle _rom a givrn list of possible similar situations to a girm

situation the one that is the most similar.

252. To ansv,-1- orally general questions concerning the type cf material

and wha-: he could expect to find in the article (with headings and

subheadin7s) of approximately 190 words which one has previewed in

three ininu2s.

3. To scan an article for specific facts, then list those facts.

254. To skim an article for main ideas and correctly respond to questioms

requiring the main ideas. 1144
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255. To evaluate the soundness of an autor's ideas and assumptions orally

by use of one's own experiences or marerial read.

256. To identify sentences draTrn from a pararaph (containing reports,
inferences, and judgments) as heirg reports, inEerences, or judgments.

257. To underline sentences using protragan',aa techniques from a given para-

graph.

258. To compile the identifying information on the book(s) using the

library card catalog. The book(s) must correspond to the topic, title,

or author assigned to him.

259. To find and bring to the teacher the book(s) using the identifying

information of a book or books for the card catalog.

260. To find material concerning a topic by use of the index, glossary

or table of contents when given the book containing the material and

topic.

261. To write, without abbreviation, the resources in periodical litera-

ture available on a given to7rlo using the READER'S GUIDE TO PERIODICAL

LITERATURE.

262. To underline in a selection of writing, the words which create sen-

sory imagery.

263. To write a description of the atmosnl ,re of a given selection which

e words producing imagery underlined.

264. To write a description of the atmosphere of a given selection.

265. To describe the mood presented in a story.

266. To describe in writing a major character from a given short story by

discussinl-Y, his relationships to other characters.

267. To discuss in writing the social position of 9. major character from

a given short story.

268. To describe in writing the personality of a major character fron a

given short story.

270. To describe in writing a major character from a given short story

by discussing his relatiouship to other characters, his position in

his society, his personality, and his physical being.

271. To cross through any discrepancies in a recap of the plot of a given

short story.

272. To write the name of the protagonist from a given piece of narration.

273. To circle from a given list of possible conflicts, the conflict

which appeared in a given short story.
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274. To discuss the pattern of narration present in a particular narrative
work using tLe terms exposition, intice cornlication, Oevelopment
crisis, climax, and denouement.

275. To discuss the differences in style hetT-een tvo short stores that
he has just read by diff2rcnt authors Eis discussion of style should
involve patterns of narration, the language, the em7hasis on a particu-
lar element, and the purposes of the wol:ks.

276. To correctly match 'metaphor' to the example of metapl-lor in a list
including examples of various types of figurative laneuage.

277. To correctly match 'simile' to the example of simile" in a list in-
cluding examples of various types of figurative language.

278. To correctly match 'personification" to the example of 'personifica-
tion- from a list including examples of varicus types of figurative

language.

279. To correctly matth 'apostrophe" to the example of 'apostrophe" from

a list including examples of various types of figurative language.

280. To correctly match rinetoncmy to the example of 'metonomy" from a list
including examples of various types of figurative language.

281. To correctly match "understatement' to the example of "understatement'
from a list including examples of various types of figurative lan-

guage.

282. To correctly match "overstatement' to the example of "overstatement'
from a list including examples of various types of figurative lan-

guage.

233. To correctly match the term "irony' to the examples of irony in a

*,roup of selections.

284. To underline a selection demonstrating paradox from a group of

written selections.

285. To correctly match the tern "allegory' to example(s) of allegory
from a group of selections showing allegory, satire, and parody.

286. To correctly match the term 'satire' to example(s) of satire from a

group of selections.

287. To correctly match the term "parody to example(s) of parody from a

group of selections.

28s. To write an original example of alliteration.

289. To identify in writing a given pyvrf writing as expository or nar-

rative.



290. To correctly join in writinc; t!.7e, =3uhiect and pre7iicate of the sentcnor-

from a selection of poetr,,,

291. To write the plot from a narrative noe:J.

292. Given a clans period in which stude,ats are not allo*7ed to talk and

are surrounded by maga7.1nes and books, they will choose to read.

COMPOSITION
During the course of study the student should be ableY

293 To write a paragraph that has unity, coherence, and emp"hasis.

294. To write a list of subjects re17-.ted to a .fi.iven topic.

295. To write an inductive paragrap with examples from a given subject.

296. To write a deductive paragrann with exarnples from a given subject.

297. To state orally th.c. maior naint of a TTritten paragraph.

293. To state in writing the major point of a ,Jritten paragraph

299. To state in writing the major point of a paragraph given orally.

300. To state orally the major point of a paragraph given orally,

301. To write paragraphs in chronological order.

3')2. To write paragraphs in spatial order.

303. To write paraEraphs in inductive order.

304. To write paragraphs in deductive order,

305. To write naragraphs in the order of least to greatest importance.

306. To write parag-7aphs in the order of easy to difficult.

307. To 7qrite paragraphs in the order of cause to effect.

303. To select in writing the major point of a paragraph that has no par-

ticular order and rewrite the paragraph deductively, giving the

major point greater emphasis.

309. To write a paragraph that supplies details to support a main point.

311. To write a paragraph that compares and contrasts a pain point.

312. To write a paragraph that will clarify the definitian of a main point.
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313. To write en introductory sentence in hich the basic idea T,hich 77cti-
veted the paragraph is clearly cOunicated to the reader.

314. To write a deductive parar-P al) outline and introduction.

315. To distinguish in writing tlic difference between homonyms, sTionyrls,
antonyms, and pseudonyms.

316, To write a bibliography to ligt Nolcs available in the library under
a given topic.

317. To write three paragraphs re1c1toei Vo a given topic.

313. To write transitional sentence combining three related paragraphs
into a composition.

319. To write an outline for cotTlejti.on T4hich will include three para-

graphs.

320. To write a first draft of a carvosItion based upon a topic outline.

321. To write the completed ver5io.1 of e. rough draft of a composition.

322. To revise a parai;raph in whIcri e'cto=70 are indicated.

323. To revise in writing the intx0Olyctj.on of a composition.

324. To revise, in writing, the NAY of a composition.

325. To revise, in writing, the (1.0,0.1-asi.on of a paragraph.

326. To write a precis on a giverl pqver-

327. To write au informal persoriAl ,=.Iay on a given topic.

328. To write a book review to g1104 Ole Oc2l po1iti1 or economic

climate of the time in 'thiJ ti boot c. was written.

329. To rrite an essay on a givexl

330. To write an opinion essay 01'1 a 01.ven topic.

331. To write a pro argument esOziy c)0 a p;iven topic.

332. To write a con argument esOy 00. a given topic.

333. To write a narrative from f4-5t person point of view.

334. To write a third person nalr-tatvi,
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ENGLISH 7_77,ASE 4

GENERAL COURSE OBJECTIVES

To develop a definition of lnnguage

To distinguish between different uses of languae

To use oral 7.-anguage appropriate to specific purposes

To distinguish between oral and written communication

To alter morphemes in order to mec.t several differing needs

To arrange words and their affixes into patterns useful for speech and

writing

To transfom basic sentence patterns, and/or combinations of sentence

patterns, into new patterns by ac:ding, subtracting, and substituting

grammatical elemcni_s

To investlgate tile process of evolution operating in English

To distinguish regional differenc,cs in American speech

To use a dictionary as a record of the history ond use7,e of English

To apply appropriate levels of usage in speech and written expression

To use a variety cf language in written expression

To write an essay describing a person, place, or thing in detail

To write an essay narrating an imaginary or real event

To write an essay defining an abstraction

To write a persuasive essay

To write a resource paper

To analyze textual meaning in a work of literature

To determima the form and structure of a work of literature

To analyze the techniques used in a work of literature

To discuss the major themes in literature

To select and make use of resource material

To write a critical analysis of a work of literature
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LANGUA.GE

GENERAL OBJECTIVE DEVELOP A DEFINITION OF LANGUAGE

The student will be able-

1. To report orally on deinitions of "communication' selected from liter-

ary sources.

2. To write a one-paragraph definition of "communication'.

3. To write a tentative definition of 'symbol".

4. To report orally on definitions of "symbol' selected from literary

sources.

5. To discuss orally objects, ideas, and feelings which may be considered

syabols in American culture.

6. To discuss orally objects, id2as, and feelings which may be considered

symbols in a universal culture.

7. To prepare an oral report on symbols used in a student's home neigh-

borhood.

8. To give an oral report en symbols used in a student's home neighbor-

hood.

9. To place familiar symbols into categories consistent with the term-

inology outlined by Erich Fromm in The Forgotten Language.

10. To write an essay defining 'symbol' so that the definition is consis-

tent with the student's own observations.

11. To write a one-naragrapb definition of 'community" compatible with

the concepts stated by Ashley rontagu in his essay 'Social Instincts".

12. To write a list of intercultural symbols.

13. To list in writing as many communities as can be described as function-

ing with an intercultural community.

14. To state in writing one or two symbols which are shared by all members

of a community.

15. To compare in oral discussion intercultural and community symbols.

16. To write a short essay which defines 'community' in terms of shared

symbols.

17. To discuss orally a series of propositions about the nature of lang-

uage to ascertain their truth or falsehood.
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18. To discuss orally a series of hypotheses made by linguists about the

nature of language.

19. To discuss in a written essay linguistic statements and popular

assumptions about the nature of language.

20. To discuss orally the kinds of meaning (lexical, grammatical, cultural)

contained in a group of sentences written in English, slang, non-

sense language, foreign language, etc.

21. To write an essay defining "language'.

GENERAL OBJECTIVE! DISTINGUISH BETT1EEN DIFFERENT USES OF LANGUAGE

The student will be able'

1. To write a one-sentence definition ofqienotation'.

2. To write a one-santence definition of 'connotation".

3. To replace, In a given list of words, terms haying unfavorable conno-

tations with alternates possesing favorable connotatioas.

4. To replace, in a given list of words, terms having favorable connota-

tions with alternates possessing unfavorable connotations.

5. To analyze in a paragraph the connotations used in an advertisement.

6. To indicate, by marking with an appropriate symbol, whether the lang-

uage used in a given group of sentences is emotive, ritualistic,

informative, or poetic.

7. To write a group tf original sentences using emotive language.

8. To write a group of original sentences using ritualistic language.

9. To write a group of original sentences using informative language.

10. To write a group of original sentences using poetic language.

11. To prepare a list of criteria for distinguising between language of

fact and language of emotion.

12. To indicate, by marking with an appropriate symbol, whether language

used in a given group of sentences is fact, inference, or opinion.

13. To write a short essay discussing whether a group of paragraphs

selected from current publications are fact, inference, opinion, or a

combination of these.

14. To group a given list of words into the classifications abstract and

concrete.
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15. To group a given list of words into the classifications general and

specific.

16. To list a progression of terms, beginning with the abstract and moving

toward the most concrete, when supplied with the abstract term.

17. To list a progression of terms, hoginniag with the concrete and moving
toward the most abstract, when supplied with the concrete term

18. To rank a given group of words in order from the specific to the

general.

19. To rank a given group of words in or.ler from the general to the

specific.

20. To write a paragraPh defining a given word by describing its refer-

rent.

21. To write a paragraph defining a given wor.d by classifying it.

22. To write a paragraph defining a given word by opposina it to other

terms.

23. To write a paragraph defining a given word by discussing its similar-

ities to other terms.

24. To select unfamiliar words from a passage of literature and define

them, using only the context of the passage from which they are

selected as an aid to definition.

25. To write a Paragraph eNplaining why an author uses a specific vocabu-

lary over other possl_ble choices.

26. To supply appropriate adjectives and/or adjectival phrases in a given

passage of literary prose omitting adjectives.

27. To write a sentence justifying an author's choice of a particular

adjective.

28. To supply appropriate vocabulary for specified parts of speech omitted

from a model student narrative, justifying each insertion in one

sentence.

29. To write an essay giving an impression of a speech derived from

reading only news accounts of that speech.

30. To write an essay comparing a written impression of a speech with the

speech itself.

31. To write an essay showing how the author of each of two or three
critical reviews communicates with his particular audience.
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32. To summarize in one paragraph information which the author of a criti-

cal review believes to le general nc...:ledze en t:le part of h16 audience,

and the infornation for which he beJieves documentation .necessary.

GENERAL OBJECTIVE- USE ORAL LANGU= APPROPPIAT: TO SPECIFIC PUPPOSES

The student will be ab]e'

1. To use precise and vivid language in presenting ideas in class discus-

sion.

2. To use precise and vivid language in presenting ideas in group dis-

cussion.

3. To provide supporting evidence in presenting ideas in group discussions.

4. To provide supporting evidence in presenting ideas in class discussion.

5. To give an informal talk.

6. To write an outline for an infernal talk.

7. To present an oral report based on material selected from Primary and

secondary resource material.

C. To prepare an outline for an oral report based on material selected

from primary and secondary resource material.

9. To direct a g,roup as moderator for a groun discussion.

10. To take notes as recorder for a !Yroup discussion.

11. To take part in a group discussion as an individual contributing

to a group task.

12. To present the results of a group work project to an audience.

13. To present a panel discussion to an audience.

14. To prepare a seminar on a selected topic.

15. To present a seminar on a selected topic.

16. To take part in class discussion on an assig:ned topic.

17. To take part in an informal debate with another student.

To take part in a reading from a play assigned for literature study.

19. To take part in presenting a scene from a play assigned for literature

study.
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20. To read aloud a poem asszigned for li.terature study.

21. To participate in a choral reading of r,c,?_ms assigned for literature

study.

22. To participate in a group reading of poe7-s assigned for literatui_

study.

CENTRAL OBJECTIVE. DISTINTGUISU BETT=N G'AL AND vPITTEN CCr=ICATIO,

The student will be able-

1. To write a one-sentence definition of 'superfix'.

2. To write a one-sentence definition of 'intonation contour .

3. To vrite a one-sentence defi-Ittion of -juncture .

4. Tc listen to a variety of words having differine stress natterns and

indicate on a written copy the F.tross pattern of each word.

5. To listen to a senuerce of compounds and phrases baying stnilar

phonemes, and transcribe the sequence, indicating the appropriate

stress patterns.

6. To listen to a sroup of words repeated with differing juncture and

indicate level, rising, or falling juncture on a written copy.

7. To listen to a group of words and indicate whether the word has been

said mith internal or terminal juncture on a written copy.

9. To transcribe a conversation into standard written English.

To transcribe a taoe-recorded student oenel discussion into written

speech.

10. To transcribe a taoe-recorded student panel discuscion into standard

written English.

11. To transcribe. without editing. an informal talk.

12. To develop a transcription of an informal talk into a paragraPh

written for an audience not present at tbe talk.

13. To list the differences between oral and written exoression.

14. To write a one-sentence definition of 'phonological sentence .

15. To mrite a one-sentence definition of syntactic sentence .

To list the characteristics of a 49.apl.ogical sentence.
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17. To list the characteristics of a syntactic sentence.

18. To arrange grouvs of identical structural units to form 'sentences"

or 'non-sentences' .

19. To discuss orallY groups of nonsense and simple sentences to discover

structural signals of meaning.

20. To write a one-sentence definition of structural meaning.

21. To write a one-sentence definition of -lexical" rearing.

0ErE1AL OBJECTIVE: TO ALTEP FOPPTMMES, IF ORDEP TO rEET SEVEPAL DIFFERIYG

NE17DS

The student will be able'

1. To write a one-sentence defini of morpheme'.

2. To write a one-sentence definition of 'phoneme .

3. To write a one-sentence definition of -affix

4. To write a ore-sentence definition of "prefix".

6. To wite out the morphemes of a piven list of words.

7. To construct words from prefixes and bases when piven a list of

definitions.

To write a tentative definition of a given. word which is based on

the meaning of that word's nrefix(es) and base(s).

9, To distinguish between Greek and Latin combining forms of specified

words included in a given list of sentences.

10. To specify in writing whether specified derivatives included in a

given list of sentences are formed from prefixes, suffixes, or both.

11. To write a one-sentence definition of 'suffix" which includes the dis-

tinction between derivational and inflectional suffixes.

12. To write the morpheme symbo' of a suffix, and its verbal description,

when given a list of sentences containing words with suffixes.

13. To isolate;, by underlining, en unknown morpheme when given a group

of known and/or unknown words containinF that morpheme.

14. To symbolize an unknown morpheme, when given a group of known and/or

unknown words containing, that morpheme.
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15. To write a varbal description cf an unknown mortheme, when given a
group of known and/or unknown words ccntain!ng that norv,eme.

16. To write a _efinition of T.-orr' which includes tl,e distiction
between single morphemic words arez7 compound morphemic ,ords.

17. To analyze in writing the morphemas of specified words i a given

group of sentences and state whether the specified words are singlc
or compound morphemic words.

18. To write a definition of 'morp7aene' which includes the distinction
between bound and free morphemes.

19. To write a one-sentence definition of 'structure word' which accoun,3
for the differences between 'structure vords' and 'form class words .

20. To insert the appronriate structure words in a passlge of nrose
containinp; examples of the four i7orm clacses of English words, but

omitting any structure words.

21. To make a written list of as -many words as can thought of which

either sig-nal nouns or can su:)stitute for nouns.

22. To write a one-sentence definition of the tern 'noun-suhstitute".

23. To group in writinr a list of noun-substitutes according to the way

they function in Englisb sentences.

24. To snecify, by using a symbol, which words in a passage of 19th cen-
tury prose are nouns, which are nronouns, which are noun-determiners,
and which are noun-substitutes.

25. To substitute nronouns for nouns in a given paragraph of prose contain-

ing no noun-substitutes.

26. To groun in writing a list of nouns designating countable units,
non-countable units., and names.

27. To state in writing the difference between noun forms.

23. To form the plural by addin7 the appropriate morpheme to singular

nouns designating countable units.

29. To use tbe dictionary to discover the variant plurals of 20 nouns.

30. To form the appropriate plural of -nouns derived from Old English.

31. To write the plural and possessive forms of a given list of nouns.

32. To write, from dictation, the correct spelling of the plural and/or

possessive form of a given list of nouns.

The
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33. To write a definition of nossensiYe nouns which includes a test for

distinguishing the possessive form from tlio niural.

34. To write, from dictation, a passage of prose containing forms of the

singular and plural possessi.T7as and t!-.e plural forms of nouns,

snelling each example correctl-,7.

35. To construct a table showing the forms of the personal pronoun.

36. To write a definition of 'pronoun- which includes only the personal

pronouns.

37. To supply by filling in a blank the appropriate form of the personal

pronoun in a passage of 19th century prose which omits all personal

pronouns.

38. To define orally the terms "transitive and 'ilat-ransitive

39. To write a one-sentence definf.tIon of the terms transitive and

'intransitive'.

40. To change all the verbs in a nr.scage of 1?th century prose written

in the pact tense to the ni.er,ent. tense.

41. To change all the verbs in a passage of 20th century nrose written

in the past tense to the present tense.

42. To change all the verbs in a passage of 19th century prose written

in the nresent tense to the past tense.

43. To change all the verbs in a passarr,e of 20th century prose written

in the present tense to the past tense.

44. To change a passage of prose which uses no primary or modal auxil-

iaries to reflect the use of primary and modal auxiliaries with as

many verbs as rossible.

45. To sunnly the correct form of the modal auxiliaries can, may, shall

or will in a given list of 20 sentences written in the present tense.

46. To sunply the correct form of the modal auxiliaries can, may, .shall

or will in a given list of 20 sentences written in the past tense.

47. To supply the correct form of the rrimary auxiliaries be, have, or do

in a given list of 20 sentences written in the present tense.

4a. To supply the correct form of the primary auxiliaries be, have, or do

in a given list of 20 sentences written in the past tense.

49. To change the verb to a participle, supplying the correct form of the

primary auxiliaries be or have, in a given list of 20 sentences written

in the present tense.
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50. To change the verb to a participle, supplying the correct form of the
primary au;:iliaries be or haves in a given list of 79 sentences
Tritten in the past tense.

51. To make the changes in the verb necessary fnr subject agreenent in a

given passage of nrose.

GENERAL OBJECTIVE. ARRAI'lLE 170PDS ArD TPEIr AFFIYES I7TO PATTFr7S USEFUL
FOP SPEECH AND U7ITING.

The student will be ab1e-

1. To discuss orally several given types of sentences to discover struc-

tural patterns common to one

2. To group a given list of sentences on t"1:,_ hasis of structural patterns.

3. To construct a table of different sentence natterns.

4. To construct a table of different sentence natterns, T7hcre each sen-

tence uses the same subject an.1 diffrinn! nredicates.

5. To define orally the fnrm elasses of English words.

6. To define orally the structural signals of English sentences.

7. Tc define in writing the form classes of English words.

6. To defire in writing the structural signals of English sentences.

5. To write original sentences in the basic pattern r V or (n-d) 7 V.

10. To write original sentences in the basic Pattern N] V N2.

11. To write original sentences in the hasic pattern N1 v N1, where the
-1second P-1 refers to the first (subject) Nl.

12. To write original sentences in the basic pattern N1 he N1, where the

second N1 refers to the first (subject) Nl.

13. To write original sentences in the hasic nattern N V Adj.

14. To write original sentences in the basic pattern N be Adj.

To write original sentences in the bz.,sic pattern N v Adv.

1G. To write original sentences in the basic nattern N be Adv.

17. To discuss orally a definition of 'actor and 'action' in grammatical

terms.
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l. To write in a on,=,-sentence definition of 'actor" and 'acti.on' in gram-

matical terms.

19. To write origernal sentences demonstrceting the patterns N V and/or

Y- V -,:hen given a list of

20. To label transitive or intransitive the verb; of original sentences

demonstrating the patterns 7.7 IT end/or Nl N-.

21. To vrite a one-sentence definition of the term "subjective complement.

22. To write a one-sentence definition of the term "objective complement .

23. To write a Paragraph defining the term complement which includes the

differences between subjective and objective complement and five

examples of each.

24. To differentiate by testing beeween sentences havire, the pattern N V

adj and 71 V Adv.

25. To differentiate bv teqting 1-3t,,:cen sentences !,aving the pattern

N h Adj and Y be Adv.

26. To label the sentence 7,atterns of a eroun of 25 piven sentences.

27. To write five original examples of each of the basic sentence patterns

and label each sentence 1-ith its pattern.

23.. To define orally the 'structure of predication of Enelish sentences.

29. To give orally at least five examples of the '.structure of Predica-

tion' of English sentences.

30. To write at least five examples of the 'structure of predication" of

English sentences.

31. To define orally the -structure of complementation' of English sen-

tences.

32. To give orally at least five examples of the 'structure of comple-

mentation of English sentences.

33. To write at least five examples of the 'structure of complementation"

of English sentences.

34. To read a passage of literary prose and underline the basic structure

of complementation of each sentence.

35. To read a passape of literary Prose and underline the basic structure

of predication of each sentence.
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36. To read a short poem and underline the basic structure of complementa-

tion of each senlie...ce-

37. To read a short pocm and underline the basic structure of complementa-

tion of each poetic senZ:-nce.

GE:1ERAL OBJECTIVE. TR73-;!CrIl BPSIC FFNTECE FATTERNS, AND/09 C07:713ITTATIGNS

OF q=7:4CF PATA:ENs, INTO r-FT7 PATTERYS BY ADDIIT(7,

SUBTRACTING, AND SUESTITTITING GIWZIATICAL ELMTNTS.

The student will Ce able'

1. To write a one-sentence definition of transfor7etion".

2. To 1,rite a paragraph defining the process of changing and/or combining
grammatical elements in English which includes tile terms "kernel sen-

tence' and transformation .

3. To transform two basic sentence patterns into one sentence hy using

coordination.

4. To transform two basic sentellce patterns into one sentcAce by using

punctuation.

5. To transform two basic sentence patterns into one sentence by using

correlatives.

6. To transform two basic sentence patterns into one sentence by using

ellipsis.

7. To complete a verb in a basic sentence by performing an object comnle-

ment transformation.

8. To transform a sentence containing an object complement from active

voice to passive voice.

9. To transform a sentence containing an object complement from passive

voice to active voice.

10. To transform the infinitive into an object complement.

11. To transform the infinitive into an adjective complement.

12. To modify a nominal (noun or noun phrase) by using relative clause

transformation.

13. To modify a no-linal by using relative adverbial transformation.

14. To transform a relative clause into a participial phrase modifying

a nominal. 1 6 0
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15. To transform a relative clause it/P) Orticipial Phrase modifying a

nominal.

16. To transform a relative clause in0 ocnirl,a1 modifier.

17. To transform a noun into possessi" fir r/odifying the nominal.

12. To transform a noun into a prepo4kiPV1. Phra4e modifying t7-le nominal.

19. To transform a prepositional phrs" ^kyrs) a nplin adjunct.

20. To ransform a possessive into a 15,11 injunct.

21. To transform a relative clause inA 4 ,P410. adjunct.

22. To transform a basic sentence pa~ At° a subovlinate clause by
using a subordinator.

23. To transform a subordinate clause Oty qp. adverbial.

24. To transform an -..iverbial by usiw/; eY)ois.

25. To transforn a basic sentence na~ 5-hto a phrase of purnose

26. To transform a phrase of purpose 41A0 Ah adverbial.

27. To transform a basic sentence PatCW\ -hteo a prepositional phrase con-

taining

28. To transform a prepositional phrs, Vtaining -21.11 into an adverbial.

29. To differentiate between restricti oild non-restrictive rodifiers by

examining pairs of sentences usinA 41dAti'zal grammatical elements.

30. To transform a basic sentence pat cfk 1-1-1 an absolute.

31. To transform a relative clause jj rerrictive clause.

32. To transforn a relative clause Wp Apo-restrictive clause

33. To transform a participial phrase tPko, a restrictive clause.

34. To transform a participial phrase tOkp s non-restrictive clause.

35. To transforn a relative clause ii4ku aPPositive.

36. To transform a restrictive claus0 1,11V a restrictive appositive.

37. To transform a relative clause v appositive.

33. To transform a restrictive claus0 OV a restrictive appositive.

39. To transform an infinitive phrase. OtP a sulpject (nominal).
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40. To transform an infinitive phrase into a subjective complement (nominal).

41. To transform the possessive plus -ing into a subject.

42. To transform the possessive plus -ing into a subjective complement.

43. To transform the possessive plus -ing into a direct object.

44. To transform the possessive plus -ing into a object of a preposition.

45. To transform a relative clause into a nominal.

46. To transform a subordinate clause into a nominal.

47. To transform a sentence having a subject derived from a Possessive

plus -ill& by using 'it and inverting subject and predicate.

48. To transform a sentence having a subject derived from an infinitive

by using 'it' and inverting sa5ject and predicate.

49. To transform a sentence having a subiect derived from a relative

clause by using rit" and inverting seb]ect and predicate.

50. To transform a sentence having a subiect derived from a subordinate

clause by using 'it' and inverting subject and predicate.

51. To clarify ambiguous sentences by reconstructing the basic sentence

patterns and performing transformations admitting of only one inter-

pretation.

52. To correct ungrammatical sentences by reconstructing the basic sen-

tence patterns and performing transformations which correct the error.

53. To correct a student essay contining embigtities and ungrammatical

sentences by reconstructing basic sentence patterns and performing
transformations which correct the error.

54. To read a passage of literary prose and rank the structure of modifi-

cation of each sentence.

55. To identify the grammatical elements of a passage of literary prose

by marking each with an appropriate symbol.

56. To read a short poem and rank the structure of modification of each

sentence.
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GENERAL OBJECTIVE- TO INVESTIGATE THE PPOCESS OF EvOLUTION OPEPATIIIG IN

E7GLISH

The student will be able°

1. To select words derivable into modern English from a passage of Old

English (translation provided).

2. To distinguish general differences in syntax between modern English

and Old English when given a passage of Old English (translation pro-

vided).

3. To write a paragraph explaining the principle of the Great Vowel

Shift, after comparing a list of word pairs illustrating the principle.

4. To select words derivable into modern English from a passage of Middle

English (translations provided).

5. To write a short essay discussing the differences in syntax, vocabu-

lary, and spelling between gil-en passages of Old English and Middle

English (translation provided).

6. To read aloud a passage of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales with a fair

approximation of the sounds used in the 14th century.

7. To write a paragranh discussing the differences in syntax, vocabulary,

and spelling between given passages of Elizabethan and modern English.

8. To apply Jesperson's loanword test to pas'3ages of Old English and

Middle English in order to make inferences concerning the influence

of Norman French on Old English.

9. To discuss orally the growth of language through vocabulary expansion.

10. To write a one-sentence definition of 'coinage'.

11. To write a one-sentence definition of "compounding".

12. To write a one-sentence definition of "semantic change".

13. To write a one-sentence definition of "loanword".

14. To write a one-sentence definition of "neologism".

15. To discuss orally the Possible causes of pronunciation errors in

repeating a sentence which is a tongue-twister.

16. To correct in writing a paragraph which contains several malapropisms.

17. To distinguish between the idiomatic campounds and the semantic

change words used in a given group of sentences.

3
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18. To select the neologisrfls from a given group of sentences and write a
sentence stating what type each neologism is.

19. To discuss orally the appropriateness of a given acronym when supplied
with the complete phrase or title of the acronym.

20. To identify in writing the origin of specified blends used in a given

list of sentences.

21. To select the words derived by functional change from a given group of

sentences.

22. To select the words derived by shortening from a given group of sentences.

23. To select the words derived by back formation from a given group os

sentences.

24. To select the words derived by reduplication from a given group of

sentences.

25. To select the words derived by ecl:aism from a given group of sentences.

26. To select the words derived by sound symbolism from a given group of

sentences.

27. To select the words derived frt-m mistaken -s singulars in a given group

of sentences.

28. To list several variations of commonly mispronounced words (i.e. pre-
scription, victrola, February) and indicate whether the listed vari-
ations are variant, dialect, or lapse pronunciations.

29. To write a paragraph discussing a given language problem in modern

English.

GENERAL OBJECTIVE DISTINGUISING REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN AMERICAN SPEECH

The student will be able;

1. To write a one-sentence definition of "dialect'.

2. To write a paragraph definition of "dialect which differentiates
between regional and social dialect.

3. To write a paragraph definition of "slang" and -jargon" which differ-
entiates between the two.

4. To discuss orally the differences between British and American English.

5. To distinguish by ear the principal distinctions between Northern,

Midland, and Southern dialect. 1 f;
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6. To write a short essay accounting for the occurrence of local dialects

in specified regions of the United States.

7. To write a short essay making inferences about the cultural history of

a specifizd American state after exaini::g a map of the state which

includes place names.

8. To read -eye dialects'.

9. To write a short essay aiscussiag the principal features of grammar,
vocabulary, and pronunciation used by an author of "eye dialect'.

GENERAL OBJECTIVE° TO USE A DICTIONARY AS A RECORD OF THE HISTOPY AND

USAGE OF THE ENGLISF LANGUAGE

The student will be able-

1. To use a dictionary to derive the etymology of a given word.

2. To use a dictionary to distinguish the several meanings of a -,iven

word.

3. To use a dictionary to demonstrate the difference between British ana

American usage of a given word.

4. To use a dictionary as a resource for writing a paragraph tracing the
history of the usage of a given word,

5. To use a dictionary as a resource for discovering the pronunciation

of a given word.

6. To use a dictionary as a resource for determining the form class of a

given word.

7. To use a dictionary as a resource for the syllabification of a given

word.

8. To indicate in writing, after consulting an unabridged dictionary,
the process of folk etymology involved in deriving the current meaning

of a given word.

9. To indicate in writing, after consulting an unabridged dictionary,
the process of semantic change which has taken place in the current

usage of a given word.

10. To select from a list of 20th century words those which should be
included in a future edition of a dictionary.

11. To justify in writing selections of 20th century words to be included

in a future edition of a dictionary.
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GENERAL OBJECTIVE° TO APPLY APPROPRIATE LEVELS OF USAGE 1.71 SPEECH AND

v!PITTEN EXPRESSI01.7

The student will be able.

1. To write a shozt essay discussing the principles of usage in written

English.

2. To write a shrirt essay discussing the principles of usage in spoken

English.

3. To write a short essay discussing the principles of usage in both

spoken and written EngliEh.

4. To analyze in writing, after consulting standard reference works, the

cultural level of a group of sentences selected from current publica-

tions.

5. To analyze in writing, after consulting standard reference worl,:s, the

functional variety of a group of sentences selected from current pub-

lications.

6. To distinguish in writing, after consulting standard reference works,

the communication level (audience) of a !,,,roup of sentences selected

from current publications.

7. To analyze in writing a given sentence for the linguistic principles

governing the usage in that sentence.

3. To analyze in writing the cultural level of a given sentence.

GENERAL 03JECTIVE- USE A VARIETY OF LANCUAGT7, IN UTUTTEN EXPPFSSION

3. The stueent will be able.

1. To write an imaginative stream-of consciousness, free-association

paragraph.

2. To develop a metaphor by writing a free-association paragraph.

3. To eevelon several figures of speech by writing stream-of-conscious-

ness, free-association prose.

4. To write an original figure of speech for each of several different

realities.

5. To develop an objective correlati-e to capture the feeling of an

incident of description.

G. To convey in two or three Sentences an tmpression of a selected scene

or situation, using language which appeals to all five senses.

C;c,
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7. To write a short theme depicting the emotional life of an object or

animal.

8. To develop a free-arsociation paragraph into a mood impression of a

selected scene or situation.

9. To write an impressionistic essay.

10. To write a film shooting script for a scene from a familiar play.

11. To write an original creative nrose compogition.

12. To select a word with an interesting sound and write a sentence T,Ilich

retains the metc pattern of the word.

13. To write a couplet based on a wore with an interesting sound.

14. To substitute new vocabulary for the oricinal form class words in

five lines of poetry, Tihile retaining the Poet's oris,,inal rhythmic pat-

tern.

15. To write an observation about some simple ol-:lect in a line T.7ith poetic

rhythm.

16. To write a couplet about some simPle object.

17. To write an apostrophe.

1P.. To Txrite a Haiku.

10. To write free verse.

20. To write blank verse.

21. To write an origina3 poem.
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GENERAL OBJECTIVE° USE A VARIETY OF SErIENCE STRUCTURF IN WRITTEN EXPRES-

SION

The student will be able:

1. To write a short, abrupt sentence.

2. To write a cumulative sentence.

3. To write a sentence qualifying one basic idea on at least two levels.

4. To Igrite a sentence using images of sight.

5. To write a sentence using images of sound.

6. To write a sentence using Images of smell.

7. To write a sentence using Images of taste.

8. To write a sentence using images of touch.

9. To write a simple sentence.

10. To write a sentence which adds at least three layers of meaning to

the basic pattern.

11. To write a sentence using details of action.

12. To write a sentence creating a mood or feeling from a fact.

13. To write a paragraph recreating a scene through the use of sensory

imagery.

14. To write a paragraph creating a mool or feeling from an incident.

15. To write a paragraph creating a mood or feeling from a description.

16. To write a para-raph developing
tions.

17. To write a paragraph developing
tions.

18. To write a paragraph developing
sentences.

To write a paragraph developinR
(coordinate) sentences.

20. To write a paragraph developing an idea by using subordinate sentences.

a basic idea with several qualifica-

an incident with several qualifica-

an idea by usin[; parallel (coordinate)

an incident by using parallel



21. To write a naragraph developing an incident by using subordinate sen-

tences.

22. To write a paragrarh developing an idea by using coordinate and sub-

ordinate sentences.

23. To write a paragraph developing an incident by using coordinate and

subordinate sentences.

GENERAL OBJECTIVE° EDTT AND EVALUATE HIS OT.IN WRITTEN EYPPESSIOU

The student will be able.'

1. To apply a check list to stndent essays to indicate neeeed revisions.

2. To mark with appropriate symbols mechnnical errors in student essays.

3. To write critical comments on the organization of student essays.

4. To discuss in a grcun the organization of student essays.

5. To evaluate in writing the supporting evidence or details used in

student essays.

6. To discu s in a group the supporting evidence or details used in

student essays.

7. To analyze in writing the logic of student essays.

8. To discuss in a group the logic of student essays.

9. To select the best essay from a given group of student essays and

write a paragraph justifying the selection.

10. To revise an essay on the basis of student evaluation.

11. To revise an inadequate student model essay to incorporate needed

mechanical corrections.

12. To revise an inadequate student model essay to incorporate chanees in

sentence structure necessary for clarity and correctness.

13. To revise an inadequate student model essay to incorporate the changes

in orgaoization necessary to produce a clear communication.

14. To revise an inadequate student model essay to incorporate the changes

in logic and supporting evidence necessary to nroduce a logical com-

munication.
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GENERAL OBJECTIVE- TRITE A7 ESSAY DESCRIBING A PERSON, PLACE, OP =NG
IN DETAIL

The student will be able,

1. To find one word which accurately suggests a peculiar shape, such as

a cloud, a mountain, a law, etc.

2. To describe an object in one sentence which captures the essence of

the object.

3. To write o.re sentence which expresses character as it is caught in a

revealing moment.

4. To write one sentence explaining the essence of a conflict as it is

conveyed in a phr,tograph

5. To describe in a sentence a familiar object with a standard cliche',

and convert the clichtl'into pzeuise words revealing an original obser-

vation.

6. To descri'ae in a paragraph an ol-ijcct jn such a way that it appears

to symbolize the atmospTlere of a pain:7ing.

7. To describe in a paragraph a building or a -place', using photo-

graphic details chosen so that the subject can be Pictured or drawn

hy someone else.

To write a scientific definition of a term or object then write an

imaginative definition of the same term or object.

9. To write a paragraph describing or characterizing a person, action,

or scene by a suggestive analogy.

10. To construct a table listing the characteristics of an individual,

and write a phrase showing the individual in behavior demonstrating

each aharacteristic listed.

11. To write a paragraph describing the same individual from two differ-

ent points of view.

12. To write a paragraph describing a simple obiect, such as a book or

a potato, in a manner which conveys a single impression of the object.

13. To write a paragraph describing the external details of an individual

in a manner which leads the reader to make a judgment concerning the

individual's character.

14. To write a paragraph using external detnils to describe an individual

in such a way that the reader has an unfavorable impression.

15. To write a pnr- ph using external details to dearibe someone so

that the recis hs a favorable impression.

17n
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16. To write a one-sentence description of a literary character.

17. To write a paragraph conparing a friend or relative to a character

in literature.

18. To write a character sketch using observed characteristic behavior
and dialogue tD create a domirrnt impression.

19. To write a short essay comparing a stereotyped impression of a per-

son, place, or thing with a reliable factual observation.

21. To write an essay Presenting an individual from the point of view of

each of several different observers.

22. To write a character sketcl- ba.s.-ed on a personal interview.

23. To write an essay oresentirg an individual from one point of view

derived from the dominant ipnreesion of each of several observers.

CEFERAL OBJECTIVE- InITE A FSSAY NA;7ZA:fT7G AN IrAt3INAPY OR PEAL EVENT

The student will be able-

1. To develon a checklist for a successful narrative.

2. To write a chronology of a day's events.

3. To write a chronology which reveals character through daily entries.

4. To list a sequence of events.

5. To rearranire a Riven sequence of events in an order which produces

climax and suspense.

6. To write a narrative which develops a prosaic incident into a surprise

ending.

7. To write a narrative based on the raw maV.erials given in a newspaper

account of an incident.

G. To *:Jiite an essay comparing and contrasting two published accounts

of the same event.

9. To write a narrative which beings in media res and uses flashback and

foreshadowing to lead to the conclusion.

10. To develop a brief incident into a narrative by using hyperbole.

11. To develop a brief incident into ft narrative by using irony.

12. To develon a brief incident into a narrative by using understatement.
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q.
. To write a narrative which ral,-es a prosaic routine irterestinv; by usits.7

hynerhole irony and understate-r2ent.

14. To write a narrative centerin-, on one sharnly defined character.

15. To write a narrative centerins,, on the csnflict between two sharnly

defined. charactel-s.

16. To write a narrative which_ describes an action in half a paqe of dia-

logue; using no exposition.

17. To write a narrative which uses seilsory ages action details, and
chrorolop,ical seceenc,=, to create suspense.

n. Tc alter the noint of view of a narrative naragranh written in first

person narrator to third person central.

IS. To alter e-le noint of view of a narrative naragranh written in first

person narrator to third person o:Iniocient.

20. To alter the noint of view of a nar:7ative narac:ranh written third

person oh:3erver to the firat parson narrator.

21. To alter the point of view of a narrative naragraph written in third

person omniscient to first person narrative.

22. To alter the point of view of a narrative paragraph written in third

person central to first person narrator.

23. To alter a narrative paragraph written in third person omniscient to

first person observer.

24. To alter a narrative paragraph written in third person ohserver to

first person observer.

25. To write a narrrItive essay from the point of view of the first person

narrator.

26. To write a narrattve essay from the point of view of the first person

observer.

27. To write a narrative essay from the point of view of the third person

omniscient.

23. To write a narrative essay from the noint of view of the third person

observer,

2(1. To write a narrative essay from the roint of view of the t'l.ird 2erson

central.

30. To vrite an essay narrating an iMaginary or real event.
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=RAI- OBJ:CTIVE. =_TE AN ESSAY DEFI-TNG AY ABSTRACTION

The student will be abLe

1. To select a general word, such as mah', and mal:e a chart dividing its

meaning until a specific point, such as '12A,bert Humphrey', is reached.

2. To select a specific individ-ial, 3uch as -Kolden Caulfield and rake

a chart generalizing to the most comprehensive abstraction possible, such

as -adolescence.

3. To write a paragra1 reducing a general uord to its most specific level.

4. To write a paragraph expanding a specific object to the most general

a_-tract'wl possihle.

5. _L an action standing for a particular idea in two or three

6. .?mte_nce expressin7, parallel ideas in parallel structure.

7. nee describing smiiiar ima7,es in parallel structure.

A -)ara7,,raph placing ideas and images of equal rank in paraI-

le:

9. To vrite a sentence which contrasts two opposing terms in parallel

co-Astruction.

10. To write a paragraph which contrasts two opposing ideas in parallel

construction.

11. To write an essay which develops two opposing irl.eas by using paral-

lelism.

12. To write a definition of an abstract term in one sentence.

13. To write a definition of an abstract term using figures of speech.

14. To write a definition of an abstract term using concrete specific

language.

15. To write a paragraph defining a term by classifying it.

16. To urite a paragraph defining a term by comparing it with another

term,

17. To write a paragraph defining a term by contrasting it with another

term.

18. To write an essay defining an abstrect term.
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GENERAL OBJECTIVE7
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WRITE AN ESSAY DEVELOPING A HYPOTHESIS

The student will be able'

1. To write a one-sentence major premise.

2. To write a one-sentence minor premise.

3. To write a one-sentence conclusion which is derived from major and

minor premises.

4. To write a paragraph drawing a conclusion from major and minor premises.

5. To write a one-sentence generalization supported by a proof.

6. To write a sentence generalization supported by a proof.

7. To write a sentence stating a hypothesis.

8. To write a paragraph sunporting a stated hypothesis with several exam-

ples.

9. To write a one-sentence analogy.

10. To write a paragraph extending a one-sentence analogy.

11. To write a paragraph enumerating observable facts.

12. To write a paragraph developing observable facts into a concluding

hypothesis.

13. To write a paragraph which describes a process in a series of steps.

14. To write a paragraoh developing a central idea to a logical conclusion.

15. To write a paragraph developing a centra] idea by repetition.

16. To write a naragraph developing a cent,:al idea by variation.

17. To write a paragraph developing a central idea by repetition and vari-

ation.

18. To link together three or more unrelated paragraphs on the same topic

by using connectives, pronouns and antecedents.

19. To write statements of fact which link given generalizations on the

same idea by supplying evidence supporting the generalization.

20. To write a one-sentence statement proving a given generalization.
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21. To write a one-sentence statement of fact supporting a given generali-

zation.

22. To state which of a given list of arguments are logical and which are

illogical by writing a one-sentence proof for each argument.

23. To write a paragraph introducing a hypothesis in informative language

(language of fact).

24. To write a paragraph introducing a hypothesis in emotive language

(language of emotion).

25. To supply written incidents or concrete examples for a student model

essay which contains several unsupportcd conclusions.

26. To write a topic outline for an essay developing a hypothesis.

27. To write a sentence outline for an essay developing a hypothesis.

28. To write an essay eefining a literary form.

29. To -write a paragraph defining a litel:ary term by using examples.

30. To write an essay defining a literary term by using examples.

31. To write a paragraph defining a literary term by classifying it.

32. To write an essay defining a literary term by classifying it.

33. To write an essay analyzing a poem.

34. To write an essay analyzing a play.

35. To write an essay analyzing a novel.
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C 0 Nip OSITIO N

GENERAL OBJECTIVE MITE A PERSUASIVE ESSAY

The student will be able;

1. To write a scntence which states a position concerning a problem.

2. To write a paragraph stating a position concerning a Problem.

3. To write a paragraph stating a problem.

4. To write a paragraph summarizing the causes of a problem.

5. To write a paragraph smmmarizing the ef.,:ects of a problem.

6. To write a paragraph selecting coe best bolution to a problem from

several possibilities.

7. To t:Irite a paragraph proposing s2veral solutions to a problem.

8. To write a p.:ragraph proposing how a solution to a problem might best

be put into effect.

9. To write a one-sentence str,tennt of fact not admissible of interpreta-

tion.

10. To write a one-sentence statement of fact concluding with an interpre-

tation.

11. To write a one-sentence statement of opinion.

12. To make a list of statements of fact and statements of opinion which

occur in a group of given paragraphs.

13. To outline the opening paragraphs of several persuasive essays, dis-

tinguishing between position and proof.

14. To write a paragraph comparing the tone of several given persuasive

essays.

15. To vrrite an essay comparing the tone of several given persuasive

essays.

16. To write a paragraph summarizing a series of proofs.

17. To write a paragraph in which a series of proofs lead to a stated con-

clusion.
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18. To write a paragraph stating a position concerninp7 a problem using an

emotional tone.

19. To write a paragraph stating
objective.

20. To write a paragraph stating
a fresh, original way.

21. To outline an essay which states a position concerning a problem.

22. To outline an essay dealing with a problem from a scientific point of

view.

23. To outline an essay dealing with a problem from a humanistic point of

view.

24. To write an essay analyzing a problem and proposing a solution.

25. To write an essay defending a hynpt"-besis by using analogy, exanple,

induction, and deduction.

26. To ritv an essay opposing a hypothesis by using analogy, example,

induction, and deduction,

27. To write a persuasive essay on a controversial subject.

28. To develop a checklist for a good persuasive essay,

a position concerning a problem using an

a position concerning an old problem in

GENERAL OPJECTIVE- WRITE A RESOLMCE PAPEa

The student will be able-

1. To take notes from primary sources on a specified topic.

2. To take notes from secondary sources on a specified topic.

3. Tc Write a topic outline for a resource paper.

4. To write a sentence outline for a resource paper.

5. To prepare a table of contents from a topic outline of a resource paper.

6. To prepare a footnote for a quotation used in a resource paper.

7. To prepare a footnote for documenting evidence given in a resource paper.

8. To prepare a bibliography for a resource paper.

9. To write a long paper exploring a limited topic in depth after consult-

ing primary and secondary sources.
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LITERATURE

GENERAL OBJECTIVE= ANALYZE TEXTUAL liEANING IN A WORK or LITEPATUPE

The student will be able:

1. To write a summary of the plot of a short story in one sentence.

2. To write a summary of the plot of a novel in one paragraph.

3. To write a summary of the plot of a play in one paragraph.

4. To write a pre'cis of an essay.

5. To outlir an essay, incluiing the author's central idea, subordinate

themes, nnd supporting details.

7. To discus:; orally she literal Licanirg: of a passage of prose.

8. To discuss orally ce literal meaninc- of a passage of poetry.

9. To discuss orally the literal meaning of a dramatic speech.

10. To write a paragraph which interprets a Passage of poetry on more

than one level of meaning.

12. To paraphrase a line of poetry orally.

1'. To paraphrase a line of poetry in a written sentence.

14. To paraphrase a short poem in one paragraph.

15. To explain orally a fif!ure of speech used in a poem.

16. To explain in writing a figure of speech used in a poem.

17. To interpret orally a symbol used in a poem.

18. To interpret in writing a symbol used in a poem.

19. To explain orally a figure of speech used in a short story.

20. To explain in writint, a figure of speech used in a short story.

21. To interpret orally a symbol used in a short story.

22. To interpret in writing a symbol used in a short story.

23. To explain orally a figure of sPeech us-ed in a novel.

24. To explain in writing a figure of speech used in a novel.
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25. To interpret orally a symbol used in a novel.

26. To interpret tn writing a symbol used in a novel.

27. To list the figures of speech used in a passage of poetry.

28. To list the figures of speech used in a passage of prose.

29. To list the figures of speech used in a passage of drama

30. To list the metaphors in a passage of poetry.

31. To list the metaphors in a passage of prose.

32. To list the metaphors in a passage of drama.

33. To list the similes in a passage of poetry.

34. To list the metaphors in a pas.,:ag.e of prose.

35. lo list the metaphors in a passage of drama.

36. To discuss orally the use of hyperbole in a passage of poetry.

37. To discuss orally the use of hyperbole in a passage of prose.

38. To discuss

39. To write a
poetry.

40. To write a
prose.

41. To write a
drama.

orally the use of hyperbole in a passage of drama.

paragraph discussing the use of hyperbole in a passage of

paragraph discussing the use of hyperbole in a passage of

paragraph discussing the use of hyperbole in a passage of

42. To discuss orally the use of irony in a passage of poetry.

43. To discuss orally the use of irony in a passage of prose.

44. To discuss orally the use of irony in a passage of drama.

45. ro write a paragraph discussing the use of irony in a passage of poetry.

46. To write a paragraph discussing the use of irony in a passage of prose.

47. To write a paragraph discussing the use of irony in a passage of drama.

48. To discuss orally the use of understatement in a passage of poetry.
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49. To discuss orally the use of understatement in a passage of prose.

50. To discuss orally the use of understatement in a passage of drama.

51. To write a paragraph discussing the use of understatement in a passage

of poetry.

52. To write a paragraph discussing the use of understatement in a passage

of prose.

53. To write a paragraph discussing the use of understatement in a passage

of drama.

54. To select and list ironic auotations from the context of a poetic worl-.

55. To select and list ironic quotations from the context of a prose work.

56. To select and list ironic quotations from the context of a dramatic

work.

57. To write a Paragraph analyzing a ,,,iven quotation from a poon.

58. To write a parograph analyzing a given quotation from a play.

59. To write a paragraph analyzing a given quotatioa from a novel.

60. To select and list examples of dramatic irony from a play.

61. To select and list examples of dramatic irony from a novel.

62. To select and list examples of dramatic irony from a short story.

63. To read a short poem aloud.

64. To take part in a group reading of poetry.

65. To participate in a choral reading of poetry.

66. To read a part in a scene selected from a play.

67. To act in a scene selected from a play.

68. To read aloud a passage of prose.

69. To skim-read secondary sources for the main idea.

70. To skim-read secondary sources for documentation.
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GrTERAL OBJECTIVE- DETERMINE THE FORM AND STRUCTURE OF A WORk OF LITEDATURE

The student will be able:

1. To discuss orally the structure of a poem.

2. To write a paragraph discussing the structure of a poem.

3. To discuss orally the form of a poem.
4. To write a paragranh d!.scussing the form of a poem.

5. To discuss orally tl:e structure of a play.

6. To write a paragraph discussing the structure of a play.

7. To discuss orally the structure of a novel.

8. To write a paragranh discusslo; the structure of a novel.

0. To discuss orally the struature of a short story.

10. To write a paragraph cascussinv tha s';:ructure of a shorc story.

11. To discuss orally the structure of an essay.

12. To write a paragraph discussing the structure of an essay.

13. To read aloud a line of poetry and identify the meter.

14. To scan a line of poetry and mark the syllables with appropriate stress

marks.

15. To identify orally the speaker of a poem.

16. To identify in a sentence the spc .ker of a noem.

17. To write a one-sentence definition of "alliteration".

13. To write a one-sentence defini ,n of 'onomatopoeia'.

19. To write a one-sentence definition of 'assonance .

20. To vrite a one-sentence definition of 'free verse'.

21. To write a one-sentence definition of -consonance".

22. To write a one-sentence definition of "blank verse'.

23. To write a one-sentence definition of "sonnet'.

24. To write a short paragraph defining the types of sonnets.
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25. To write a one-sentence definition of 'ode'

26. To write a one-sentence definition of 'elegy-.

27. To write a one-sentence definition of motif'.

28. To write a one-sentence definition of 'symbol'.

29. To write a one-sentence definition of "couplet'.

30. To write a one-sentence ,efinition of "meter'.

31. To write a one-sentence definition of 'rhyme'.

32. To write a one-sentence definition of "verse .

33. To weite a one-sentence definition of 'stanza".

34. To explain orally the rhyme se:acme of a stanza of poetry.

35. To write a pernerepb explaThing the rhr;me schene of a sten7a of poetry.

36. To identify orally examples of nssonenee in a poem.

37. To identify orally examples of consonance in a poem.

33. To select by underlining examnles o assonance in a f>,i.Yee.t poem.

39, Tc select by underlining examnles of consonance In a given poem.

40. To mark the rhyme scheme of a given poem by using appropriate symbols.

41. To identify orally examples of free verse.

42. To identify orally examples of blank verse.

43. To identify orally examples of sonnets.

44. To identify orally examples of odes.

45. To identify orally examples of elegies.

46. To identify orally examples of couplets.

47. To distinguish in writing between examples of different poetic forms.

48. To write a one-sentence definition of -allegory".

49. To write a one-sentence definition of "narable".

50. To write a one-sentence definition of 'legend".
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51. To write a one-sentence definition of "myth".

52. To write a one-sentence definition of -parody".

53. To write a one-sentence definition of 'Prolcwue'.

54. To write a one-sentence definition of "epilogue .

55. To write a one-sentence definition of "chorus".

56. To write a one-sentence definition of -archetype".

57. To write a one-sentence definition of 'flashback".

53. To write a one-sentence definition of 'in media res".

59. To write a one-sentence definition of 'denouement".

60. To write a one-sentence definition cf

61. To write a one-sentence definition of 'climax

62. To write a one-sentence definition of 'conflict".

63. To write a one-sentence definition of "protagonist-.

64. To write a one-sentence definition cf 'antagonist".

65. To write a paragraph defining "short story".

66. To write a paragraph defining 'novella'.

67. To write a paragraph defining 'novel'.

68. To write a one-sentence definition of "act'.

69. To write a one-sentence definition of "scene".

70. To write a one-sentence definition of "plot".

71. To write a one-sentence definition of "el:erecter'.

72. To write a one-sentence definition of "setting .

73. To plot a graph showing the dramatic structure of a play.

74. To plot a graph showing the dramatic structure of a novel.

75. To write a paragraph distinguishing between given examples of allegory

and Parable.
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76. To write a paragraph distinguishing betwaen given examples of legend

and riyth.

77. To identify orally examples of archetype patterns in literature.

73. To make an outline of the structure of a play.

79. To make an outline of the structure of a novel.

80. To make an outline of the structure of a short story.

81. To make an outline of the structure of an essay.

82. To write an essay comparing the structure of one novel to that of

another.

7:3. To write an essay comparing The structure of one play to that of

another.

84. To write an essay discussing the interrelationship of character to

plot in a story.

85. To write an essay discussing the interrelationship of character to

setting in a story.

86. To write an essay discussing the interrelationship of one scene in a

play to the structure of the play.

87. To write an essay distinsuishing between types of dramatic media.

86. To transform a given Short story into a play, supplying stage direc-
tions and costume details from the short story.

39. To transform a given short story into a radio script, supplying dia-

logue and sound effects as necessary.

90. To write a paragraph distinguishing between fiction and non-fiction.

91. To write a paragraph distinguishing between poes .y and prose.

92. To identify orally exanples of flashbacks in a drama.

93. To identify orally examples of flashbacks in a-work of fiction.

94. To identify orally the climax of a drama.

95. To identify orally the climax of a novel.
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CFNEnAL OBJECTIVE AL"ZE THE TECFITIQUES USED IN A T;ORK OF LITERATURE

The student will be able'

1. To write a one-sentence definition of -irony".

2. To write a one-sentence defiLition of 'drp_matic irony".

3. To write a one-sentence definition of 'paradox".

4. To write a one-sentence definition of 'hyperbole".

5. To write a one-sentence definition of 'satire .

6. To write a one-sentence definition of 'allusion'.

7. To identify orally examples of alliteration in a given poem.

8. To identify orally examples of onomatopoeia in a given poem.

9. To identify orally examples of metz-nhor in a given poem.

10. To identify orally examples of simile in a given poem.

11. To identify orally examples of personification in a given poem.

12. To identify orally examples of metonymy in a given poem.

13. To identify orally examples of synecdoche in a given poem.

14. To identify orally examples of litotes in a given poem.

15. To write a one-sentence definition of 'point of view".

16. To write a one-sentence definition of "flashback'.

17. To write a one-sentence definition of "foreshadowing".

18. To write a one-sentence definition of 'atmosphere' .

19. To write a one-sentence definition of "mood'.

20. To write a one-sentence definition of "tone'.

21. To write a one-sentence definition of "diction".

22. To write a one-sentence definition of 'style' .

23. To urite a one-sentence definition ot 'malapropism'.

24. To write a one-sentence definition of "voice".
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25. To write a one-sentence definition of 'motif".

26. To write a one-sentence definition of "narrE7tor".

27. To write a one-sentence definition of "third person".

28. To write a one-sentence definition of "first person".

29. To write a one-sentence definition of 'omniscient".

30. To write a one-sentenee definition of "first person narrator".

31. To write a one-sertence definition of 'third person narrator".

32. To write a one-sentence definition of "observer".

33. To write a one-sentence definition of "first person observer".

34. To write a one-sentence defi

35. To write a one-sentenc

ion of "third person observer".

finition of "third person omniscient'.

36. To write a one-sentence definition of 'sterotype".

37. To write a one-sentence definition of 'stock character'.

38. To discuss orally the author's use of imagery in a given poem.

39. To discuss orally the author's use of imagery in a given story.

40. To discuss orally the author's use of imagery in a given-work of non-

fiction.

41. To discuss orally the author's use of imagery in a given work of

drama.

42. To write an essay discu sing the author's use of imagery in a given

poem.

43. To write an essay discussing
work of fiction.

44. To Tirite an essay d!..neussing
drama.

45. To write an essay discussing
work of non-fiction.

the author's use of

the author's use of

the a-thor's use of

imagery in a given

imagery in a given

imagery in a given

46. To discuss orally the author's use of symbolism in a given poem.

47. To discuss orally the author's use.of symbolism in a,given drama.
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48. To discuss orally the author's use of symbolism in a i4,iven work of

fiction.

49. To discuss orally the author's use of symbolism in a given TJork of

non-fiction.

50. To write an essay discussing the author's use of symbolism in a Riven

poem.

51. To write an essay discussing the author's use of symbolism in a Riven

drama.

52. To write an essay discussing the author's use of symbolism in a given

work of fiction.

53. To write an essa- discussing the author's use of symbolism in a given

work of non-fiction.

54. To discuss orally the diction of a given poem.

55. To discuss orally the diction of a given drama.

56. To discuss orally the diction of a given work of fiction.

57. To discuss orally the diction of a given work of non-fiction.

58. To discuss in an essay the diction of a given poem.

59. To discuss in an essay the diction of a given drama.

60. To discuss in an essay the diction of a given work of fiction.

61. To discuss in an essay tIle diction of a given work of non-fiction.

62. To discuss orally the mood of a passage of poetry.

63. To discuss orally the mood of a passage of prose.

64. T write a paragraph discussing the mood of a p.r sage o_ poetry.

65. To write a paragraph discussing tlle mood of a passage of prose.

66. To discuss orally the tone of a passage of poetry.

67. To discuss orally tl-e tone of a passage of prose.

68. To wite a Paragraph discussing the tone of a passage of poetry,

69. To write an essay discussinr, the tone of a passage of prose.

70. To discuss orally the point of view of a given work of fiction.

71- To discuss orally the point of view of a given work of non-fiction.
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72. To write an essay Lascussing the point of view of a given work of

fiction.

73. Te write an essay discussing the point of view of a given work of

non-fiction.

74. To discuss orally the use of foreshadowing in a given work of litera-

ture.

75. To write an essay discussing the use of foreshadowing in a given work

of literature.

76. To write an essay discussing the author's treatment of time in a given

work of literature.

77. To write an essay discussing the author's treatment of dinlogue in a

given work of literature.

79. To write an essay discussing the author's treatment of dialogue as
character revelation in a given r,cem.

81. To write an essay discussing tLe author's treatment of dialogue as
character revelation in a givf411 work cf fiction.

82. To write a paragraph defining -tragedy'.

83. To write a paragraph defining 'come-3y°.

84. To write a paragranh defining -satire".

35. To write an essay discussing the concept of tragpay in the work of a

(ven author._

86. To write an essay discussing the concept of comedy in the work of a

given aUthor.

87. To write an essay comparing the tragic concept of tvo different authors.

88. To write an essay comparing the comic concept of two different authors.

89. To write an es-ay discussing the relationship of an important syisholic
element in a glven work to the work as a whole.

90. To wri,e an essay discnssing the author's use of satire in a given work

of literature.

91. To write an essay discussing the author's treatment of character in c

given work of literature.

92. To T4rite an essay discussing the author's use of diction to achieve
atmosphere in a given work of literature.
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93. To write an essay comparing the mood of one work of literature to the

mood of another.

94. To write an essay discussing the style of an author as shown in sev-
eral of 1-lis wDrks.

95. To write an essay comparing the style of two authors.

96. To identify given quotations from a work of literature, commenting on
their significance in a short paragraph.

97. To write an essay. discussing the structure of an author's sentences.

98. To write an essay discussing the structure of an author's paragraphs.

99. 7o write an essay comparing the sentence and paragraph structure oi

one author to that of another.

100. To write an essay discussing specific techniques the author of a given

work uses to achieve reality.

101. To write a parody of a given passage of prose.

102. To write a parody of a given passage of noetry.

103. To write a parody of a given passage from a play.

104. To write a selection imitating the style of a given work of literature.

GENERAL OBJECTIVEn DISCUSS THE CONFLICTS AND VALUES IN A GIVEN WOW OF
LITERATURE

The student will he able°

1. To discuss orally the writer's purpose in writing a Poem.

2. To discuss orally tt._ writer's purpose in writing a play.

3. To discuss orally the writer's purpose in writ:Ing a work of fiction.

4. To discuss orally the writer's purpose in writing a work of non-

fiction.

5. To select and dIscuss orally the clinatic point of a work of fiction.

6. To select and discuss orally the climactic point of a work of -poetry.

7. To select and discuss orally the climactic point of 3ven drama.

8. To discuss orally the conflict presented in a given work of ,ra-
tur e.
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9. To write an essay discussing the conflict presented in a given work of

literature.

10. o discuss orally the role of the protagonist and antagonist in a given
work of literature.

11.. To write an essay discussing the roles of the protagonist and antagon-

ist in a given work of literature.

12. To discuss orally the motivation of a character's actions in a given

work of literature.

13. To write an essay discussing the motivation of a character's actions
in a given work of literature.

14. To write an essay discussing the changes occurring in a major character

in a given work of literature.

15. To write a paragraph Olich su:naarizes the dominant imoression of a given

1-ork of literature.

16. To write an essay on the major theme in a given work of literature.

17. To select and discuss orally minor themes in a given work of litera-

ture.

18. To prepare a panel discussion on the major theme in a given work of

literature.

To determine and discuss orally an autt,or's attitude toward his society.

20. To write an essay discussIng an author's attitude toward his society.

21. To discuss orally the author's choice of form for expressing a particu-

lar theme.

22. To write an essay discussing the author'E, choice of form to express a

particular theme.

23. To select and discuss orally quotations which are si'exificant in reveal-

ing the author's values.

24. To write an essay discussing quotaions which reveal the au.rl'or's set

of values.

25. To select and record in writing the significant ideas in a given work

of literature.

26. To select and discuss orally episodes in a given work of literature
which reveal the author's attitudes toward bis

27. To select and record significant quotations from a given work of liter-
ature to support opinion as to the theme of that work.

28. To write an essay demonstrating how the minor themes in a given work
of literature reinforce the major theme. 190
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GENERAL OBJECTIVE7 DISCUSS THE rlAsor.. THENES IN LITEPATITE

The student will be able:

1. To write a long essay comparing two major works and their treatment of

the same theme.

2. To write an essay comparing the theme of one work of literature to that

of another.

3. To wr.];.e an essay discussing the conflicts facing several different

characters in literature, citing specific examples from mem,lry.

4. To write an essay discussing the concept of tragedy in the drana,

citing specific examples from literature.

5. To write an essay discussin7 th.e concept of comedy in literature,

citing specific examples from screral works of literature.

6. To write an essay discussing th,.3 treatment of humour in literature,

citing specific examples from scveral works of literature.

7. To write an essay discussing the theme of good and evil, using at

least four major works of literature.

8. To te an essay discussing the theme of identity, using at least

four major works of literature.

9. Tr) urite an essay explaining he? 'three works of literature differ in

their criticism of the society of that period.

10. To write an essay explaining how the social criticism of one period

is related to that of another period, using literature as source

material.

11. To write an essay comparing several poets treatment of the same

theme.

12. To prepare a panel discussion comparing several poets' treatment of

the same theme.

13. To prepare a panel discussion comparing the treatment of the same

theme in several different media.

14. To write an essay comparing the treatment of the same theme in several

different media.

15. To discuss orally the relationship of a theme in literature to con-

temporary society.
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16. To prepare a panel discussion relatirv a theme in literature to con-

temporary society.

17. To write an essay relating a theme in literature to contemporary

society.

GENERAL OB3ECTIVE SELECT AND YAgE USE OF RESOUPCE MATERIAL

The student will be able

1. To use the card catalogue of the libr,qty to locate tseful material.

2. To use the 7.eader's Guide aria simiar .Indexes to locate useful mater-

ials.

3. To use a sp:2cia1ized bibliography to locate useful material.

4. To use the vertical file to loePue useful material.

5. To utilize specialie1 reference material, such as the Dictionary of

13!_ography, etc., as needed,

6. To prepare a panel discussicn on tn history ar,d development of the

novel.

7. To prepare a panel discussion on the history and development of the

short story.

8. To prepare a panel discussion on the history and development of the

drama.

9. To prepare a panel discussion of the history of a literary or artis-

tic movement.

10. To prepare a panel discussion sho ling how the life of an author may

or may not be reflected in his work.

11. To prepare a panel discussion on the social milieu of an era.

12. To write an essay on the history and development of the novel.

13. To write an essay on the history and ,ft.evelopment of the short story.

14. To write Rn essay on the histov -and development of the drama.

15. To write an essay the history and development of a poetic fmrm.

16. To write an eSsay discussing the history of a literaty or artistic

movement.

17. To w-rite an essay showing how the life of an author might be reflected

in hf_s work.
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GENERAL OBJECTIVE- T1RITE A CRITICAL AnzLaysIs OF A WORK OF LITE7ATURE

The student will be able-

1. To develop a checklist for criticism.

2. To write an essay applying a checklist for criticism to a given work.

3. To write a critical review of a play.

4. To write a critical review of a novel.

5. To write a critica3 r-wiew of a television production.

6. To write

7. To writ-s

8. To write

9. To write

a critical 17r.vi-aw of a film.

an essay evaluating a poem.

an ef;say evaluating a novel.

an essay evaluating a drama.

10. To write an essay evaluating a work of non-fiction.

11. To write an essay comparing and contrasting two works of literature.

12. To write an essay comparing and contrasting two authors' treatment of

similur themes.

13. To write an essay comparing and contrasting the work of two poets.

14. To write an essay compa-ing and contrasting the work of two novelists.

15. To write an essay discussing the themes of one dramatist.

16. To write an essay discussing the themes of one novelist.

17. To write an essay which discusses at least three rajor works hy the

same author.

13. To write an essay tracing the use of a single theme in several works
of literature.

19. To write an essay evaluating the poiut of view of the writer of a
fiven work of ltterature.

20. To write an essay tracing the use of a 1.,terary device in several

works of literature.

21. To write an essay comparing two writers use of satire.

3
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22. To write an .!.ssay on a writer's use of satire in a given work of liter-
ature.

23. To write an essay comparing and cont-7asting the treatment of 'heroes'
in several works of literate.re.

24 To 17rite an essay making inferencs ,bout a particular period, draw-
ing on the literature of that period.

25. To write an essay contrasting the tragic work of one age with that of
another.

26. To write an essay contrasting the comic work of one age with that of
another.

27. To vrite e-1: essay comparing the judgment of several critics concern-
ing a work of literature.

23. To write an essay explaining', T:hy a work of literature is considered
a classi_c.

29. To write en essay justifying the inc.luF2ion of a work of literature in
an antholy.

30. To make a written outline for a critical analysis of a given work of
literature.

31. To write a critical analysis of a work of litetature.
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AMERTCAN HISTORY - PHASE 3

GENERAL COURSE OBJECTIVES

Basic Behavioral Objectives

Declaration of Independence

The American Revolution

The Constitution

Political Parties Jnd Philosophies

Democracy

Expansion of Am2rica

The Conflict Between the North end the South

Economics

Foreign Affairs

Tht2 (lonc(Tts of the Americans

Values

Current Problems in America

Ideology

Commnism

War

Immigration

Presidents

Powers of the President, Supreme Court and Congress

195
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BASIC BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

The student will be able to:

1. Write a structured history essay.

2. Outline selected historical issues.

3. Write a research paper to demonstrate the ability to use proper

mechanics.

4. Analyze orally and in writing.

5. Analyze and iaf.,:trpret orally and in writlng selected documents.

6. Analyze in writing historians' interpretation of historical issues.

7. Locate (search out) or analyze primary resource materials related to

given issues.

8. React orally to small group discussions of controversial issues as

directed prior to the discussions.

9. Listen, to accept, and respond to questions voluntarily verbally,

and/or when called on.

10. Diffelentiate in writing generalizations, analytical questions and

concepts.

11. Demonstrate by writing generalizations as tools of research.

12. Determine the reliability by examining primary sources of the avail-

able historical evidence.

13. Consider specific examples that could be used to test validity of

the hypothesis.

14, Given specific interpretations, state the ways a historian develops

hypotheses as starting points for investigation.

15. Determine the values of forming and using hypotheses in studying

history by forming a hypothesis and validating or invalidating it.

16. Debate whether or not evidc- Tports a hypothesis,

17 Distinguish among statements of facts, generalizations based on

fact, and hypothesis.

18. Practice note-taking from reading.

19. Define and apply orally or in writing frame of reference.

CICI
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20. Recognize frame of refer.:nce.

21. Assess a person's frame of reference and explain orally or in writing

how it is a vroduct of his life eyperiences.

22. Define and apply orally and/or in writing the meaning of analytical

questions.

23. Define and apply orally and/or In writing the meaning of facts.

24. Fxtract factual data from personal documents and/or the text.

25. Assess the degree of factual accuracy in an article.

26. Use facts constructively in creative writing.

27. Use tl?e historical method of establishing facts (how do we know what

we know).

28. State how historians determine what is factually accurate by seel:ing

corroborative statements from people witli different fre7;es of refer-

ence and validate validity of state:I-lents through externcl and internal

evidence.

29. Determine by use of internal evidence whether facts reported in a

document should be accepted as accurate.

30. Distinguish between fact and opinion.

31. Explain orally and in writing how facts and opinions shape history.

32. Take statements from documents and distinguish between fact and opin-

ion as expressed by the writers.

33. Separate and use historical evidence to distingv.ish myth from fact.

34. Discuss .1rally the degree to which statements in an article are

factually accurate, using internal evidence.

35. Determine by watching a demonstration whether factual evidence sup-

ports a particular hypothesis.

36. Examinc 3everal written and oral viewpoints on a controversial issue
and formulate in writing and state an opinion.

37. Make generalizations on the basis of data extracted from personal

documents and/or text and theme.

35. Observe and explain in writing the methodology of professional his-

torians.

39. Develop in writing a hypothesis.

:1 9 7
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40. Ascertain by writirv2 an analysis that historians support and revise
hypotheses with factual evidence cirived from documents and artifact.

41. Consider the limitations in developing the hypothesis by listing the

available historical evidence.

42. Assess by questioning and explain in writing, or by debating- that

most major events in history have multir,le causes rather than a slnle

cause.

43. Use the principle of multiple causation as a tool of analysis by writ-

ing a short research paper.

44. Demonstrate the use of library resources such as Reader's Guide,
vertical file, interlibrary loan and other pertinent tools of research

in writing or verbally.

45. Demonstrate before a class a prescribed mei:hod of oral presentation.

46. Demonstrate the assumption of responsibility by completing a 6 week

contract that contains procedures, objectives, and goals.

47. Think critically orally by participation in class discussion.

48. Think critically in writing by completing a paper.

49. Recognize and identify orally and/or la writing Ame lican Institutions.

50. Participate in planned activities which relate to democratic prin-

ciples and American Institutions.

51. Identify and organize by listing major ideas In an outline.

52. Identify and organize by listing major ideas in a summary.

53. Evaluate activities by completing group evaluation sheets and/or by

answering orally specific questions concerning the activity.

54. Discuss work with fellow students in small group organization.

55. Experience by reading and inquiring the relevance of issues in

American history because the reading is interesting and the issues

and people seem real and important.

56. Present and discuss concepts and analytical questions as a guide as

to what to look for in data.

57. Analyze in writing a narrative account.

58. Define by statlig or writing assigned terminology.

59. Apply assigned terminology to a discussion.



60. Exptrience history by reading, writing, discussing and debating be-

cause it concernri reconizable human beincs who faced problems
to those students face in their elm lives.

61. Complete associated readings and coml7ine one's own Lxpeziences and
purposes with materials read.

62. Criticize the oelections.

63. Find illustrations of and exceptions to the author's staten-lents.

64. Suggest research or classroom activities that cause response inde-

pendently of subject matter.

65. State specified and clearly defined concepts.

66. Be able to read and analyze by Tqriting or discusr,,ion such books as

Lewis Only Yesterd, Goldman's Rendezus with Destiny, Lewis'

Since Yeaterday, Steinbeck's G7anes of 1-!rat_h, and S. Le-A7is' Babbitt.

DECLAPATICN OF INDFT:TNDENCE

The student will be able to

67. Analyze in writing the Declaration of Independence.

68. Interpret the Declaration of Independence as to its significance of

the period in which it was written and make written application to

20th century America.

THE Al`TERICAN REVOLUTION

The student will be able to;

69. Read selections from A_ Sense of the Past concerned with causes of

the American Revolution and interpret this primary source material,

and develop generalizations; present in a paper.

70. Read from Illustrated School History of the U.S. and The Adjacent

Parts of America the selection "Taxation Without Representation"

by George P. Quackenbo. List in writing the most Important causes

of the American Revolution.

71. Develop his own hypothesis orally and in writing: The Causes of

the American Revolution.
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72. Read tLe pri-_lary sources "An Interview with Captain Preston' and an
excerpt from Dumas Malune on the Revolution he will reexamiha his
original hypot'llesis and detere if it s'r,ould be changed, thtzn

plain in writing.

73. Present orally in a lancl discussion the Causes of the A-r.lerican

Revolution.

74. Take notes and then ask probing (7uestions conceruing the Causes.

75. Formulate opinions and state orally these opinions ccncerning the

Causes.

75. Develop a hypothesis and validate or invalidate by debate whether or
not the American Revoluron was a social movement or a political

rights movement.

77. Debate and resolve: The founding fathers ware radicals or conserva

tives.

78. Read and discuss the British poinL of view: The Colonies had nn

right to be anry ever taxatIc:n and therefore had no right to revolt

on these terms.

THE CONSTITUTION

The student wil/ be able to:

79. Define and apply in written exercises the terminology related to
understanding and interpreting the Constitution. Examples are:

Bill of Attainder, ex post facto, due process of law, writ of habeas

corpus, trial of jury, eminent domain, excise tal:, duties and impost,

letters of marque and reprisl, corruption of blood impeachment,
quorum legal tender, capitation tax, bail, suit at law, suit in equity,

delegated powers, reserved powers, double jeopard indietT.oent, grand
jury, republican form of government, and amendment.

80. Analyze the Constitution as an institution as to how it reflects
values of the delegates orally and in writing.

81. Present a class play 'To Form a More Perfect Union" to be discussed
and analyzed what the delegates saw as their major responsibility.

32. Illustrate hy acting the points on which the delegates agreed and
disagreed.

83. Reveal in drama the values the delegates revealed.

84. State a hypothesis and debate that the Constitution was written with

economic determination rather or,SW-1 political theory as expressed by

Charles A. Beard. 0



85. State a hypetesis and debate th,: Ce:Istitution .--itten to

ensure political rigts to t::,2 iad

86. Dhate wh]lch was the rioat devo:-_ed Lc t inc_171es of the Prea:-.1b1P,

Patrick henry or James iladiscn.

37. Read Articles 1 7 of the Constituton n-)d differentiate ts'Len

those laws and values expressed in the Preamble,

88. Read Articles 1 7 and form an opinion as to ,:hetner hc agrees ith
the values set forth in the Preanble in oral or in 1,:ritten form.

89. Take a poll of the class and faculty and tabulate the results to
determine whether thel, agree or disaj;ree wirh the valucs set forth in

the Preai_ible.

90. Determine from this poll the most importnnt values.

91. Anaiyze in writing ts7hy there ,:7uld be a difference of opinion.

09--. Discuss whether he thinks thesa ye:Lies in the Prermble have bec.-m fu..1.1y

realized in American life to:lay, z.nd fully elala orally his answer.

93. Analyze the meaning of the Corstitntion as it relates to himself and

others when given written exercises concerned with conflicts and law

over the Constitution.

94. Develop in writing using readings from A. Sense of the Past generaliza-
tions concerned with the problems of the Union ,a the adoption of

the Constitution.

95. Analyze in writing the conflicEs cver tbe rat:if

tution as to why Parick Henry oporn,ed it and i

his arguments.

ion of the Consti-
James nndison met

96. Explain in writing the Constitutional controve ,ies such as debtor

vs credo, large vs small states, states rights vs popular sovereignty.

97. Analyze by outlining the purpose and effects of the "Federalist

Papers upon the adoption of the Constitution.

98. Analyze in writing the amendments to the Constitution in light of

extended democracy to all.

99. Interpret by discussion the amendment process as to our changing

society.

100. Debate the legislation of a national amendment to lower the voting agc.

101. Write a comparative analysis of the arguments for and against
Congressional Reconstruction supported by selected documents.
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POLITICAL PARTIES AND PHILOEOP-tiIES

The student will be able to:

102. Contrast ora]ly (2 students) t';:c philosopies of the two major politi-
cal arti-s, the Republican .-inc]

103. Review the early years of the nation and present orally the current
ideas about the role of govern and political parties as they
emerged in the period from 1787-1120.

104. Deve3cp geoei-alizations and present orally the early problems oE
ptics and the responsibilities on the President.

105. Contrast in writing the past with the present concerning problems
the pa7.-ties and responsibilities of the President.

163. Relate in a panel discussion the 7-c1evac.o of Thomas Jefferson's
political philosophy to today's political trends.

107. DiSCU3S orally the main issues on which Jefferson and Hamilton disa-
greed. This discussion_ shoiild r-aflect the differences between their
political philosophies.

108. State orally the similarities of their political philosophies.

109. Debate: 14as Hamilton a realist or idealist. Include an analysts of

his personality and actions.

110. Describe orally Washington's role in the conflict between Hamilton
and Jefferson.

111. Outline the growth chronologically of American political parties
after selted rrldings cencerneC with tho lederalist Era, the
Jefferson Era, ahd the Jacksopian Era.

112. Discuss orally whether common maa's enl7ry into politics was - result

of the growCi of the frontier.

113. Rend and write a -oaper discussing the issues of the political cam-
paign of 1828 and state_ suppositions as to why these things happened.

114. Construct in w-riting the campaign of 1968 and 1828 as to issues and

practices.

115. Analyze the speeches of John F. Kennedy and list goals of "The Mew

Frontier".

116. Contrast with the goals of 'The Nen/ Frontier" the achievements and
failures with "The Great Society".

40nr;
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117. Cc:ntrz-..c'i: in a panel diF:::Ission the and aims of T'oo-sevelt and

Wilson by readinrg, -The e_w ic.aLisn (7oosevelt) nnd -The Old Order

Charigeth-.

118. List the corltrihutions o each to the Pi-c7ressivo Nove7ent.

119. List and discuss in oi J'2:n F. Kenhedy hY

-Inauc=ural Addres-, In.5_verity Speech' aud 'Civil Pi_hts

Speech".

120. Read materials on the IS(,8 PresiUcntiel elections. Write a resume of

each candidate to include the fo11o7-JIng points: his qualifications

for tae officcH the possibility of his winning emphasis on each candi-

date's platform.

121, 1)efiPe rJriting leadership-

122. Define leadership in com:,arative pol1tic.i systcs.

123. Asse:=s who are lenders as to personal characteristics and social back-

groun.ds.

124. Answer orally how sooiety 71-ecru:its its lenders.

125. Answer orally how society persuades people to accept positions of

leadership. ,

126. List rules, formal and infounal, that society establishes for grant-

ing leadership.

127. List the things a person must do to keep:leadership positions.

123, List the traits of peoi:le to whom appeals.

129. Discuss orally how he appeals to these people.

110. List the ways he maintains su.2nort.

131. List the political issues of the 1966 campaign.

132. Write a poragrnph of the objective treatment of each by the newepapers9

magazines, and news broadcast.

133. Describe in writing how each state conducts elections as to the hand-

ling the electoral college votes and the primaries.

134. Analyze and suggest in writing improvements over the present nominat-

ing system.

135. Debate; The electoral college should he abolished and. the President

elected directly by the people.
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136. Analyze the meaning by p:eel disou,,sion oE southern support of ccore
Wallace end its possible ef-.fees o7 throin:; tl,e election into the House

of Representati-les.

137. Trace by outlining the states rillts Oy inquiring into the sig-

nificance of the Kentucky-Virginia Resolution, tile Hartford Conventio:1,

the Doctrine of Nullification (E-:.mcsitio and Protest from D.C.), the

Great Tarff De:)ate.

138. Debate State Rights vs Fec2eral Fights.

139. Write a critical analysis of the states' rights issue of the nro-Cvil

War struggle.

140. Discuss orally c e states' rigLts issue today(i.e., the Trallace car,

DEt:OCTZACY_

141. Define in writing the term do;incracy.

142. Define in discussion the basic concepts of democracy e.g. democracy
is more than a form of government it is a way of life which permeates
every aspect of human endeavor. Democratic government rests upon
democracy in other areas of life.

143. Discover by inquiry other basic ideas of democracy and state to the

class orally and list.

144. List examples of what makes one -society more democratic than another.

145. Define the term -standard" orally and in writinfl

146. Develop a standard orally and in writing:: how to measure to what
degree a society is democratic.

147. Examine orally the standards he is using to measure democracy as to

previous standards and pick out the most important measures.

148. Validate or invalidate by debate supported by extended research the
hypothesis that democracy in early America was really a fiction.

149. Validate or invalidate by debate by using extended research the
hypothesis that democracy in early America was a fact.

150. Inquire and list the contributions of the Puritans to American demo-

cracy.

151. Analyze Turner's Thesis as to democracy and the frontier orally and in

written form.
)
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152. Examine the Algier Hiss, Rosenharg, -rInd Oppcnhicmer cases orally
and/or in writing to determine tne proble.s of treason in a demo-
cratic seciety.

153. Analyze in writing the radic.-11 cents in a democratic society and
disccvc releva-Ice of the-Lr c:ist-ce, i.e. t;ae abolitionist
rov=nt as exressed in the document "The First Issue of
LIL;ERATOI:" page 113 of Heffner's A DOCCTENTARY HISTORY OF THE U.S.

154. Define in writing the term revolution

155. Examine the phrase "revolution of 1300" and discuss orally if it was
a revolution in the truest sense.

156. Determine whethr thsre was a 'revolution" in the 1828 election by
applying in writ1n the definition of revolution.

157. Read Nor-isen, Commanger, lioZstadter, and Hiecs concerning the elec-
tion of 1328, then 1...st in wrtin!-,. the reasons for tl.e -.oming of
"Jacksonian Democ:-acy

158. Compare orally the interpretations of norrison and Commanger to those
cf hofstadter and Flic

159. Debate whether the expanded role of the common man in government
meant chat democracy had grown.

160. Compare orally the common man of the past and present.

161. Discuss orally what kind of man was Andrew Jackson according to his
opponents.

162. Road documents concerning Jack'3on, and determine by oral discussion
if Jackson's opponents were correct.

163. Determine how be became President and write an essay.

EXPArSION OF AMERICA

The student will be able to:

164. Trace orally America's fulfillment of "Manifest Destiny"

165. Write a paper ccmparing the entry of new states into the Union and
America's acquisition of territory.

166. Discuss orally how the attitude of national leaders could have con-
tributed to westward expansion.

167. List in writing the national leaders' reasons for expansion.

205
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36S. Read a docu-xant by james Nadison, 17P5, and analyze in writing who

owned the wetern land:3, what was the source of their rights, 7.hd how

could such beliefs influence expansion.

Differentiate in ,writin between stri:-t an,1 loosa, nter:2retntion of

the Constitution as to acquisitjen of new lds.

176. 7eview je-!'ferson's rea2ons for 1:nrzha3in? Lcna and comb;-,re with

the provision.; of the -en:;titutL.on for taa purehase of new territory.

171. Discuss orally whethel: or not Jefferson used a st7rict or loose inter-

pretation of the Constitution (review the Constitution).

172. red Jefferson's second Inaugural Address and list his reasoils for

the Louisiana rurchase.

173. R.ead Selected documtnIts concerned with the reasons for westward expan-

sion and explain in writing the justifico.tjon for certain historical

actions by individuals as veJ1 as the nation.

174. Use the Turner thesis and criticisi to prepare a paper to interpret

the "Role of the Am---iro.an rt-intier in Americ:In History".

175. Discuss orally the meaning o uerica's Quest for Utopia -

1825 - 1850".

176. Read excerpts from selected documents, novels, and movies which

depict the image of the West and discuss as to traits, appeal and

fact and/or fiction.

177. Discuss what Brinhorhoff (1845) and Turtler (1895) thought the appeal

of the West was.

178. List the motives for going west as expressed by these two mea.

179. Explain in writing whether individualism was a realistic value for

a szttler in the west.

160. Li : the traits deemed ni-s.cessary for suecass in .:11e West as expressed

by i:urner and Brinh,-Irhoff.

131. Identify and list the values that emerged from the West by reading

the two solutions by Brinkerhoff aaa Turner.

182. Debate the hypothesis set forth by Turner that the frontier was

responsible for the growth of democracy during the first half of the

19th century.

183. Contrast orally what is known about enstern and western democracy.

184. Validate or invalidate by debate the hypothesis that the U.r.

waged the Mexican War in order to fulfill her manifest destiny.
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THE CuNFLICT IETWEI7N NO:1-1 2.7 ' S(J:Th

The student: will be able to:

125. 1;ead an analyce seloeted materials s-uch as the Lincoln Dou:41as debates

rnd list the differences betwe the north and the South.

186. 7)iScasS ho,,) chee noints f difforehce relate to the ccminc Civil War.

187. Explain in writin (from these materials) how people feel about these

differences.

183 Di!:cu.'s whether or not these clfferences could lead to war.

189. Debate whether these differences made the war inevitaI:le and why.

190. Exanline the cvents such as Northwest Ordinance of 17E7; Uissouri
Comprom17.e, 18207 Compromis7t of 1050; Kano,s-Nebrasha Act, the Dred
Scot Decision, 1357; and discns whether these events made the war

191. Emphasize in writin7,, from his frae of refercnee, the cause for most
northerners going to war.

192. Point out in discussion when this cause became the leading issue.

193. Hypothesize and debate as to whether the South's threat to this con-

cern was the major reason For the war.

194. State in writing generalizations the atitud_ of each section towards
Lincoln's ideas in "A House Divided, 1853.

195. Prepa-re and write an extensive research paper to present the multi-

ple causes of the Civil War.

196. Debate whether the Civil War was an irrepressable or repressible

conflict.

197. Anayze and discuss the election returns of 1860 and how thev reflect
the mood of the nation.

198. Read the "Webster-Hayne Debates' and analyze orally and in writing

the nature of the Union.

199. Recopaize and discuss that the major objective of Lincoln's declar-
ation of war on the South was to preserve the Union.

200. Read selected parts of A SENSE OF THE PAST that are concerned with
the forces for union and disunion and form in writing generalizations
of this primary source.

201. W,_:_te a critical analysis of the slavery problem in the U. S. as a

cause of the Civil War. 207
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202. Read and state Lincoln's position regarding the problem of slavery in

"A Uouse Divided, 1858".

203. Debate whether the South's attitude can be justified or if it was an

internal defense.

204. Debate whether the North's attitude and motives can be justified or

if the pro-slavery ariirument was external cLI:gression.

205. Analyze in writing The Emancipation Proclamation.

206. State the promise Lincoln made in the proclamation.

207. State the Union's position in the war when Lincoln issued the proclam-

ation,

208. List reasons for Lincoln's action.

209. List the effects the proclamatn had on the South, the North and

other nations.

210. Define in writing abolitionist.

211. Read certain documents and state the aL:titude of most northerners

towards the abolitinist cause.

212. Debate whether or not slavery was a primary cause of the Civil War.

213. Debate not the point of view as to the cause of the war

had (

214. Read the kugitive Slave Law of 17339 Underground Railroad, Personal.

Liberties Laws and list the reaction of the North and South.

215. Read and analyze selected documents dealing with the treatment of

slaves.

216. Determine by his own selected acceptable methods which documents are

most reliable and list them.

217. Read the Slave. Codcs of 1320 - 1860 and ain the incrcascld

ity of the codes and the need of them.

218. Read selected documents concerned with Southern attitudes and write

a hypothesis as to Northern reaction.

219. Read and analyze in writing the document "John C. Calhoun on the

Slavery Question" page 118 (He fner's A DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE

U. S.) to contrast the South's justification of slavery with the

North's strong opposition.

220. Analyze in writing "The Gettysburg Address".

2fN
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221. Discuss in small groups the extension of democracy in Lincoln's

"Tne Lmancipation Proclamation" and "The Gettysburg ,".2dress".

222. State the major goal of the North as Lincoln emphasized it.

223. Debate whethar this goal grew out of the rost important issues that

led to the war.

224. Discuss orally which issues of the war were decided in the North's

favor.

225. Read and analyze the Thirteenth Amendment, 1865 and discuss orally if

it vas necessary.

226. Write a critical anr;lysis of conflicting attitudes toward Reconstruc-

tion by reading "P_brahcla Lincoln's Secon:7: Inaugural Address".

227. Research documents to determine why Congress established new require-

ments for the South rather th,An accepting Lincoln's Plan for Recon-

struction.

228. Lnalyze in vriting the Fourtenth Aver.dment and state the reasons why

all the states but Tnriessee rejected it.

229. Explain in wziting why the Radical Republicans felt it necessary to

propose the Fifteenth Amendment.

230. Debate to determine if there was a connection between Congress' pro-

gram for Reconstruction and the issues t.at led to the Civil War.

231. ReL extensively materials on the Civil War and Reconstruction and

prepare a research paper to determine whether all the problems were

solved by the war emphasizing specific problems.

232. Prepare a paper on The Effects on Reconstruction on the Southern white

and the Southern Negro.

233. Debate whether radical Reconstruction in the South was a blackout of

honest government or a battle for democracy.

234. Analyze the aims and objectives of the Radical Republicans in the

Post-Civil War era and prepare a paper presenting the immediate and

far reaching results.

235. Write a critical analysis of "The New South".

236. Write a critical analysis of the Reconstruction Era and its relation

to 19th and 20th Century attitudes.
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TZONC711C0

The student will be able to:

237. Define in writing wealth as it relstes to the individual and society.

23C. Define the ooncept of money and hol,, It relates to salary, M2(2i7Jrn of

exchange, measure of values, store of vslue, the mystique of money

as power, control, and s::acus.

239. Inquire into the Anerican free enterprise system and discover its

mechanism as it relates to the Federal Government's control ovey:- its

activities and prepare a paper to preseat the findings.

240. Experiment and inquire into the Federol and state taxation systems,

and appl7 it to individual needs of an employed citizen and present

to the class orally.

241. List the use of state and Fcee7.'1 taxes.

242. Study statistics that are concerned with industrialization during the

19th Century and eplain. in I!riting if the term "revolution" could be

applied to any of theoe developments.

243. State Andrew Carnegie's definition of"businessman" after reading "How

I Served My Apprenticeship as a business Man".

244. Define in writing the term capitalist".

245. Inquire into the Capitalist system and apply the terms such as infla-

tion, deflation, stock m,Irket, margin buying, recession t' rough var-

ious classroom activities.

246. Read and analyze articles by Carneg,ie and Rockefeller and in

writing the business man's reaction to the industri''

247. bevelop a hypothesis about big business combinations from 1865 - 1900

and explain how it might have affected the American people.

248. Read several primary sources and interpretations concerned with

industrialization, list the kinds of character traits and behavioral

traits that wealthy people and their spokesmen seemed to admire.

249. Decide wheter the term "individualistic" can be applied to any of the

wealthy businessmen by reading biographical data.

250. List the values of these wealthy people and determine whether these

values have been observed prior to 1865.

251. State orally a generalization in which you share these values.

252. Define "Social Darwinism" by reading excerpts from William G. Sumner,

John D. Rockefeller, and Andrew Carnegie.



253. State i.i writing what Sumner, Rockefeller, and Andrew Carnegie think

about competition in relation to society.

254. State in writing how he would defend the position of 7ockefel1r

Carnegie with further arpumo-,qts.

255. State in writing how each man deends his views.

256. Analyze in writing laissez-fai::e in relation to the Gilded A,e as a

supporter of this idea.

257. Determine if he shares the values behind the id as of the Gilded 4e

and give a written explanation.

258. Interpret and apply in ;:ritinc; the ideas cf such econcmists as Ac-.7-1

STAth, Robert Owen, John S. Mills Karl Marx, Henry George, Thorstein

Veblen, John M. Keyes, Wesley C.

259. Understand and analyze the L,;-nic!-!; of big businesses' use of monop-

oly. Prepare a paper based on He_iry D. Lloyd's "A Great Monopoly"

and Wilson's speech on monopolies

260. Read Andrew Carnegie's Wealth"
"Robber Barons" justification of

intervention.

writing analyze the so-called
business and non-government

261. Analyze several selected articles tat are critical of big business

and in writing show why the valuc=7 of the critics were the same as

those they attacked and include a. explanation of what the critics

were really attacking.

262. Read documents by three senators who opposed prohibition and child

labor.

263. Explain the arguments these three senatol-s uscA to defend child

labor.

264. State orally what these three senators were trying to preserve.

265. Debate to accept or reject their values.

266. Debate the position of federal regulation of child labor.

267. Write a historical essay defending his position concerning the fed-

eral regulation of child labor.

268. Develop a hypothesis concerned with whether or not: the Industrial

Revolution was "good" for America.

269. Describe the effect of industrialism upon the growth of American

institutions.
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270. Analyz.,e sources concerned with child labor and contrast in writing the

values held by each source.

271. Analyze in writing the labor laws thaz: were passed during the Wilson

administration.

272. List the reasons these laws were passed with an explanation of each.

273. Outline the history of Lo.L)0,:'

274. Write a paper on "The Power of Labor Unions Today".

275. Write a brief historical essay on "The Development of nailroads".

Inclu:le their influence upon the settlement of the West; the plight

and struggle with tho farme:r. the expanding gollernmlent regulations.

276. 1-1e7;earch from a given source the buci.:12ss cycles and explain in v:rit-

ing the causes of depressions, regressions, inflations.

277. Inquire into the growfLng role of govermenL regulation of big busi-

ness anA idea of planmcld econc;2-.7 z2; an answer to in'flation and dis-

cuss orally.

27S. Research a given source and. explain what could be done to control

business cycles.

279. Explain how gross national production is related to consumption,

investment and government expenditure.

280. Read certain documents concerned with the Great Depression of 1929,

list the causes.

281. Read certain documents concerning the Depression of 1929 and explain

in writing the conditions which emerged because of business failure

and resulting unemployment.

282. Identify and list the weaknesses that existed in the structure of the

government and manr!gement relations emphosizod by the Depression of

1929.

283. Analyze in writing the Anti-trust Movement after reading F.A.eotod

documents and a historian interpretation of these concerned with the

Corporation.

284. Read selected documents concerned with the Square Deal and the New

Freedom, discuss orally the changing attitudes of the "average"

American and the older rich American toward government regulations

of business practices in the interest of the public good.

285. Discuss orally the changing attitudes toward government and business;

industrialism or an Agarian society the new America created by the

new wave of immigrants to cities. 212
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286. Read Herbert Hoover's "Rugged individualism ; F. D. Rooseveit's "First

Inaugural Address"; "1a3 vs Jones and Laus-.1-ilin Steel Corporation"

information to support the Loove dcnsions.

287. Develop a written essay to defend "The Su,,lden growth of industry fos-

tered the same traits and values in Amarizalls that the frontier had

encouraged.

Develop and write az essay, using his frame of reference and selected

source material on 'What an individual must do to achieve economic

success in the industrial age" and compare his ideas with those of

the 19th Century.

FPRTinl tDFAIRS

289. Analyze the Monroe Doctrine, 1823, and discuss orally the following

points

a. What did Mr)nret im)ly e'oeut t.c porAtion of the: IS. concerning

the rest of Amcrica by proolaimin--, the dectrine.

b. Idiat did the doctrine ha to CI- y-:_th e;71-)ansLon.

290. Read selections from A SENSE 01: TEE PAST concerned with foreign en-

tanglements, writc a paper to develop his frame of reference concern-

ing foreign policy prior to 1815.

291. Read background material concerning the acquisition of territory

between 1803-1353 and answer orally whether fears similar to those

that prompted the proclamation of the Monroe Doctrine have inspired

any of the Acquisitions. If yes, discuss orally which ones.

292. Discuss orally America's involvement in imperjali

part of the 20th century as to acquisition of L_.

expanding responsibilities as a world power.

rinrInr- 1-11(: J.

Jr_k_ as well as

293. Read and then write the new interpretations of American Foreign

Policy. Supporting materials are: the text as a frame of reference

for the 20th Century policies of T. Roosevelt, W. Wilson, F. D.

Roosevelt, Truman, Fisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson and documents found

in Heffner's DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE U. S.

294. Analyze and interpret in writing the "revisionist" literature of the

1920s and 30's and explain how it contributed to disillusiorament and

isolationism.

295. Read and interpret orally Commanger's pamphlet "How Not to be a World

Power".

296. Contrast the changing from isolat:on expressed in Washington's Fare-

well Address to a world power as expressed in Alfred T. Mohan's 1890

speech "The U. S. Looking Outward" and Ftanklin D. Roosevelt's "Four

Freedoms" speech of 1941. 213



297. nalyae and al)nly in writing the Monroe Doctrine to the following:

Spanish AlTler-iean War, AmericLr. Imperialistiam, t'ne euhan Crisis, inter-

vention in the Dominican Republ7T.c, intervention in European problems.

298. List frold reading given doc-ments the rcsons why America remained

isolationists during the rise cf dictators In Europe.

299. Debate to invalidate or validate t!-:e by-pct!:,esis that Wilson did rnt

pursue a policy of neutrality prior to American intervention in orld

War I.

300. Debate to invalidate or validate tll.e hy2othesis that Wilson did -cursue

a policy of neutrality prior to America's entry into World War I.

301. An7.1yze and explain orally 'Thy P-.-aeica went to war (VWI) as expresoed

in Wilson's speech "The War -Message to Congress (191.6)'.

302. List the conflicting attitudes cf America7.s who wanted to remain

isolationists and those who favored the U. S. entry into World War I.

303. Write a critical essay on th.- ';'.:ne struggle en-er the Versailles

Treaty i.e. Lodge vs "i3on.

304. Write a critical essay on the Senate struggle over rho Versailles

Treaty i.e. Lodge vs Wilson.

305. Analyze a document which e:plains the Cerman version of the Treaty of

Vesailles and state it in writing.

306. List the reason(s) Germany objected to the Treaty

307. Exanine Art.- of Lodge's and Jiiscns stand a:L. state

orally and/or in writing with whom ha agrees and why.

308. Read 7,r1(3 write a resume of Thoplas A. Bailey's ar.,:sessment

..,eagl_e of iations.

309. ,Jrit an ecsay explaining what Bailey thought w)-:1 tne moc

aftr W.W.I.

310. .3-tate an oinion as to how this mood was likely to affect t-

vote on the U.S. joining the League.

t I (.1!

311 kelate orally tha mood of the nation to the arguments of L.- Re and

EDrah,

3n. 7ite a paper from his hypothesis stating wheLber or not a U. S.

shouli or should not have joined the League.

313. Letermine by reang docurlents and interpretaztive source-, whether

or not the rise of dictators is related to th failure of the League

of Nations. 2



314. Conrrast r,rally the League of Nations with the United Nations as to

structure and historical necessity.

315. Read four documents concerned yith Car-many, Italy, and Japan ard 6is-

cuss what happened to these coantrios from 1913-1939.

316. Read selected documents concerned with Cormany, describe in writing

a pattern emer,-,ing which led to Wol-ld II.

317. List the causes of World War II from these documonts.

313. State orally a generalization about U. S. reaction to these events.

319. State orally a genc!ral!ation if the rection of the U. S. would have

been differont than before 17. W. II.

320. Reed a document of FrLnklin D. Roosevelt's and compare his generaliza-

tion %,ith Roosevelt's reaction.

321. Contrast in writing Roosevelt's react.i.on with Wilson's reaction prior

to World War I.

322. Read seJected documents and sumuarize in writing the U. S. position

during the years leading up to Dec. 7, 19419 as stated by the President.

323. Validate or invalidate by debate that F. D. Roosevelt maneuvered

Japanese into an attack on Pearl Harbor in order to involve the U.S.

in World War TI.

324. Analyze the decision made by the leading powers during the war and

discuss in writing if these decisions were wise.

325. Read interpreting primary source material in historian's interpreta-

tion the hypothesis thaz the Yalta Agreement was surrender to Russia

and is basically responsible for the Cold War. Develop the hypothesis

in a research paper.

326. Develop in writing the hypothesis that the Yalta Agreemnts were war-

time realism.

327. Summarize in writing "The Atlantic Charter" as an end to isolation.

328. Read and analyze orally the document, "The Marshall Plan", by George

C. Marshall, the roots of the Cold War relationships.

329. Develop in writing a research paper the hypothesis that MacArthur was

right concerning the st,:aps that should be taken by the U.S. on subdu-

ing Red China and the results of Truman's policies had further in-

volved the U.S. in southeast Asia.
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330. Write a paper su-pportin7 the hypotIlesis that Truman made the oni;

choice availal to him by ;:ismis&ins MacArthur because of :-:ncArthur's

high handed afressiveness which would have involved the U.S. in a

war With Red China.

331. State in writing the original motives for thc alliance system, NATO,

SEATO, etc. to determine their effectiveness and purposes.

332. Determine and indicate in writing whether these raP,etin,s nnd resolu-

tions changed the U.S. attitude to.:4ard foreign affairs.

333. Discuss orally his answer.

324. Nrite a brief statment to analyze America's entry te the United

Nations.

335. State his opinion as to how and why the U.S. beca7le a world power

after a review of the histery of the U.S. from 1898-1946.

336. Read documents and list the reasons the U.S. became involved in the

Korean Crisis.

337. Analyze the problem of U.S. lInvelvamt in Sourhcast Asia and write

a paper stattng whether the m,-)tives are political or economic.

338. Write a criticism of America's method of extending foreign aid.

339. Analyze and state orally America's motives for extending foreign aid.

340. Debate whether America should be "The Policeman of the World" or

return to a more moderate isolate.

341. Develop a pape-r discussing Aussia's and the U.S.'s motives for oppos-

ing a straizht vote of 9 members in the Security Council, ruling out

the need of the Big Five to pass action whcn a crisis arises.

342. Debate al,d resolve: Red China should be admitted to the United

Natio

343. Discuss orally and objectively the existence of the State of Israel.

344. Trace chronologically orally the relationship of the U.S. and China

to ascertain the antagonisms which exist today.

345 Debate the pro and con of U.S. involvement in Vietnam.

346. Contrast in a panel discussion the "manifest destiny: formation of

new states in Africa, Southeast Asia, and the role of imperialism

347. Write a critical analyAs of achieNements of the U.N.



348. Write an analysis of the wealmesses of the U.N.

349. Write a criticism of the U.N. and preserving future worli ordel.

THE CONCEPTS 0:? THE AMERICANS

The student will be able to:

350. Define in writing the term 'individuali.

351. Discuss orally the role of the indivival in society tcv.i:7.y as to

limits of individualism and effects.

352. Cite orally examples of individualism.

353. Contrast in writing the frontiersman, the farmer, end the city dweller.

354. Relate in a panel discu5s'.on change in society to individualism today.

355. List in the order of iroportece whit Americans feel are important and

what they enjoy. ac-17erence: r!ocuTts that c.-:ncern Bell Franklin,

Thomas Jefferson, Timothy Dwight, tie Shakers Mountain Mon, Louisiana

Planters, Boston Society.

356. Draw conclusions and state in writing the characteristics of Americans.

357. Compare in writing the characteristics of the American personality

today.

358. Analyze. and discuss orally a portion of the document by Lt. John

Crevecoeur on America.

359. Contrast in writiag what Crevccoeur saw in the American personality

and what Americans see.

360. Determine and state orally what Crevecoeur thought was America's

most important quality.

361. Contrast orally Crevcccenr's and Franklin's ideas on America.

362. Determine orally what Crevecoeur thinks an American is and what the

basis for his conclusions are.

363. Determine in writing based on readings from America from 1300-1860

"What is an American".

364. Define in writing 'folklore'.

365. Analyze assigned folklore and write a paper on the contribution to

shaping of the American character.
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366. Recognize whether or not we have folklore and list in writing examples.

367. Discuss orally the role of colklore in writing American history.

368. Read Tocnueville's
observations and list traits displayed b pioneers.

169. Discuss in writing what Americans thought about wealth at:ter reading

Von Raumer's description.

370. Compare orally Von Raumer's ideas with those of da Tocqueville.

371. Discuss in writing how Americans were seen by foreigners in 1800-1.60.

372. List the traits that have lasted in American character.

373. List which traits are no lonper important.

VALUES

The r,tudent will be able to:

374. Define in writirg the meaning of values.

375. Write what he believes is his own concept of values.

376. Evaluate the traits described by Brinkerhoff and Turner as to admir-

ation by Americans and discuss in writing whether such characteris-

tics have become American values.

377. Read selected readings from A SENSE OF TFE PAST and analyze in writ-

ing primary source material that is concerned with reform and

reformers of the first half of the 19th century.

373. Define in writing the word prejudice and discuss orally using objec-

tive reasoning one's feelings toward minority L?.,roups in the U.S.

379. Prepare a paper and differentiate between society and law. Include

such ideas as every society creates law, governments are established

by men, democracy seeks to protect the rights of individual and

minority groups, citizenship involves active participation in the

process of governing, all kinds of government are interdependent.

380. Analyze the current trends in civil disobedierr.e and contrast in

writing Thoreau's "Civil Disobedience".

381. Interpret the meaning in writing of the "Red Scare" of 1919 and

contrast it to the McCarthy Era of 1950's.

382. View and analyze the film "The Golden Twenties". Discuss in writing

the disillusionment and prosperity of that era; the Red Scare, the

Sacco-Vanzetti Case, the Ku Klux Klan, Scopes Trial, "The Tired

Liberals. 2 1 R.



383. Further analyze the progressive movement and list in writing its accom-

plishments and defeats. ne:orenccF- Riorc:an's "Fcnest Gract", Bryce's

"The :;ew Illimigl-altion", and cf.iner'E "A New Legr:)"

384. Analyze the role of the Muckraker literature on Progressive legisla-

tion at the turn of the century. Reference Walter Lippmann's

"The Muckrakers".

325. Analyze in writinr: the relelance of such radical elements as the Radi-

cal Republicans of tTle Reconstruction Era, the Copperhens, and the

Know-Nothing Party.

386. Contrast in writing the radicals of the 19th Century to radical groups

of the 2Cth Century. Include the aims, ultimate ohjeives, methods

used to obtain objectives i.e. Communist, John 17,irch Society, the

Ku Klux Klan, :,linutemen, r77.ci[;t, ..',Iterican Civil Liberties Union, and

Americans for a DeLlocratic Society, etc.

387. Study documents and other selected sources for inquiring into the rcie

of minorivy groups in American culture such as the Negro, the Jews,

Puerto Ricans, Indians, lower European immigrants.

3C8. Trace hls ancestors to determine why they cax.e to America and wri.te

a comparative essay of their values ead 19th Century (or 20th) values.

CURRENT PROBLEMS IN AMERICA

The scudent will be able to!

339. Present in a panel discussion the problem of population explosion.

390. List in writing way population can be controlled.

391. Recognize and list the concepts or features co=on to all communities.

392. Re;ld current literature and prepare a paper on each of the foilowing

pro6lems: growth of cities, air polutien, unemployment, the growth

of technology and related problems.

393. Analy:,:e and present in writing proposed solutions to tl)e ghetto

prOblem.

394. Analyze and present in writing effects of the recent Supreme Cour

ruling on open housing.

395. Read Bagdikian's "Poverty in the Midst of Plenty";

writing why poverty exists in the midst of plenty.

396. Read Bagdikian's "Poverty in the Midst of Plenty";

writing why poverty exists in the midst of plenty.
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Arirt.lvze the Zelective Service System and recent court rulings and

deb.-qte: The drafting of individu,ils when there is no declared war.

393. Analyze the causes of general lawlessness and present in a panel dis-

cussion. Use primary source 1:aterlai to identify groups involved,

399. Read current literature concerned with tlie role of the mod influence

on America_n society Ds to zr.ouos invlved. List in writing their

characteristics and their significance.

400. Present in a panel discussion the problems-of drugs and drug regula-

tions. Include types of drugs, their harmful effects, government

regulations and suggested solutions to the problems.

401. Write a criticl analysis of the regulations of firearals by the

ment.

0-0Vern

402. Present in a panel discussion an ataly-.; of tb3 folloT7in s-acial re-

forms: Social Security, TVA, lfiedicare, guaranteed income, welfare

payrcnts, unem7leyment payments and other government social legisla-

tion.

403. Inquire into the local insrLtutions r)f Melboulne and criticize orally

the citizenship gap. He will observe law eaforcement, bcsic law

necessary to formulate contracts, individual rights before the courts,

etc.

IDEOLOGY

The student will be able to:

404. Define in writing "ideology".

405. Interpret the belief shared by most people in society the basic

beliefs about man and society.

406. State sources of those beliefs.

407. State the values that membars of society hold.

408. State what influence ideology has on decision as to how power should

be used.

409. Debate: politica- decisions attempt to promote the goals and values

of people in a society.

410. Differelitiate between opposing ideologies in existence in the 20th

Century by applying the terms conservatism, radicalism, liberalism,

reactionary, right wing and left wing.

411. State basic differences in totalitarian ideologies and democratic

ideals. ((Ion



419. Given materials for b,7okground reading, interprE.-t orally and/or in

writing the rise of Fascism aad Communism as opposing Ideologies.

CO7.2.113NISM

The student w-111 be able:

413. Recognize definitions and significance of a given list of terms related

to Communism.

414. Interpret orally and in writing the ideas of K. !larx.

415. Recognize:face:17s of Comrj_stic strategy.

416. Analyze and contrast orally and in writing the World Communist Movement.

417, Differentiate between Americ:;lism and Communism by debate, writing,

and/or discussion.

413. Analyze assi.(2,-ned documents in wtitir4!, and/or orally the struggle for

economic and political control of Socialism and Communism in modern

America.

WAR

The student will be able to:

419. Research in selected materials and list the issues and probleras that

cause wars between nations.

420. Present in a panel discussion these issues and problems.

421. Analyze in writing methods of disarmament and the consequences.

422. Interpret orally arms control as it relates to 1968 and the future.

423. Describe the nature of war today as to weapons, nations' problems

of control and enforcement etc.

LMMTGRATION

424. Identify in writing the term "imigrant".

425. Read quotes from Oscar Ilandlin and a poem by Emma Lazarus, he should

role play an immigrant to America in 1890.
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426. Read selected rea,,:iins concer:le:LI with i7,-ziwrants and list iu writinc-

the reasons Jily Ccn:e to Americ.

427. Read these primary sources an'l list the prebis found by the -imni=

grants after they arrived in i'merica.

428. Read current imnigration lay:: and in view of past legislation dis-

cuss orally why attitudes ara changing.

PR7SIDENTS

429. Formulate judgments based upon selected materials, and write or

state them.

430. Make evaluations based on c rtain criteria and write the evnInaLions.

431. List the traits that make =.21 individual a coed president.

432. Debate whether the following ircn 1.:erel;ood" presidents:

John Adam:; - based un "Thol.%J,ts cf. John Adt.T11"

Thomas Jefferson basad on saiecl:_d docuents based ca motives and

action
Andrew Jackson - based on motives and actions

433. Debate whether a President of the U. S. should carry out revolution-

ary policies.

434. Debate whether there should be limits on President's revolutionary

policies.

POWERS OF THE PRESIDFNT, SUPREIIE COURT, AND CONGRESS

435. Differentiate between the powers exercised by the President, the

Supreme Court, and the Congress.

416. Contrast and compare Jackson, Lincoln, Theodore Roosevelt, Wilson

Franklin Roosevelt as to their contributions to developing and

expanding the pewers of the Presidency.

437. Analyze in writing the documents "FDR and the Supreme Court" and

"Defect of the Court-Packing Proposal" and determine the role of

the Supreme Court, its powers; and the ultlmate change in the

Supreme Court's complacency, the President's motives, his powers

438. Examine and analyze in discussion the changing Supreme Court as it

relates to riots, law and orders gun control, the courts, police

power, civil liberties, etc. 9 r)
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439. Analyze by outlining Supreme Court cases concerned with separation

of church and state, i.e. Engel et al. v. 7ftaie, Jr. (1952),

Abbington School district v. Schemp5 (1963), West Virginia Board of

Education v. Barnette.

440. State and discuss changed or changin7 attitude toward the Negro in

Amerl_ca by reading Chief Justice Earl Warren for the Supreme Court

Segregation Decision.

441. Debate the legality and encroachment upon individual rights of the

Supreme Court ruling on open housing.

442. Analyze by discussion the significance of such Supreme Court cases

and how they relate to civil liberties, i.e. Ex Parte Milligan

Slaughterhouse cases, Civil Rights cases (1853), Plessy V. Ferguson,

Smith v. Allright (1944) Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka

(1954).

443-
Analyze in writing such car,s as Marbury v. Madison, Dartmouth

College case, McCulloch v. Maryland, Gibbons v. Ogden, Barron v.

Baltimore, Dred Scott v. Sanford to show rulings of John Marhall

to strengthen the Federal government.

444. Debate capital punishment in view of the recent Supreme Court

ruling concerning jury selection.

445. Identify the meaning of the term "image" in writing.

446. Cite examples of "images" and apply them in discussion to America.

447. Identify the term "jazz age" in writing.

448. Read and analyze 10 major decisions of American Presidents and

interpret their significance in writing.

449. Recognize specific turning points in American history, and through

research and disucssion analyze the results.

450. Draw from his own frame of reference and recognize orally 35 great

decisions. Example: Colonies, or a separate nation.

451. Recognize by name and discuss orally the significant historians

that we are concerned with interpretation of American issues. The

discussion should include qualifications and backgrounds of the

folloing historians: George Bancroft, Charles A Beard, F. Jackson

Turner, Wesley F. Craven, William Randall, Carl Becker, Edmund S.

Morgan, Arthur Schlesinger, Sr., Richard Hofstadter, Philip

Davidson, Arthur S. Link, Samuel E. Morrison, Henry S. Commanger,

and Clinton Rossiter.

452. Define in writing the term "conflict".
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453. Gie orily sol-ctions reolying conflicts.

L54 Determine and report in writing wet action would be in his best

interest and whe-...her there would be cny advantage in a7-..recin to

live peacerully under the C...;nstirution if given "Pos .e your eon-

flict with the leaders who controlled the <ovenment who would act

against what you considerad your best !nterest and yDu disagreed

with the way the government was structi2.rod.

455. Discuss orally whether violating the law ever is in a group's best

456. Debate whether or not violation of the law is for the best intersst

of oppcsing groups.

457. Recognize several groops that are in opposition to cne another and

analyze in writing the motives of edeh group.

458. Recontze and interpret in Irriting the significance of each of a

list of factors and events leading to historical events.

459 Deana in writing tI-.e teri

460. Exercise citizenship after discussing orally how a. citizen influences

how public power is used. The citizen's role in the decision making

process; how he obtains access to decision-makers, what influence

does he have over them, how does a citizen get information about

government, how does government affect the life of a citizen, haw

does it restrict his freedom, and how does he enlarge his freedom.

461 Identify and dis cuss orally that continuity and change character-

ize progress.

462. Read current literature and analyze orally the contributions of

the following to recent trends: The Progressive Movement 1900-

11720; The meaning of the 1920-1930's; The New Deal Philosophy;

Social legislation since the New neal.

2f) 4
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}:n-vPIPN Mr',T7IT:::ATICS i & II P:1ASE 2

GENERAL COURSE OBJECTIVES

Whole Number Numeration

Addition of Uhole Numbers

Subtraction of Whole Nur7bers

Multiplication of -Thole Nulpl)ers

Division of Whcle Numbers

Fractional Nu.marntion

Subtraction of Fractions

Multiplication of Fractions

Division of Fractions

Numeration and Operation of Decimals

Percentage

Formulas

Denominate Numbers and Measurement

Business Mathematics

295



GEZPAL OB-- TIVE: WEOLE NUiBEI NUN-77::TTCN

The student will be able to

1. Circle whole nuinbers from any matheniatical grouping.

2. Write a number from a given v7ord statement.

3. Write a word sentence from a given number.

4. Place whole numbers on the number line.

5. Exrmine the impo-rtance of place-value by positioning a given whole

number in differat places.

6. Cmp.:)re 'L:he values of the whole numbers, after objective 5, by list-

ing them in ordcy: of magnitue.

7. State or write the place-value of a partiLlular digit through

1,CCO,0C09 given a number (:) mere ilcii one digit.

8. Round off whole numbers to the nearest place a.31:ed.

9. Round off whole numbers according to a specific number of signifi-

cant figures.

10. Write the numbers immediately preceeding and following a given num-

ber in counting sequence.

11. Write the number or numbers between any two given numbers where the

given numbers are at least two units apart.

12. Write the symbols for less than

13. Write the symbol for greater than.

14. Supply either in written form or orally either or in a given

mathematical statement.

15. Circle odd numbers from any grouping of whole numbers.

16. Circle even numbers from any grouping of whole numbers.

-
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C71'7171_ 07_37217T,7- A=TI,J)7, OF

The student aba to'

17. Peurite any gAven runber in ter:ls of a,-I:nds.

13. EI-7nress, 17,7 positioning on tho lire, te s1:7-, of any t1-7o one

dic!it addends.

19. Write the sum for two adden-.1s of ore cfit in colurIn notation.

20. Write the sum for two addends of one dil:jt in line notation.

21. Rewrite a given numher in addends of powers of 10.

29. "rite the sum after doin objective 21.

23. Round off the sum of whol.e nur)ers to any piece-value-

24. I:rite an sddition Problem. cin in line notation, in column notation.

25. Write the st:-1 of two or rAore c*iccds of one cIigit in c,Jumn notation.

26. write the sum of two or more add-2nds of one diit in line notation.

27. ITrite the sum for two addends of two di.,7its In column rotation, where

it is not necessary to carry,

2?,. Write the sum for two addends of two di5-Tits in line notation,, where

it is not necessary to carry.

29. Write the sum for tl-,o addends of two digits in column notation, where

it is necessarY to carry.

30. Write the sum of three or more two di,c,it 2.ddands in column notation,

where it is not necessary to carry.

31. Write the sum of three or more two digit addends in column notation,

where it is necessary to carry.

32. Write the sum of two addends of three or more digits in column nota-
tion, where it is necessary to carry.

33. Write the sum of three or more three digit numbers in column nota-

tion, where it is necessary to carry.

34. Write the sum of three or more a-Idends with a varying rt.:Aber of div,its

in column notation, where it is necessary to carry.

35. Check addition problems by adding in tl-e reverse direction.

36. Circle the problem having, the least sum when given several addition

nroblems. 227



Circle, --.7en iven
p.reatest

bevin7

Crcle, c:iv.,=,n several ad:Iitior. 7-fc,b1ems and a s:lecific num'her,

problcm havilw a su7r that is F,re,.,.ter tan the 7iven

Y). Circin, -,7hen ,7ivrn several addition and a snt.cific nurl7er

the probler hf,ving a su-.1 tbat is creater than the Riven nuraber,

40. Demonstrate the associative aoil) by riCin in the missing adc'end,

when given a statement of equality 7-b.:-re the tercfla ore addends.

41. '71--ite ir the nissinp, ae,'end in a state-Q.-Int of eaualitv C.lat will

deronstrote the comrutative

42. Tfrite = -/k in a stater.ent of n-IJition.

43. Correct any stateJ-tert in ob-ecti,re 47, hv replacinp' 417.e ac:deno, Iv

another number that will make th2 state-lent true.

44. ,Trita word ,:tr3te7.-Jal.t7, cf sum in tILT-1 proper mat.hc_7atical symbols_ th,-n

add.

GENERAL 03JECTIVE- SUBTPACTION OF T1101,37, Nu-BrPs

The student yin be able'

Tlrite the additive inverse of a nur,lber.

46. Demonstrate suhtractien as the inverse of addition, by using the num-

berline and marking off the given numbers to find the difference.

47. Name, by placing in Proper Position, the Tinnerd.

48. Name by p1acine7 in proper position, the subtra.aend.

49. Name hy placing in proT)er Position, the difference.

50. Subtrnct a one digit num'r:er frcm a one digit number in column notation.

sl. Subtract a one digit number from a one digit number in line notation.

52. Subtrect a one dirr,it number from a two di;:rit number in column notation

where it is not necessory to horro.

53. Suhtract one-di7it nurber from a two iieit number in line notation,

Tqhere it is not necessary to borrow.

54. Subtract two numbers in column notation, where the sur of the subtra-

hend and difference is less than 20.



55. Subtract two numbers in line notation, wbere the su77-. (7f tbe subtrabend

nnd difference is lass thp_n 20.

56. Subtroct in col=n notation, two nu7.bers of two or more dic-irs, wilere

it is not nece7,sary to borro,r

57. Pewrite a Lubtraction pr17:-. that ic ,civen in line notntion in col-

umn notation observing proper place value.

58. Subtract a one diit number from a two digit number in column notation
NThere it is necessary to borrow.

59. Subtract in column notation a two or more diF,,it number from a two or

more dirit number, wbere it is necessary to borrow.

60. Check subtraction Problems by ar!dinte subtrahend to the difference,

the res-lt beinc the minuend.

61. Pound off the difference to a ronuestd

62, Circle, t7-leT1 given several subtraction problems, the prr,blem havinE:

the ,.-roatest difference.

63. Circle, when given several subtrnction problems, the probJem bayin2-,

the least difference.

64. Circle, when given several subtraction problems and a specific num-

ber, the problem whose difference is greater than the specific num-

ber.

65. Circle, when given several subtraction problems and a specific num-

ber the problem whose difference is less than the specific nunibcr.

66. Fill in the missing term in a statement of equality for subtraction.

67. TTrite either = or A, when iven a subtraction statement.

6. Correct incorrect sentences in objective 67, by replacing any one

term by the number that will make the statement true.

69. Translate a word statenent of difference into mathematical symbols,

then sul:tract.

279
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=he student

70. T.7rite the pre.,,-.ct of to whole nu77-ers 7Yn 7-ositier.Ing on ,- n=her

line<

71. Represent the ,-31-,:iact of la numl)ers b.v uritin a rectanr,ular

array in colunn-row notation.

72. Represent the sa7-2 numLer by ceuivalent arrays<

73. 7u1tin1y any two single digit numbe.rs in column notation.

74. iultiply any two single digit numbers in line notation.

75. Stat2 fron. mr..-lorv the zero ,ro'erty i,e. x 0 ± 0.

76. Factor any number frcr P to 1/:4 tT-o factot-rs,

77. Circle priric nur-opers from any mathe=ti:-!al

78. Factor into prima2 any non-priTle rnr-lber from 0 to 144.

79. l!rite tbe square of any given number.

800 17rite a numher in exponential form .-hen given its nerfect seuare

from 0 to 144.

81. 11ultip1y a two digit num &r by a one digit number in column notation

where carryinc; is not rerluired.

82. Yultinly a two digit num:Der by a one digit number in line notation

where carryinp: is not required.

33. 1lUltiply a two digit number 1-,y a one digit number in column notation

1,,here it is necessary to carry.

04. Ilultinly a two digit number by a one digit number in line notation

where it is necessary to carry.

85. Rewrite in column notation, a multirlication problem that is gi.ven

in line notation.

36, n three or more digjt num.be.r by a one digit nunber in

column notecion where it is necessary to carry.

37, rultiply a. two digit number by a two di2it nuinher where it in not

necessary to carry.

83. rultiply a two digit number by a t<AENAtgit numher where it is neces-

sary to carry.



1-7-n co17,-7n

notation 1-h.ere it is necesary cLirry.

90. Yultinly a Eiv digit nurTher 1-v a five nu..1.-cr in colilrn 1:otation

where it is nocessary to carry.

91, T.Irite the aJdendc; as a multir;lican', drter:7iine the rultinlinr and

solve for the nro7luct 1::hen riven sevc.:r31 duplicat2 adden,M.

Round off the nroduct to the desired place-value.

3. Prz-77onfltrate the co-i^utativa axiom by writing in a missi,-:g factor in a

statement of eauality for multiplic.ation.

94. Demonstrate the aosociattve a-::-.1-27-1 by 7-rit1n7, in a missni,-, factor in

statEment of equality for multiplicntion.

95. Circle, 1,,hen ivcn ac7eral mu 1icaticn problers th probie ay-

in the :oast r)reduct.

97. Circle_ uhen ^iver_ seviral m7o1:72ms nnd a specific

n;rmor, tie prohlm whQse -ruct is el-eater 7ivor. nuer.

02,. Circle, when ,,Liver several Tnultiplication problems and a s7ecific

number, the problem TJhose Product is less than the given number.

99. Fill in t'le missing factor in a stet:ment of equality, C.-le number

that will mclke the statement true.

100. T7rite either or in a statement involving multiplication.

101. Correct any in objective 100 hy replacing a factor with the value

that will make the statement true.

102. Translate a 1:ord sratement of multi7lication into mathematical

symbols then multiply.

GENERAL OBJECTIVE' DIVISION OF WHOLE 1,`IMMEP.S

The student will be r,hle to'

103. Divide two numbers where the quotient aad divisor aro one digit num-

hors, where there is no remainder.

104. Check a division prohlrl by mu1tiplir the quotient and divil or, the

result beinr,, the dividend.

10. Divide tv,o numhrrs, where the quotient and divisor are one dicjt num-

bers, with a remainder.

23.1



106. Check a division oroblcm .-1,t1! a ra-,Lilnder, the aotient

and divisor, then adding the re7laindor to tile product, tb,e result

being tbe

107. T,7rite a reT,:ainder using fractenal notation.

103. TJrite a fraction as a divisjon problem.

109. FecAirite a division problem in line notation in standard form.

110. Divide a two digit dividend by a tio digit divisor.

111, Divide a th_ree digit number dividend by a two digit number divisor.

112. Divide a three or more digit nth7lher by a three diRit divisor.

113. Round off the quotient to a sPecific of TAaccs.

114. Circle tho division problem havin7 the greatest m_letient from several

given division problems.

115. Circle, f-rom several division proble-qs, the proh3c=m havio_g the laast

quotient,

116. Circle, when given several division Problems and a specific number,

the problem whose Quotient is .,reater than the specific number.

117. Circle, when given severol division prCole=ns and a specific nurber,

the problem whose Quotient is le,s than the s?ecific number.

118. Fill in a missing term in a divisi:-,n statement of equality.

119. Urite either = or y in a statement of di7ision to produce a correct

statement.

120. Correct a division statement of -A, by rePlacing one of the quotient,

divisor, dividend, or remainder, in order to produce a true state-

ment.

121. Translate a verbal statement of division into mathematical state-

ments, and cemolete division.

122. Translate a two-step word statement involvin.g any of Lke four opera-

tions, into mathematical symbols, select the proper oneration(s)

and correctly peTform the, mecanics to obtain a solution.

q=12
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OPTIONAL OBJECTIvrs Foa ITULTIPLICATI= FOTI U:E Tj07).K ECJYS AS

DR. FOLEY SERIES

The student will be able to-

1. Nultiply by use of the calciLlatc)r method, i.e. repeating one 17:-..etor

as the addend, the number of tjnea indicated by the second factor.

7. Use the calculator method ,Alere subtraction is used as a short cut,

when one of the two numbers is close to x times 10.

example- 173 x 49 =

ten 123s
ten 123s
tPn 12s
tPn I23's
ten 123s
610
123
602i

= fifty 1231s

= o,2 131
= on2 twenty i7.-Iree

3. ;Tultinly two numbers by use of the halving and doublin method.

4.

example 23 x 27

23 27

11 54

5 103
216

1 432
621

(delete when both are even)

Yultinly numbers, wheYe both of the numbers are close multiples of

10, by subtracting each of the pumbers from 1009 multiplying their

differences (this is the last 2 digits of the answer), then subtract

the difference from the opposite factor to get the first two digits

of the answer.

example. 93 x 94 =

93 from 100 = 7

!-It from 100 =_6_
42 tiie last two digits of answer

93 6 = 7 tl-e first tiro diiLs

the product is 0742

2:13



OPTICINAL STUnI:S rflP 77=PATInr SYM7-7, 1T THCLF "71-R7S 7P! Cfl7=7CTIcrI

7nOn. i.,e. TT.. FOTT-71 S7,7?.TE::=;

The student 1-111 be able to;

1. Compare, when given the various sy7',ols that rop.rasant counting num-

bers in diff-rent cultures t'ns.ir similarities ana differences bv

class discussion.

2. When given the 721?;yptian numerzl_l and its equival'ent modern nnmeral,

write the EgYntian numeral from the modern numeral.

3, When given the modern numeral and the E7rvntian numeral, write the

modern numeral from the Er;yptian nume:al.

4. Contrast the 7f-,yntian system and the modern sy ten by discnsr:ion of

the lack of place-value in the former, ana the lac1,7_ of a syol for

zero.

5. Determine by class discussion the basic concerts the rgyntia7, system

used to establish their numi-initi.cn system (directingJ: the discussion

to establish the fellowinc, ronn: conc-Ipts).

a. ,^ basic set of symbols
b. A sinqie numeral representing a collection of objects

c. A repeated symbol to form oCler numbers

d. Adding a group of symbols to find the number represented.

6. Compare addition and subtraction of the modern system and the

EgNptian system by discussinp similarities and di.Tferences by set-

ting un Problems in both systems and determining by further discus-

sion which system is the easiest to use,

7. When given the Pabylonian representation for numbers, v7rite the

equivalent Babylonian numeral vyhen given a Hindu Arabic (modern

system) numeral.

3. Fill in the missing Hindu Arabic or Babylonian numerals when given a

table of boi_JI Hindu Arabic and/or Babylonian numerals, by writinn.

9. T.Iben niven the Roman numerals aM their Hindu Arabic equivalent, dis-

cuss in class their use today and Tihy this system ha_s remained T7hile

the other systems have not.

10. write the equivalent 7oman numeral, when Fri_ven a Pindu AralJc num-

eral.

11. Tlrite tb: equivalent Hindu Arabic nnmeral, when given a Roman num-

eral.



12 r-menstrate *he sul::tractive idea i7 cman numcT-1,;

correct Eoman numeral -1,1en giv-.n a Hindu .:i1%.1bic numerul iro fol-

lowing restrictions-

before only a V or
b. X hefore only a L or C
c. C before only a P or

ex-.mple7 34---XXXIV = 10+10+10+(5-1)

13. Write large Hindu Arabic numerals nin g the mutinlioative irlpa of the

bar, in terms of th2 Poman nueral.

14. Given ad,Tition and subtraction proble.as in both Hindu Arabic and

Rotian numerals, convert the gi-,yen -111:-1er.-?1-: to the other svste:p and

solve.

15. Compare by discussit,n tbe T1ab-Jlenian, Egytian, Egyptian Roman and

Hindu Arabic, notinTr, similias, differences and their degree of

difficulty in ae.ditioil and suhtraction,

16. Given the name tra.nnfer, frocl Hiudu iv1.--_b4c to the Decit-711 System, the

stud2-nt will discuss i_ts surera-,rity ottier numera;:ion svstetls

in terms oE (a) difficulty of operaons (b) expressions of very

large an0 ve-y small numbers (c) a ,-,lace--iralue system using ten

basic symbols.

17. Select from a group ef numbers, nu:,bers to the base ten.

18. Rewrite the number in terms of Foyers of ten when given the number.

example 124 = 100 + 10 + 10 + 4

19. Write a multiple of 10 as an exponent.

20. Construct a number line and locate the multiples of ten.

21. Write a given number in exponential form, by factoring, then grouping,

then writing the exponent.

22. Develop by writing in sequence, counting num-her with the bases 3, 4,

5,

23, Write, when criven a number with the base ten, its equivalent with the

base 3, 4, 5 using the list from objective 22.

24. Write, when given a number lase 10, that is an integral multiple of

10, the equivalent number value with the base 3, 4, 5.

25. Write the equivalent number base 10, when 0_ven a number base 3, 4, 5.

2:35
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2h. Construct an addition table with the ise 3, 4: 5.

27- Add number-; tir,e 1-ase 3; , 7: u c t-r) C. in

obj 25.

28. Construct a subt:raction table foe nulers wit:1 the base 3, 4, 5.

29, Subtract two rr.:mber:3 base 3, 4, 5 using the tabl.e.

30. Construct a multiplication table for numhers Lase 3, 4. 5

31. Write the product of two numbers witb the base 3, 4, 5 with tl-To diFfits

using the tables.

Construct an additional table for rrombrs to rhe base ';
1

13. Write the number of nun,.bers t:7) the Lasa 2 bv use of the table in objec-

tive 32.

34. Rewrite a nufl-oer ba.-e in as a auil. base 2

35. Construct a mu1tip1ic_atio,1 table the Lase 2.

3() riultinly two numbers T-ith the bass.. 2 using the t.tble.

37. Divide twa numbers withi the base 3, 4, 5 whcre the dividend has a

greater number of digit.s than the divisor.

38. Divide nnmbers with the base 39 4, 5 where the dividend has a greater

number of digits than the divisor.

39. Position nu:nbers on the number lirc, vber: given several numbers of

different bas:.2s.

40. List lumbers_ in order of magnitude, when given several numbcrs of

different bases.

ClENEPAL OBJECTIVE; MACTIONAL NIT'12DATION

The student will be able to

1. Identify the numerator of a fraction by ponition.

2, Identify the denominator of a froction by positTor.

1. Circle cs:a,mon fractions fr( a set of numbers.

4. Circic 'improper fractions from n set of numbers.

S. Circle mixed numbers from a set of numbers.

-.



6. Circle fractions ecuivalent to a c;iven fract-iTn from a set of frzictions.

7. Shade an ol-lect or identify an r,:.17:i.ect, hir is correctly :ed, in 2

fractional part, where the fraction hc:3 a numerator of 1, (1/3 1/2,

1/4, etc.).

8. Shade an object or identify an object which is correctly shadd in a

fractional part, x-Therc the fraction has a numerator other ti= 1.

9. Circle from a set of fractions, those that are rquivalent to tl-,e

number 1.

10. Write a literal interpretation of a numerical fraction.

11. W,--ite a nur3erical fraction from a literal interpretation of a fraction.

12. ITrite a fracti= from c,,n. e'acin1e. 'iVI; a part-wh:7)1e" situation,

by placing t1-)e part over the ,hole.

13. identify the nurTlerc!:or of a fration as a prt of the 1.Jhole.

14, identify a frf..ction with zec: eirc:Ai:,ntor as an undefined term.

15. Identify n fraction with zer.:, nuerator as zero.

16. Write an equivalent fraction from a fraction by multiplying the num-

erator and denominator by tha same numer.

17. Reduce a fraction hy factoring the same number from the numerator and

denominator.

18. Place the position of any common fraction on the number line.

19. Write any two fractions as equivalent fractions having a common denom-

inator, by multiplying both parts of each fraction by the denominator

of the other.

20. Order any two comon fractions by writing them as equivalent fractions

havinp a common denr;minator, taking the fraction with the larger

numerator 18 the larger and placing the appropriate symbol ..,--- 9

b,-A.wcan them.

21. Add any two comon fractions with the same denominator, by placing the

sum of the two numerators over the common denominator, in column

notation,

27. AU any two common fraction-s with the sme denominator, by pleAng

the ralm of the two numer-ators over the common denominator, in line

notation.

23. Rewrite any sum of common fractions, f,iven in line notation, in column

notation.

237
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')/-, _Add any t-,-c connon fr-Lf:,ns Lc :icferent dcinarers v ritin-

ther. as equivalent fractions havin a cori:.on C.en(ninator pro-luct

of the tT-7o denominators), then addin- eou_nalent fractions in

column notation.

25 tIdd any two common fractions with r7iffernnt donlominators, by writin7,

them as eouialent fractions bnyinne a common denoTAnator (the product

of the two denominators). then addini7 the t,:7o equivalent fractions

in line notation.

26. Determine the least common multinle of any two or more num12ers 'setween

1 and lno, by listing the least number of factors that will produce

each of the two numbers, and then muit±p1ine Cle factors tof,ether.

27. Add any trlo common fractions with different denominators hetn-een 1 and

100 hy convertinr: the fractions to equivalent fractions, havin a

least cormon denominator (the least common multinle of the two di3nomi-

nators) in column noi:ntion.

29. Add any two corImon fractions with different denor.-j_nntors, betT-,een 1

and 100_ by converting the ft-net-ions to equinalent fractions, havinf7,

a least coirmon dounmivator (tbe leimt common multinle of the two

denominators) 4n line notation..

79. Add any number of common
fractions, writing eacll as an equivalent

fraction with a least common denominator, in column notation.

30. Add any number of common_fractions, writing each as an equivalent

fraction with a least common denominator, in line notation.

31. Write any mixed number as an 'imnroper- fraction.

32. Jrite any improper" fraction as a mixed number.

33. IT.Trite a whole number as a mixed number.

34. Write any whole number as a fraction.

35. Place the position of aay mixed number on the number line.

36. Order any two mixed numhers, by writing them as fractions having the

same deno-olinator.

37. Add any two mixed numbers by convertinf,, them to improper fractions

with a common denominator, in column notation.

38. Add anv two mixed numbers by converting then to 'improper' fractions

with a common denominator, in line notation.

39. 1Jrite the sum of any two mixed numbers by adding the whole number parts

and addin,n, to it the sum of the common fractional parts, in column

notation.



40. Urite the sum of arly to xcñ nu7I:ars ,:d.dina the uhol

and addin:-z te it s'om tne cc:7Y= frac7-conl ,777ts. in

Lion.

41. Rewrite any sum of mixed numb:,xs, given n line notzltion, :;r1 column

notation.

42. Pdd a mixed nuT-ler and a whole numner, in colun notation.

e,
42/. Add a mixed nuber and a whole number, in lf.ne notatin.

44. Add a mixed number ---nd a common fraction, in column notation.

45. Add a miazed number and o common fraction, in line notation.

46. P.dd a whole nnber and a com=r1 fraetiocl. in culumn notation.

47. A.id a whoJe n ber an-1 a ee'o fraction, in line notation.

48. /d.d any it.n of tbrec or 71077P fracti.ens, mi;:ed numbers and 1,hole

numI7ers, in column forx. only.

49. /.;=.J throe or more mixed nurs, in colln

50. Write the stri of any number of fractions as a mixed number.

51. Trnnslate a word statement of addition of fractions, into mathematical
symbols, then write the sum.

GENERAL 013.JEGTIVE SUBTRACTION OF FRACTI(MS

The student will be ablef

52. Subtract any two common fractions with the same denominator, by plac-

ing the difference of the two nuuerators over the common denominator,

in cf-,lumn notation.

53. SubtnIct any tuo common fractions with the same denominator, by plac-

ing the difference (J.': the two numerators over the common denominator,

in line notation.

54. Rcwrite the difference of two fration, given in line notation_ in

column notation.

55. Subtract any tN,;io cor,-;on fractions with different deneminators 1.,y con-

verting both fractions to equivalelie fractions with a common denomi-

nator (the product of the two denominators), in column notation.
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56, Subtract any co=c7.1

bth to cc7.7rn

nator (thi- pr,-,duct of the t' cuo iu in lica 7(7.c;_v:irm

57. Subtract any c:7c, cornmen fractions T.:it'n d!_ffrent riacrs 7,e_tY,ecrn

1 and 10) bv convertinjz ti!e frac"n t e va1nt fractions, hav
a least ce.77,mon denc:ain,ator Ioa,7t ccl.mon :7,u1-.11-,1e of ET-.e to de1W:M-

inat,-)rs), in ce2_,;771n

53. Sutract any tlyo fractions c:iffarent

1 and 100 by converting the fractions to coui-7:lient F_-zections, havin

a leat common denii-.ator :=men 1,luitirle of tbe t.;:o

dencyninator3), in lin notatic,n.

59. Sulittact any two 7'ixed fract:Ion. if the whojP part f:ractional

part of the miuc re en t:ian the 1--ho:I.e 7)art and fraction:LI_

pact of tl:e sulc,trrd, Lhe rtive L:iffeI-onces of t,e
hole arid fract ccial arts, in :-...elumn

60. Su tract i>d fractier., if ti?e wbc'le :),1:-t and f?-acti7D-:,_,,1

part of ti7e 17:innen-,1 are great= tha te v7ho1e -)art ar.:1 fracti,pnal

p::.rt of the Icy tr.: e_ifferces c:f th,=

whole and frccion:11 iz line

61. Conv2rt a mixed number to an r.g.uiva:ent '..kmp,:sper' mixed number by

takirg part cf the whole num.rper, ,:ri.ting it as a fraction and adding

it to the _Fractional part.

62. Subtract any to mixed fractions by convorting the minuencl to an

'eimproper mixed fraction, in which both the whole and fractional

parts are greater respectively, than those of the subtrahend, in col-

umn notation.

63. Subtract a COP:Mon fraction from a whole number by subtracting the com-
mon fraction from the whole nunbeT- written as fretion, in coluTrIn

notr.tion.

04. Subtract a common fraction from a whole nunlber by subtracting the

common frz,(:_tion from the whole numbor written as a fraction, in line

notation.

65. Subtract a mixed nuber from a whole number by converting both of the

numbers to fractions in column notation,

66. Subtract a mx:.-d number from a whole number by converting the mixed

numher to an nimpropr- fraction, in colur.n notation.

67. SubtracL cur.mon fraction from a 111-lber, if the common fraction

is lcs:. than frctional pilrt of ttle mixed ruhcr. by subtracting

the frtIcticn from the ft-not:if:nal part of the mil:cd number, in column

notat



68. c-u-ract f,-7-7 a - co=
is :rreater t:12 tract:',or_aL 7.)7r.c. numl-e7,

mix-±0.1
fn

part is zretc-r than tl-le cc:17:lon fractic7 in coln notatir.

69. Subtrct a whol number frrrn hy !7-,trac *.77-70le

number pert of th..72

70. Convert an ":fmroper* mixed nt.wbc:r to Its si.:Iplest mixed number form,

by simplifying the fraction of thc mixed number and adding the whol

number parts.

71. Subract any two mixec' nu7ri.ors hv convcrtirl both to fractions, in col-

umn notation.

77. S.,:fract nTly two mtxc.. nbers lyv convert;n7. beth 'co fraetioc=;, line

rc,tticn.

73- 1.7rite thcs differnce of any co1.71inatien of fractions, and whole numbers

r,s a

74. Transla:te a word st2tx:712rt br..twe:2n 7racto-Is into mathe-

matical synbels, then t13

GENERAL OBJECTIVE- MULTIPLICATION OF FCTIONS

The student will fe able to-

75. Write the product of any two common fractions by writing it as the

product of the numerators divided by the product of the denominators,

in column. notation

76. Write the product of any two common fractions by writing it as the

product of the numerators dividc!d by th e product of the denominators,

in line notation.

77. ReTs,rit:7 any product of fractions, given in column notation, in line

notation.

78. Factor the greatest possible rnmlber(s) from any numerator and any

denominator of a multiplication of fractions, in order to simplify

79. Multil,ly any tTlo mixed numbers by writing them as fractions in line

notation.

80. Multiply a whole number end a common fraction by writing the whole

number as a fraction and raultiplying the two fractions, in column

notation.
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'1_11ti7_1V PCT 31-11 cJ77.772,n
71,77-

Z-F-; fraot:il and linc

32. nulti-nv whcic tnd a

in column ne::ation.

23. 'nultinlY a and a m:7--:ed n'171ber bY ^0t1: as fr2,cticns,

in line notaticm.

84. nultiDlv a ru7nbcr and 3 ;-urbcr by multrlyinF; be-_h rartn

of the mixed nurilber by the :,.".101,-2 number and ad7iin both products

togetT-ier, in colu-n notation.

35. tily a ,,,hola nu7:ber r;- a 7ixed nubcr b7 both pin7::r; of

tha oixed nu::lber by the -711ole addin5-2, both pr::-ducts tofzetacr

in lI1t rataton-

ultiply a nd con f,:antion by :-.:j.t.7111-7 ti)e mixed

aF a fraction, in cc11,-n_ uotatic,n.

87. nultiply a. mixad nu.:-.11e7 inr1 a cr7.7,.:n fraction bv wrtin:-!-, the ml_ed

nbor Lif, a fraci:ion, in

23. Multiply three common fractionri, in line notation.

89. Multiply three mixed numbers, in liac notation.

90. Yultiply any combination of three mi.7-:.e:1 numbers, common fractions and

whole numbers, by writing them as fractons in line notation.

91. Rewrite the product of 7.ny combinaion of fraction:,, whole numbers

and mixed numbers as a mixed number.

92. Translate a word statemnt of multl_plication of fractions into mathe-

matical symbols, then Trite tbe product.

GENERAL OBJECTTVE DIVISION 07 ITACTIONS

The student be able to-

93. Write tbe reciprocal of any frrit.;..on by inverting the positions of the

numevatol- anJ cinominaior of tlie fraction.

94. write the reciprocal of :Iny v,hole number by writing the whole number

as a fraction and invertin the fraction.

Urtte the reciprocal of any mixed nmiber by writing the mixed number

as a fraction and invertinp t-le fraction.

96. Divide any tw'o common fractions by multiplying the divioend by the

reciprocal ot the divisor. 2 ?It 2
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97. 7-)71.1Ji:'.F 717,27-_-2rc.. 1:7 -.Tt-.T1 110 fr,c:7,,

a c=.--:n c.1-coticn by a -1-1e7e er by mu1TT4nlyin,-- the Cannon

fracticn hy the reci,.:rccal of t'fie nu7her.

Div,4de a ri.-.,:acT nu--.)E7.r by a ,.7hcl2 converting. th,:= mixcd nur7Her

to a fraction and then m771tinl-,,ing, tc reciprocal of the 7-shole num-
,

100. Divide a whole number bv a con:mon fraction by writi_n the whole nur,-.-er

as a fraction and multiplying h the reciprocal of the common. fr:iction.

101. Divi.de a nurer bv a mixed fracti-,-la by -ritino tLe --hole number

as a frilction, c=,-erting t1'.2 M'77C4 nu::::or to -a fra,zticn anc:

thE n=bar fr:--cLon by the rec.inrocal of th2 impropr fraction.

102. IIivide a miNcl nucr 7-)Y a com.T,7,n fraction bv 1:r'Lting the 7114ed nu7ber

as a frc-ction, and multiplyillo by tha 1-eciproca1 of the cormon fraction.

103. Divide a eo7mon frncticn bv a r.ixe nuer by cc-ave7tir te mixed
nu:nbei7 to a fraction aild nult11-kip the cc17:.on fracticn by tha recipro-

cc:1 ot- the ii.rn7:oper fr,ctjon.

104. T.orite the qui--tient of two fractions as a mixed number.

105. Divide the quotient of v;cp fractions by another fraction.

106. Find a number when a fractional nart of it is known, by dividing the

given number, representing the fractional part of the unkro7-Tn number,

by the g,iven fraction.

107. 7ind what part one number is of another, by dividing the first by the

second.

10!.. Translte a word statement of division involving fractions, into math-

ematical symbols and writing tnle quotient.

100. Compare tTTo numbers by writln,; 07De as a fractional part of the other.

110. Find a fracttonal part of a nu-nber by multinlying the fraction by the

number.

Convert a friction to a decimal equivalent by dIvIdin Lhe numerator

by the denominator.

112. Convert a mixed number to a docim,1 equivalent.

113. Compute tbe solution of a number of fractions involving a combination

of operations.

114. Translate a word stata_nent of fractions involving more than one opera-

tion, into itithematical then,writing the solution.
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GENERAL oBJECTIVE: M:EPATION 1,77) G1-27TIONS ON DECT.ALS

The student will be able to7

1. Write a literal interpretatior of a numerical decimal.

2. Write a numerical dec;mal from a litorril interpretation of the decim:al.

3. Convert a decimal fraction to a fraction.

4. Place any two or more decimals on the number line.

5. Convert a miNed decimal to a mixed number.

6. Round off a decimal to tenths, bun:Iredths and thousandths.

7. Rourld off a decimal to a whole num-her

3. A,1:3 two or more one decimals.

Convert the sum of decials from line notation to column notation.

10. Add two or wore dec:Lmals havire,-; the s.-1:Le number of digif_s to the ricl:ht
of the decimal point,

11. Add two or more decimals having a different number of digits to the
right of the decimal point,

12. Add a decimal and a whole nuciber,

13. Translate a word statement of addition of decimals into mathematical
symbols, then write the solution.

14. Subtract decimals having the same number of digits to the right of the
decimal point.

15. Subtract decimals where the minuend has more digits to the right of the
decimal point than the subtrahend.

16. Subtract decimals where the subtrahend has more digits than the minuend.

. Subtract a decimal from 7. wilole number.

18. Subtract a wilole number from a mixed decthal.

19. Translate a word statement of subtraction of decimals into mathematical
symbols, then writing the difference.

20. Multiply decimals having the same number of digits to the right of the
decraal point.

21. Convert a problem given in line notation into column notation.
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Multip7y decirn1s hav--77: a iLt numb(ir e.7 di.iTits to the ri:,zht of

the decimal pojnt.

Nultiply a decimal by a

24. Multiply a decimal by a poxior of ten.

25. Translate a word statement of muliplicatdon of decimals into mathe-
matical symbols, thel- write the prothict.

26. Divide two decimals haviro7 the samv ? nurlDer of diits t,) the 1-ight of
the decimal point.

27. Divide a mixed clecimal bv a whole nuber.

20. Divide a decimal fraction h c x,71-ole number.

29. Divide a ,.71tole nur1-7,er by a decial.

30. Divi.lc a whole liumber by a lar..-,,er

31. Divide a decimal by a Fraction.

32. Divide a decimal by a power of ten.

33. Translate a word statement of division. of decimals into mathematical
symbols, then write the nuotieqt.

34. Add cluantities of moT.

35. Subtract quantities of money.

36. Multiply an amount of money by a whole nur.ber.

37. Multiply an amount of money by a fraction.

38. Multiply an amount of '-oney by a mixed number.

29. Divide an amount of money by a wbo]e number.

40. Translate a word E.tatement involwing a combination of operationo on
deci.lu:11s, into ma.thematical symbols then writing the solution.

GENERAL OBJECTIVE, PERCENTAGE

The student will be able to

1. Discuss the difference between per cent and percentage.

2. Write examples of, (a) pLtr cent
(b) perec!ntaF,e
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Identif7 the si2.n of pu or=n7:,

4. Change per c=.7,_at to de:_i_71r1.

(e) Given a one digit nnrccr in per cent notation, the stud,77nL vill

rewrite the number omittin'L; the nr cent sign.

(b) Given a tc.:o digit numbe-: in Der cent notatior, the stud,.mt
rcwrite the number omittinp: te per cent sign-

(c) Given a three digit number in ocr cent notation, the student will
rewrite. the nul-aber omitt.:ing the p--E'r cent sign.

(d) Given a mixed number in Der cent notation, the stud.ent
the number omitting thc pr cent si^,n.

5. Chal-a:;e decimals to Der cent!

(a) Given a on=.1-f digit decim:_ii the student will rel-zit-72 the decimal

omitting the cimal point.

(b) Giver a two dIi decl.o-1 te stcdent mill rL;wriLe the decimal

omittinc4 the decival

(c) Given a three digit dceimal the student vill revrite the decimal

omitting the :lecimal point.

(d) Given a fol',.r digit decimal the student will rcm.-ite the decimal

omitting the decimal poin.

(e) Given a five di.git decimal the student will rewrite the decimal

omitting the deotmni point.

(i) Clven a mixed decimal the student will rewrite the decimal omit-

ting the decimal point.

6. Change per cents to common fractions or mixed numbers:

(a) Given-a one digit: number in p:,2r cent notation, the student will
rewrlte the number as a coimnon fraction.

(h) Given L. two digit number in per cent notation, the student will
rewrite the number as a common fraction.

(c) Given a C:Iree digit number in per cent notation, the student will
rewrite the number as a common fraction or a mixed num1Der.

(d) Given a mixed number in pec cent notation, the student will re-
write the number as a common fraction or a mixed number.

1-1
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7. Change cc ialon fractions or mixed num-aers to ner certs-

(a) Given a common fraction with a eae numerator and a one digit

denominator, the student will reaarite the common fraction as a

decimal and then cbange Caa decirral t-o por cent.

(b) Given a common fraction with a one digit numerator and a two digit

denominator, the student will. rewrite the common fraction as a

decimal and then change the decimal to per cent.

(c) Given a common fraction itb a two digit numerator and a tvo digit

denominator, the student xYill rewrite the common fraction as a

decimal and then change the decimal to per cent.

(d) Given a common fraction with a two digit numerator and a three

digit denominator, the student will rewrite the common fraction

as a decimal and then change the decimal to per cent.

(e) Given a fraction 1-Jith a taJc diz7it numerator and a one digit

denominator, the student will rewrite the fraction as a decimal

and then change the decimal to per cent,

Given a fraction with a three numerator and a one r'aigit

denominator, the student wa] change the fraction to a decimal

and then rewrite the decimal as per cent.

(g) Given a fraction with a three digit numerator and tl,,r) digit

denominator, the atudent will rewrite the fraction a decimal

and then change the decimal to per cent.

(h) Given a mixed number consisting of a one digit whole number part

and a one digit naaterator and denominator fractional part, the
student will rewrite the mixed number as a decimal ard change

the decimal to per cent.

(1) Given a mixed number consisting of a one digit whole number part

and a nne digit numerator - two digit denomiaator fractional
part, the student will rewrite the mixed num r as a decimal

and change the decimal to per cent.

(j) Given a mixed number consisting of a two digit whole number part

and a one digit numerator and denominator fractional part, the

student will rewrite the mixed number as a decimal and change

the decimal to per cent.

(k) Given a mixed number consisting of a two digit whole number part

and a one digit numerator two digit denominator fractional part,

the student will rewrite the mixed number as a decimal and change

the decimal to per cent,

8. Calculate a percentage, given a one or two digit per cent and a three

or more digit number in whole or decimal form.
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9. Calculate what one nur:br j,r3 of 1--et1- g=v-n nur-TTer: cr-

(a)

(b) fractions

(c) decthals

(d) combincltions of vhcle rvaml):-rc, fractions ni-tcl dccimJilr.

10. Calculate th,_ number .yhen a percentage of "._t 1s 1--no,) given a oa or

two ciiit por een in bole, fractional form, and a t:Iree

or more d it percent in or decimal forla.

iT Solve, by writing in u.rthematic,,l 7,bol3, word st.atements Involvin:7

(a)
(1-,) disr6-ant
k-z)

(d) prcf
(e) iareDf-
(f) sc1-ir.,1 actjvitie
(g) sllottri

() bueting
(i) buying
(i) salz.ries
(1,r) chcl:cical mixtures

(1)
(m) polls
(n) statistics

GENERAL 02,JF4.TIVE: THE FOPMULA

The student will be able tryP

1. Evalute au al;lebraic e%-prescio.a, when vnit!es of the variables are

knt. A, hy subst1tutin7 t'oc ;-i-veu values for each letter and performing

the neee!3s7,try operations.

2. Find the required value of a formula, by copying the Riven formula,
substituting the g.iver values for the letters and performing the

neceery operations.

3. Solve algebraic equations of the form x + a = b. wbcf.re a and 6 are

positive whole numbers. h 2-- or = a.

4. Solve alge_braic equations of the form! x + a = b, where a and b are
positive real numbers, b> = z:

5, Solve algebraic equations of the form: - a = b, wh=e_ a and b are

positive whole numbers.

2 4 c?
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6, Folve alccrair couatinof,3 of tfhe f7.rm = h ,::11ere a ad 1-, arc

poi,:e real rum:1-:ars,

7. Solve algebrao equ.atio7-,-; of the for::ir = h., ,,21-lero a an,1 h are nesi-

tive whole ners.

8. Solve algel:,raic equations of tho form: ax = b, where a an b n-re nosi-

tive real numbers.

9. Solve alRehraic equations of the forr- x/o = b, .%:herf, aad b are posi-

tive whole nunbers.

10. Solve a7e1,'rojc equatLons of tlle forai :/a = b, hore a 7,11ra 17) are pos-

itive real numbe:s.

11. Solve al,oehraic eqtlat-7en-, of th fc,..7m7

are ,-)ositive real numhcs, or = h.
= c, b, c

12. Find mLssir,g val,les of a f:o-1 when ,.121 but one ef thr gliantjticc

are kn:--n hy o7;i:!---, the f=u1-1 ;;i,:71 values for the

letters, pel-forrine, th:2 requi:',70 oons, then 'viug the resulting

euuation.

13. Write a formula from a -rord :statement, by =i.cing the arithrletic nu-shers,

symbols, and letters representing the given quanLicies in the required

order to show the relationship letweea quantities.

GENERAL CBJECTIVE; DEMOMI7ATE NUMBEPS AND MEASU1EZ1=

The student will be z=.101e to

1. Compute distances on mans by use of scale.

2. Compute lines on drawings by tha use of a given scale.

3. Calculate the peritqeter of a rectangle gtv-J:n its length and width, and

the formula P = 2 + 21.

4. Calculate the perimeter of a s,ouare given the lenth of a

5. Calculate the per-l_meter of a trio.ugle given the lengths of the sodes/

6. Calculate the diameter of a circle given Its -adius and the formula

D = 2r.

7. Calculate tle radiuz! ei a circle given its diameter and thc formula

D = 2r.

8. Calculate the circufarence of a circle, given its radius and the form-

ula C 2r ihcrci = 22/7.
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5. Calculate the c:L,--cfl-mfereL.0-?. of , i;q aer ,,r1-1 the

*c.T.77.ule C 7T 7. ero-11-= 2-77.

ID. Draw P bar gi,:er, a set of 1.1.Elare--..nts.

1 1 Draw a line grap, p7ivcn a eel- c.f mEasur,-z-1=-1t.:9.

12. Calculate t!le ol7 a rectarl .cy. en the and ,:!ieL71-, ;,:aa the

formula A =

13. Calculats the volu-_1:- of a retan-3u1;:ir solid, given the lenth,
hclht and formula V = 1wh.

14. Colculate the volume of a cube, _;:iven th,-, length of a

15. Calcule tIle area of a circl':2, ivei t-n2 rus end the
A 22/7.

16. Celcu'at the area c,f a circ-, -Lha dir.meter =1.11A the form:11a

A
/ .

17. Calculate the area ci P a base, sIld ta

that bac, and the icr:,ula A = bA - 2.

18. Calculate the width of a rectangle, g-.1.ven the area of thn rectangle,
the length of thc rectarle and the formula A = lw,

19. Calculate the lengt11 of a rectangle, given Cee area of the rectarw.le

and the width of the rectangle, the formula A =

20, Calculate the width of a rez!.tn,:,.1e, given the irimeter of the rec-
tangle and its length and the fomula P = 21 + 2w.

21. Calculate tIle length of a rectangle, given the perimeter of the rec-
tangle and its width end the formula P = 21 + 2w.

22. Calculate the 1er17.t1. of a side of a so_u:zre, given its perimeter, and
the formula r 41.

23. Calculate tl,e radius of a circle, given its circumference and the

for:Pulz: C = 277-r; where --.17-= 22/7

24. Calculate di;;Ipeter of a ci cie given its circumference ard the
formula C D, where = 22/7.

25. Add numbers of one denomSnation

26. Subtract nnere of one d,2neminatjun.

27. Multiply numlners of one denomjnation.

28. Divide r.ur:12.erp, of one denaltination.
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29. for71.

11

Su'utract ce=ound n,Jmber o. tu:- or TerE -:-?nr:7ninations if the ,7t-

tions of the minuend aro g*-entei- cruhtroLend.

Stthtr.oct a_uy two co7npound numlero, 1-z the Ininued as an equiv-

alent nuull:er, in ::1:ich the der:oc-linatThno are -_,ter thzar these of the

subt,-ahord,

32. Convert a ocmoeund number to an 'irThroper" comoouncl number (12 dollars,

108 cents).

33. Write th-, pro'3uot of a cor-,00uc: nubcr and a whole r.1_,-,Ibcr.

54. Write '_ho hroduet of a cc. ncr and a beIe numl'er in sim2le

35. Write the product of ccmpoen p:12,7:;or ci tl-:o or 1,-yore ecnon.in,71tious.

36. Write tte prduct tnri in s1.71J.! fo7m.

37. '..Trito th. c t 4 ent of a coir.T.o:u-c1 aud n x.:11,-,11-e, all
the units are eicty

33. Divide compound numbers of tvo or icre l 2nomivations b- counting the

numbers to the smallest fiven (Jopc.f.ir,-te,

39. Write th.' quotient of tT,o compound nurilzoYs lu form.

40. Convert time fror AM or PM to the 24 hour cloc1r.

41. Convert time from the 24 hour clocic to AM or F.

THE STUDFY.T WILL TE AELE TO CONVERT, WITHOUT A T\DLE, THE FOLLWINC UNITS.

42. Feet to inches.

43. Inchcs to fl.et.

44. Yards to feet

45. Feet to yards

46. Yards to inches

47. Inches to yards

4. Miles to faet

49. Feet to miles

50. Milos to var:10 251



5 . Yan2s to --Ii125

52. Sflua,-e fce.z -c

53. Squarc inchEls to cc,uc.r2 feet

54. Equare ya-rs tc squ-T1re feet

55. Srluare fe2t to cgure yards

56. Pints to oun es

57. O'Inces to pi-Its

58. Quarts to pints

59. rints to ounrcs

60. Gallons to quarts

(1. Quarts

62. Pound t; ounots

63. Ounces to p;-_,..,nds

64. Tons to pounds

65. Pounds to tons

66e Years to mont!ls

67. nonz:hs to years

68. Year::: to yeeks

69. Weeks to years

70. Years to days.

71. Days to yc=s

72. Weeks to dvvs

73. Days to weeks

74. Days to hours

75. Hours to days

76. Hau-cs to minutes



7.

73.

79.

80.

:i_.7utes to :-ours

7econc:s to 7.in-tes

ninutes to seoriris

Yenrs to cerv:uries

81. Ccntuias to yr2z:

THE STUDFNT WILL BE AUE TO COI]iJuRT THE FOLLOTO UNITS Y

82. Acros to square miles

83. Square miles to acres

34. CW-ic fet to cu:Ac

85. Cubic inches to cubic feet-

85. Cubic , rTh to cub fet

87. Cubic feet to cubic yr,7s

88. !!illimeters to centimeters

89. Centimeters to millimeters

90. Centimaters to meters

91. Meters to centimeters

92. Meters to kilometers

93. Kilometers to meters

94. Milligrams to grams

95. Crams to milligrams

96. Kii.crams to ,7,rnri

97. Crnrru,, to hilorams

9. Squa7e IILllimeters to square ccntimeters

99. Square centilleters to squnre millimeters

100. Square coi-Itit':.eters to L,quare t'eters

101. Square meters to square centimeters

102. Square meters to square kilometers

293
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101.

iu4.

SQuarc kilometers to square meters

rubic millimeters to cubic centimeters

105. Cubic centimett=rs to cubic nillirret=3rc

106. Cubic centimeters to cl-Lic meters

107. Cubic meters to cubic centimeters

108. Meters to inches

109. Inches to meters

110. Meters to feet

111. Fect to meters

112. Yards to meters

113. Meters to yards

114. Centimeters to inches

115. Inches to centimeters

116. Millimeters to inches

117 Inches to millimeters

118. Kilometers to miles

119. Miles to kilometers

120. Liters to quarts

121. Querts to liters

122. Grays to ounces

123. Ounces to !ramis

9 ,



Te r.tuderlt alDlp *0

1. 1-'rite a check given the amount for whfch the check is to he -:-ritten,

the -payee, and the date.

2 Palance a checking account. -iven a previous 1,,alarce, pn pm-)unt of a

check, and an amount of a denosit.

3, "rite out a deposit slip, niven an .a.Aount in cash and an anount in

chechs.

4. "rite sales tax n,i-en any amount of 1-,.ore--; and the per cent of tax.

5. r)eter,--.no tax frc-1 a LzA:: -1c-oos incssqe, marital status.

nu 1-,>1- of dLnonde-ts. and dcductie'n.

6. "r-Ite a cliffererce becnm t-m t'ue and amount TTithhold from nay after

7. Channe m7.1122 to

0 Compute local tax, Fivan Pronorty assessment and milla;-,e.

9. Fill out a bill of sale, F,,iven the item(s) , Itumber of each item, the

nomenclature for each item, the cot of each item, and the name oF

the purchaser.

10. Compute overtime pay. Oven an overtime rate, and the amount of over-.

time hours.

11.. Compute daily, weekly, monthly, 'and yearly pay fram an hourly rate.

12. Compute daily, T-eekly, monthly, and yearly pay from an hourly rate,

with overtime.

13. Discuss in class the differences between straiJYht life insurance,

endowment insurance, term insurance, and limited payment insurance.

14. Compute an electricity bill, given the amount of electricity used and

the rate.

15. Compute amount of e3ctretty used, ,,iven t(7) meter rer/dln,

16. Comnute a water bill 7iven the amount of water used, and the rate.

17, niscuss in class the differences bet.r.7een collision insurance, liability

insurance, fire insurance, theft insnrance, and comprehensive insur-

ance,

2 5 5



Co=-Inute the niles ner ,,allon of c-aol-e_ iven to milae ren-Ifng

and the num,-,r of r'allons

19. Tiscuss in clrAss the factors contribtin^ to the cost of onerLtirj,

an automobile.

20. Discuss a carrying &-,are.

21. Adjust recines, given t;ic men,7ure of each ineredent arid the nurber of

individuals to he served.

22. :1)I i scuss in class the monthly peyi-ent, u7-,cr p. the ir!tere.i,t is computed .

on a yearly basis and on a ner cent of the unpaid balance.

23. Compute simple interest on a savin;-s account, f,iven the princir.le and

the interest rate.

24. Compute compound inte--,st on a savings account, ?Ivey tbe princinle

and the interest rate

25. Computc an amol F cotrmission 1)-asea on s:Iles, given the amount of

sales and the cc: vssion rate.

26. Discuss in class the Parameters I.: leq in computing overhead fn a

business.

27. Discuss in class the parameters involved 1.,1 corputin onerating

expenses in a business.

28. Discuss iv class the parameters involved in computine loss in a busi-

ness.

29. Discuss in class the parameters involved iv corrnuting profit in a

business.

30. Compute discount, given the amount of nurchase and the discount rate.

31. Compute the averane of a number of items.

32. Compute the rate of increase, given the initial total and the final

total.

33. Compute the rate of decrease, given the initial total and the final

total.

34. Discuss in class the parameters involved in computing mortga,,le pay-

ments.

35. T.Jrite a. recipt of sale, given the item(s) purchased, the number of

items, the nomenclature, the cost of each item, che purchaser, nate,

sales tax, and final cost.
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OPTIONAL 0,1,7717.CIIVT'S

The student will bQ

36. YeeT a list of income an,1 expncli:ures for daily, weekly, and monthly

periods.

37. Discuss t1-.e 7arctmeters involved in listing fixed expenditures.

38. Discuss the parameters involveA in listing varyio,:, expenditures.

39. Fill out an income tax form.

40. Discuss in class the use of the wIrious tables necessary to fill out

an income ta:i form.
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APPENDIX C

LOCAL NORMS TATILES*

Tests displayed in Volume II.
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TITY PP,(7c2,5 M3T SCP-T-S 1967-153

Followil for your i-ZormJ.tion arc the scoreq cbtan_d

by students in Your claFs,Ds. Tca rcr-rtq h-,ve been delayed in order that

the characteristics of the tests a-ld the ap2ropriateness of t7,eir diffi-

culty with respect to the groups t-ested micht be det,,rmined. C`uly ai-ter

certain criteria have been satisfied can the individual test scores 1.o

considered meaningful. Scores will he n-,ported more cp-ici,:17 Ouri7u7 the

lc,16F1-1969 scLool year.

Two asnects of the folJowinc; reports have implicr-ions for score

interpretation, and therefore req-A-77e comTrent. First, all test scores,

obtained frm these or any other tests, contain an error co.:-pcnent. If a

student were to tahe many forms oE the sac test o.ci we were able Lo con-

trol such extraneous factors as fatigue and practice, the scores which the

student made on these various forms would distribute themselves in the

familiar bell-shaned curve. Si of his scores would be relatively low,

others would be high, and most of then would cluster around a central point.

The average of this distribution of scores could be called the student's

true score.

Tn practi- it is generally possible for us to give only one

form of a test to a student. The score he obtains on this one form is not

necessarily his true score. It represents only one of tt-e many scores

which he would have made if he had taken a large uumbor of alternate forms

of the test.

Second, studnts inevitably make errors in gridding identifica-

tifan information on their answer sheets. These ern are, o cou-

more numerot's during the first year of a new testing pro:7raz. ihe data

7:75q



ProcEssing system hr.-3 been digned such that mf_sgrid answer shets

will nevc,rtheless he scorr-d prenerkv. T-7,,:ever, a gridding er.,-or 777

result in that score being reported in th,2', wrong group. Thus the score

from an ans1,-er sheet incnrrectly gri(1dcd ':I.)logy Phase 4, Test 21- will

be reported with tEat group, oven tho:Ii:h the student was really in Phase 3.

If in the course of e7mmining these scores you note such irregulaT:itis, a

wcrd to the offending gridders would undoubtedly improve the future oera-

tion of the system.

The scores reported are raw scores° i.e., 7,he number of test

questions answered correctly, In o-der to interpret a nit,: score in terms

rc-,1r,ive standing whin the rha7, it must be c;:.,nv.:,rt:cd to a perceutile

rank through u,:e cf the noms t,!Jlos pr3,:lied. For 2alt-'!, a score

of 19 on Riology Test #24, Phase 2, hils a percentile rank of 33. This

means that 837, of the students in Phae 2 scored lower than 19. Again, we

remind you that test scores are not perfectly precise. A good rule of

thumb is to consider each student's slcore as being somewhere in the range

+2 around Lhe reported =;core. Thus a rore conservative inte-4retation of

a raw score of 19 would be that this student's true score is probably some-

where in the range 17-21.

Master score report ltsts, arranged alphabetically within phase,

are available through Mr. Skaggs' office. They nay be used to loc.;I:e

scores of students who, because of gridding errors, do not appear on your

class score reports.

Pen



F1o1J77 ProgresF; Ter31-f; 77, 27 (-1s,:: 2)

Ranl:

T:aw 2

Score

30

29

27

25

24

23

77

91

20

19

18

37

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

Te5;1; Tc,.c.,t 75 77et

98

99 9(7

96 Q6 99

93 91 99

9

88 83 95

85 77 96

81 67 95

72 66 93

64 60 89

57 51 35

53 39 78

46 32 70

41 23 60

36 90 50

31 18 44

24 17 30

21 12 19

17 10 11

15 6

13 2 7

in 1 4

5 7

4 5

3 3

2 1

27



s ' , '

5-= c o r -.-_! riic -,

-1-;t3 13, (7h:,..,--3.es 3 4)

...)

7---
. _

. -, , P 3 ...-_-:-.-_,.

s.2...._
Phrlse 4 4 Pqs.... 3 :...1'.1:-.:

3(.1

._

29 c',: ., 4

28 n 9 03 97 99

,--,l: / c;+ r 98 39 97 98

26 08 o 1 29 96 rri

25 07 32

24 95 73 29

23 93 61 c:-.,, 34 99 91

22 8.'' 51 -:,-, 75 99 86

21 84 40 93 69 99 79

9 0 80 33 91 62 97 74

19 75 23 86 56 95 63

18 67 19 80 42 93 59

17 58 15 75 31 90 53

16 50 14 67 26 87 4

15 39 12 57 20 2; 33

14 31 8 .46 13 77 32

13 26 4 38 6 71 21

12 16 3 28 4 64 14

11 13 2 21 1 54 G

ln 10 1 15 1 1, 1 6

9 5 1 7 33 'i

8 3 4 22 3

7 1 2 15 1

6 1 1 6

5 3

4 1

3
1

2R7



r,=..F,rosS 7-12`--E:', 21 2.=, 2-4)

ocore ;.r1,
Te3t

9 Phase D
7-cE7t 24

2 Ph2,se 3e 3 PhaTe 4

'10

2?

98

96

28
r; 95

27 97 -2 CC 93

26 76 98 4

25 ..)1 61 99 c-9.5 73

24 00, C3 46 '17 53 (5

23 96 78 39 07 8°, 51

22 96 63 13 c)4 E2 39

21 93 59 94 90 75 33

20 84 43 19 84 63 21

19 22 38 12 23 51 16

18 73 31 10 74 42 13

17 67 25 7 63 32 10

16 57 17 5 61 25 6

15 4.6 10 4 54 19 5

14 38 7 41 14 2

13 26 5 35 10

12 16 4 10 7

11 11 2 23 5

10 1 18 4

9 8 1 15 1

3 3 11 1

7 1 8

6

5 <

4



1-7L! 2 967- C

-;c) (7.11ac, 2)

?Jaw

Sc ce_
35 91

734
03

33

32
SS

3r) S5
,r1

2.
,7

25
94

77

73

23 5,

29
43

20 37

19 27
IR 29

17 20

16
15 11

14 10

13 5

12 4

11 1

Nco-e! Test scores are not per,ctly pre-
Ci'Q. A gooJ rule of thumb is to
con=,tder e.s,ch student's t,core co
Bioloy Test 20 as being somewhere
in the rone. +?, around the reported



Bioloy Prozresc Test 29 (s 3 :Ine 4)

Raw
7;11::.sc--, 4

23 ?5

27
26 09 97

91

24 97

23 74

22
21 8 54

20 SC)

79 77 26

18 7.2

17
7-

15

35 4,7 5

14 38 3

13 29 1

12 22

11 16

11 9

9 6

8 4

7 2

6 1

5 1

4 1

Note: Test scorz:s are not perfsctly precise.

A good rule of thumb is to consider

eac-11 student's srlore on Ydolops
T,,.st 29 as being somecqhere in the

range + 2 around the reported score.

2



7,-)110-A-.,, for y:_-.1ar u

by students in voni-

are the scores 077t,7-lincr]

r1e .pn (7'.e1:_17e, in -re, r

that the char(: eristics of the tots a7-1,' the ,217riatc

difficulty with respect to the groups tested rc1ht hEcrmind. Onl

Atter rert:lin criteria h- Je been satisfied can 1-:he dividuel test scors

be _ciered meaninr-.fuL 4ccres win be reported more quickly during

the 1968-1969 school

Two aspects of the fofl rer rts hav nplications nor

score interpretation, ar3 therforc 1_--,uire C:77_ first, all test

scores, obtained from Cee.e or any c tesi:L;, cezain r.p error compon-

ent. If a student were to take many ferns of the same test and we were

able to control such extraneous facto-,3 as fati7,ue and practice, the

scores which the student made on these various forms would distribute

themselves in the familiar bell-shaned curve. Some of his scores would

be relatively low, others would be high, and most of them would cluster

around a central point. The averac,-e of this distribution of scores could

be called the student's true score.

In practice, it 17; Renerallv possible f-yr us tc give cm'

form of a test to a student. The score he obtains on this or- fo7m is

nut necessarily his true score. It t presents only one of the many

scores which he wc Ive made if he had taken a large number of alter-

nate forms of the test.

Second, students inevitably make errors in gridding identifica-

tion information on their answer sheets. These errors are, of course,

21;6



nrc,cessi7.-: s.:Yster7:

Will nevert-nr1==:, ba a :1,rid:-!!.n:z

7.7

result in C7-at score 1:ein7, reprte in rhe !,ronc. crir. :;:us the score

fronl an anwer incc-rrctly Ph--,e 3, Tet

7Jill be repc:ted eroup, even thou0 the stuJynt was really in

Phase 2. if in the course of exa!:Aning these scores 7ou note snc;: irrer-

ularitis, a won.: to the ofFe7:.din 7ould tn-idctPdly improv.,

the future onerfon rf the

The SC:17e3 reported ale ra,1 SCO:"S' 1. ,, the number of test

questiens anF::ered c71-ectiv. In ornr to 41-icar.et a r;aw score in terns

of relative sra:-.1Anc.,, wthin tb 1:hase, t mut be converti to a percen-

tile rank through use of the norfAs tables proviZied. For examnle, a raw

score et 39 on Vathematics Test #30, PbaGe 2, has a percentile rank of 8.

This means that V of the stu:tents in Phse 2 scored lower than lc).

Again, we remind you Chat test scores are not perfectly precise. A r,00d

rule of thumb is to consider each student's score as being somewhere in

the range +3 around the reported score. Thus a moI.e conservative inter-

pretation of a raw score of 19 would be that this student's true score

is probably somewhere in the rane 16-22.

'caster score report lists, arranged alphabetically within phase,

are available through Nr. Seas' office. They mry he used to locate

scores of students Who, because of pridding errors, do not appear on

your class score reports.
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Melbourne High School 1967-196S

Local 'i7orms

Mathematics Proress Test 10 (Phnse

Raw
Score Percentile Rank

A9 99

43 99

47 98

46 96

45 95

44 99

43 36

42 83

41 81

40 73

39 69

38 63

37 61

36 56

35 52

34 47

33 44

32 43

31 40

30 :39

29 34
32

27 28

26 2 3

25 19

24 16

23 14

22 11

21 10

20
19 8

18 7

17 4

16 4

15 3

14 1

13 1

2)



Malbourne Hic-h Sch1 1967-1962,

Loc_11 crr

Mathematics Progretis Test 31 (Phase 2)

Raw Score PercRAltile Rank
43 99

42 99

41 97

40 96

39 95

36 92

37 91
36

35 67

34 Fs

33 85

:2 83

31 79

30 77'

29 76

26 74

27 69

26 66

25 63

24 59

23 56
92 50

21 44

20 43

19 40

18
17 30

16 22

15 16

14 11

13 7

12 5

11 3

10 1

Note: Test scores are not perfectly precise. A
rood rule of thumb is to consider each
student's score on Mathematics Test 31 as
being somhere in tha range +3 around the

reoorted score.

7c:(1
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relbourne :4ic_rh School 1967-1968

Locn1 Nns

1."athematics Tc5t- 32 (Phase 2)

Raw Percentile
Score Ran%

40 99

2,9 98
97

37 97

36 95

35 94

34
93

33 03

32 92
90

SO 90

29 90

28 58
85

96 82

25 77

24 75

23 70

22 65

21 60

20 57

19 48

18 46

17 39

16 27

15 20

14 16

13 14

12 8

11 6

Jo 4

9 3

8 1

Notez Test scores are not perfectly precise.
A good rule of thumb is to comsider
each student's score on Nathematics
Test 32 as being somewhere in the range

+3 around the reperi:ed score.

270
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Mbcua Sch,,-,c1 1967-196F

Mathematics Prollress Tt 33 (Maze 2)

Ra,7 Score PE-reent7T.1e Rank

30 99

29 99

23 99

27 99

26 99

25 99

24 99
98

22 94

21 93

20 91
19 84

13 81

17 7!!

16 67

15 59

14 50

13 41

12 2)

11 71

10 16

2 10

8 7

7 3

6 2

5 2

4 1

3 1

Note Test scores are not perfectly precise.
A good rule of tiw:Co is to consider

each student's score on Mathematics
Test 33 as being somewhere in the range
+3 around the reported score.
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77ST 7.C=S 1967-1968

Following, for your inforncitien and Use, are the scores obtained

by students in your classes. These r9ports 11',ve heten del;,yed 4n order

that the characteristics of the tests and the apnropriatenoss of their

difficulty with respect to the grouns tested might be determined. only

after certain criteria have been satisfieri can the indivi3ual test scores

bc considered meaningful. Scores will be reported mo'L'

1968-1969 school year.

Two aspects of the following reports have implications for score

interpretat±on, and therefore require comment. First, all test scores,

obtained from the:7e or any other tests, cntain an error component. If a

student were to take many forms of the same test and we were able to con-

trol such extraneous factors as fatigue a,10 praf:tice, the scores which the

student made on these various forms would distribute themselves in the

familiar hell-shaped curve. Some of his sc(cres would bo relatively low,

others would be high, and most of them would cluster around a cc-ntral

point. The average of this distribution of scores could be called the

student's true score.

In practice, it is generally possible for us to give only one

form of a test to a student. The se:ore he obtains on this one form is not

necessarily his true score. It represents only one of the many scores

which he would have made if he had taken a large number of alternate forms

of the test.

Second, students inevitablY make errors If.n gridding identific-

tion information on their answer sheets. These errors are, of course,
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more numerous during the first year of a new testing program. The data

processing system has been desiTned such that misgridding answer sheets

will nevertheles be scored nroperl. iciever a ).1-idding error may

result in that score beincz reportd in the wrong group. Thus the score

from an answer sheet incorrectly gridded "English Phase 4, Test 35" will

be reported -with that group, even though the student was rcally in

Phase 3. If in the course of examining these scores you note such irregu-

larities, a word to the offending gridders wotld undoubtedly improve the

future operation cf the system.

The scores reported are raw scores; i.e., the number of test

questions answered correctly. In order to interpret a raw score in terms

of relative standing within the phase, it mist be converted to a percen-

tile rank through nsn of the norms tables provided. For example, a raw

score of 19 on Engli5ih Test #35, Part II, Phase 3, has a percentile rank

of 37. This means that 377 of the stude7Its in Phase 3 scored lower than

19. Again, we remind you that tet scores are not r rfectly precise. A

good rule of thumb As to consider each student's score as being somewhere

in the range +2 around the reported score for Part I, and +3 _around the

reportfd score for Part II and Total. Thus a more conservative inter-

pretation of a raw score of 19 would be that this student's true score

is probahly somewhere in the range 16-22, in the case of a Part II or

Total score.

Master score report lists, arranged alphabetically within phase,

are available through Mr. Scaggs' office. They may be used to locate

scores of students who, because of gridding errors, do not appear on

your class score reports. ",1
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Melbourne ',Tigh Schot-,1 1957-1968
Local Noms

English

Raw
Score

Progress Tests 34 (Ph,-7--Ee 2), 35

re7,

(Phasc.. 3) , and

le 1.-71,1k

36 (Phcse 4)

Test 34 7,-.st l's Tel-:: :6.

Par.:: 1* Pr,rf_ II** Lon _., Part II** Total
99
99
98
98
97
97
96

1:6

45
144

43
49
41
40

_

39
99 94

38
99 93

37
99 91

35
99 87

35
99 83

34
99 78

33
99 77%

37
99 68

31 99 99 63

30 98 98 56

29 97 96 50

28 i-;6
93 44

27 94 90 37

26 91 85 31

25 85 80 27

24 79 73 21

23 74 68 15

22 69 59 12

21 60 53 9

20 51 45 7

19 42
17 5

18 36 99 30 3

17 29 99 24 2

16 99 23 98 18 2

15 98 17 96 14 1

14 98 13 93 9 1

13 95 10 89 6 1

12 92 7 82 4 1

11 86 5 71 2

10 76 5 59 1

9 65 3 148 1

8 SI 1 35 1

7 36 1 23

6 25 13

5 14 6

4 5 3

3 1 1

2 1

1 1

*Spelling (Items l-20)
**Sum of sections II, III, and IV (items 21-60)

***Sum of sections II, III, and IV (items 21-65)
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EnRlish P..rogress
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elbol!rne Ri7-71 School li,',7-395

and 39 (PhaseTests

LocnI "701,7

37 2), 38 (Phase 3)

-_-r-lt le 'Pank
Raw TP,7t s-i T.:st :1'. Tc.t 19
Scor Par-,:_- T:T Part ITI,' iT3-z,Trt T7, Pavt Ti** Tot:711

49 Po
48 99
47 (1)6

46 9:1

45 89
44 99 87
43 99 84
42 99 77
41 99 70
40 99 99 65
39 99 98 60
38 98 97 52
37 97 95 44
36 97 92 39
35 95 89 32
34 95 85 -2 5

33 94 el 23
32 89 77 19
31 86 73 15
30 83 66 13
29 77 60 9
28 72 53 7
27 6$1, 48 6

26 65 43 5

25 62 38 4
24 59 52 3

23 53 26 3

22 49 21 2

21 44 18 ?

20 99 39 99 15 2

19 99 38 99 13 1

18 99 34 99 11 1
17 oB 32 93 8 1

16 95 27 96 6 1

15 91 23 91 5 1

14 83 20 83 4 1
13 76 14 74 3 1

12 67 10 67 2

11 56 7 55 2

10 45 4 43 1

9 35 3 31 1
8 22 1 25 1
7 14 1 17
6 7 10
5 5 5
4 3 2
3 2 1
2 1 1
1 1 1

*Spelling (items 1-20)
**Sum of sections II, III, and IV (items 21-65)

See Note on following page. 775

4)
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Note Test scores are not perfectly precise. A good rule of thumb is

to consider each student's score on Enrlish Tests 37, 38, and 3c)

as being somevIlere in the rar.,,c, arc.,und the ::eporte.i score for

Part I, end *3 arod the reported sccre for ?art II and Toz:al.

276
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!'elhnurn H1 r3choo1 197-1
Local -',Iorms

Raw
Score

English Progress Tests 4n (i'he 2) , (Phase 3)

1.4-r.(7e7;tile P.,nk

, r-nd 42 (Pllase 4)

lest 1:n Icnzt 41 TCF:t 42

Pert IA Pal.t II-** 7- '' I* 1..---..-t T.T.::** Tot7-:1

47
46

99

45
'7'6

44 99 95

43
og 93

42 99 91

41 99 86

40 99 83

39 9') 77

38 97 72

37 95 67

le-0 91 62

35 99 99 54

34 99 89 49

33
32

99
99

85
82

43
.,,
_),)

31 ., Do- 76 30

30 94 72 24

29 cLi 66 19

23 39 61 17

27 83 55 14

26 78 49 12

25 71 44 8

24 67 40 7

23 60 34 6

22 54 29 4

21 49 25 3

20 99 42 99 21 9

19 clel 33 97 17 1

18 95 33 91 14 1

17 87 29 si 11 1

16 78 24 69 9 1

15 71 19 59 7 1

14 57 15 45 5 1

13 44 14 33 4

12 16 11 95 2

11 26 8 19 1

10 21 5 13 1

9 16 3 8 1

8 11 2 6 1

7 4 1 4 1

6 3 3

5 2 2

4 1 1

3 1 1

2 1 1

1

*Spelling (items 1-20)
**Sum of sections II, III, and IV (items 21-60)

***Sum of sections II, III, and IV (items 21-65)

See Note on following page. 277



Note: Test scores are not perfectly precise. A good rule of thumb is tc

consider each student's score cm Enlish 7sts 40, 41, anri 42 as

being somatJhere in the range +2 arolmd t'he reported score for

Part I, and +3 around the reported score for Part II nnd Total.
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Melbourne F.igh School 1967-1968
Loci1 -s:orms

Raw
Score

English Progress Tests 43 (T1'1e 2),

Test 4'7;

P:art I* Part TI-A
49

48
47
46
45
44
43
42
41
40
39 99
38 99
37 98
36 97
35 97
34 96
33 94
32 91
31 90
50 88
29 85
28 81
27 77
26 72
25 67
24 60
23 54
22 49
21 43
20 38
19 98 33
18 96 27
17 90 23
16 6 20
15 76 17
14 68 14
13 59 12
12 47 f)

11 40 6
10 32 4
9 23 3
8 17 1
, 10 1
6 8 1
5 4 1
4 1

3 1
i

2

44 (Phase 1), and 45 (Phase 4)

Tet 44 Test 45
Fa-....L. I* Part II*** Total

99
94
87

79

67

99
99

98
96

95
99 93
99 91
99 87
99 89

99 50
98 76
97 70
97 64
96 57
95 52
92 46
89 42
85 36
82 32
77 28
72 25
68 21
63 17
56 12
51 9

45 9

40 7

36 5

31 4-

26 3

22 2

18 1

15 1

12 1

54 9

42 7

33 6

25 4

17 3

13 2

9 1

5 1

4 1

2 1

1

1

1

1

*Spelling (itcms 1 - 20)
**Sum of Sections II, III, and IV (items 21 - 65)

***Sum of Sections II, III, and IV (items 21 - 70)
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Note: Test scores are not per-2-:Ictly precise. A good rule of thumb is

to consider ech student's score on 7nrY,lish Tests 43, 44, and 45

as beinr2, somewhere in the range 4-71. around the reported sccr7e for

Part I, and +3 arovnd the ronorteJ score for Part II and Total.

2F,O



fICA HISTORY PPI)CRESS T:13T SCORES 1.967-19

Following, for your informatin and use, arc the scores obtained

by students in your classes. Those repottr, have been delayed in order that

the appropriateness of the tests with respect to the grouns tested right

be determined. As you know, the second set of four P,rorican History pro-

ress tests will not be administered, because of the consensus of opinion

among Melbourne History teachers that test contc-It does .not match course

content. The data do Ellow tests 49 and 50 to fe-: difficult for Phase 3

classes. Test 49 was of appronrio.t,? difficulty '-or Phase 4 classes, and

Test 50 was slightly difficult for 4 cl

Two aspects of the foilo:qing report ;170 implications for

score interpretation, and therefore require comment. First, all test

scores, obtained from these or any other test- contain an errol compon-

ent. If a student were to take many forms of tile same test and we were

able to control such extraneous factors as fatigue and practice, the

scores which the studeat made on these various forms wo111,1 distribute

themselves in the familiar bell-shaped curve. Some of his scores would

be relatively low, others would be high, and most of them would cluster

around a central point. The averae of this distribution of scores

could be called the student's true score.

In practice, it is generally possible for us to give only one

form of a test to a student. The score he obtains on this one form is

not necessarily his true score. It represents only one of the many scores

which he would have made if he had taken a large number of alternate

forms of the test.



Second, studznts ert-ors in 5-ridding identifica-

tion information on their answer sbeef-s, Th S2 errors are, of course,

more numerous during the "L-irs_ year of a ne:, testing pro-rr,. T1 data

processino system has been desi-,ned su:h ^_hAt mscridded aTts1.7er s-heets

will never,heloss be scored properly. Ilowever, a gridding error m-,y

result in that score being ronorted in the wrong groun. Thus 02 st::ore

from an answer sheet incorrectly gridded "American 7istery Phase 4,

Test 50" will he reported with that groun, even thou01 tbe student was

really in Nose 3. If in the cour.se of examining these scores you note

such irregularities, a word to t'..e offending gridd-,rs would undoubtedly

improve the future criNora,:j_en of tile Fvstem.

The scores reportc ace raw sceres: i.e., the u,mber of test

quo.stions answered correctly. In order to interpret a raw score in terms

of relative standing within the phase, it must be converted to a percen-

tile rank through use of the norms tables provided. For example, a raw

score of 19 on American History Test 149, Phase 3, has a percentile rank

of 14. This means that 14% of the students in Phase 3 scored lcr,-er than

19. Again, we remind you that test scores ate not perfectly precise.

A good rule of thumb is to consid'ar each student's score as being some-

where in the +3 around the reported score. Thus a more conservative

interpretation of a raw score of 19 would be that this student's true

score is probably somewhere in the range 16-22.

Master score report lists, arranged alpabetically within phase,

are available through Mr. Scaggs' office. They may be used to locate

scores of students who, because of gridding errors, do not appear on your

class score reports,

22
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Hi S1 1967-1968

American History anr1 D;sues in Amern T:Istory ProreSs Tests 44

and 50. P11;?seb 3 and A

Perc,?ntile rk
sRa1.7 Tht 49 Tst 50

5c,7-re "Ihry 4 Pha3e 3 -1--._, 4

c6

96
99
99 99

92 99

92 9)

92 99

91 99 98

85 99 94

ij 98 92

74 98 9?

71 93

CP, 9R 31

'.:1 97

:7 96 77

'3 96 77

51 96 75

3P, 96 70

34 94 60

34 93 57

26 92 55

23 91 49

21

19 86 34

13 83 32

11 79 28

8 75 93

6 69 23

2 63 21

57 17

52 13

47 13

41 9

35 6

28 6

23 4

17 4

12 4

8 q
4_

5.4

53
59
51
50 99

49 99

48 99

47 99

46 99

4-5 99

44 98

43 98
42 98

41 97

40 96

39 95

38 94

37 91

36 88

35 36

34 83

33 81

32 76

31 71

30 67

29 63

28 59

27 52

26 46

25- 41

24 34

23 30

22 28

21 24

20 18

19 14

18 10

17 7

16 6

15 4

14 3 6 2

13 2 4

12 1 2

11 1 2R3 1

10 1
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%(e1bourne Scoo1 1967-198

American Histcr-; .]-11d Issues in Aric;In P:tory Prop.ress

Tests 51 art,4 2, Phrses 3 and 4

Percentile Rani<

Ra47 'T'st- 51 Tesl- :2

Score Phaw 3 -.;:e 4 PhL,se 3 Phase 4

58 99

57 99

56 99

55 99

54 99

53 99 99

52 99 99

51 99 99

59 99 99 93

49 99 99 96

43 98 98 36

47 PP. 98 94

46 98 97 S4

45 97 97 88

44 9C3 97 88

43 97 96 90

42 96 98 94 80

41 95 94 93 78

40 95 92 92 74

39 95 92 90 67

38 9!.
-,) 89 '7

37 , 33' 87 63

36 c 1 85 84 57

15 t, 2 .il 83 53

74 f 1 79 80 49

' 72 75 39
(.7 64 72 35

55 70 27

51 68 27

73 I,5 66 25

-75 62 22

2 70 :.t3 57 16

66 23 51 12

25 52 21 46 12

;:H 57 15 41 10

')- 52 9 36 8

22 49 9 30 4

21 44 6 28 2

20 40 6 24 2

19 34 4 19 2

18 27 13 2

17 71 11 2

16 16 7

15 10 4

14 3 284 3
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American 7listory and IFspes in ,Pnerican ".istory PrcTress

Tests 51 and 52, Phacs IA and 4, Corit.

11r ,c-AI 7

Score

Test 51 TeFt 5

Phse 3 rhan 4 -1-ha,s 3 Phnse 4

13 4 2

17 2
,
.1.

11 1 1

10 1 1

9 1 1

7ote: Test scores are not perfectly precise. A :,00d rule

of thumb is to consider each student's score on
American History Tests 51 aud 52 as being sorek-here

in the ranFre +3 around the reported score.

73
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IpLoT Pnr-r7.7:-SF "1-7

Folloing, for Your information and use, are the scores obtained

by students in your cl2sses. asPeets of thes reports have implica-

tions for score internreeation aIld therefore renuire co=ent. First, all

test scores, obtained from these or arly other tests, contain an error con-

ponent. If a student were to take my forrs of tile same test and we were

able to control such extraneous factors as fatigue and practice, the scores

which the student made on these ,,,rious for:1s would distribute themselves

in the familiar bell-shenod curve. Some of his scores would be relatively

low, others would be high, and Tost of them would cluster around a central

oint. The average of this distribution of scores could. be called the

student's true score.

In practice, it is generally possible for us to give only one

form of a test to a student. The score he obtains on this one form is not

necessarily his true score. It represents only one of the many scores

which he would have made if he had taken a large number of alternate forms

of the test.

Second, students Inevitable make errors in gridding identifica-

tion information on their answer sheets. The data processing, system has

been designed such that misgridded answer sheets will neverthelcss be

scored properly. Powever, a gridding error may result in that score being

reported in the wrong group. Thus the score from an answer sheet incor-

rectly gridded 'Biology Phase 4, Test 71 will be reported with that group,

even though the student was really in Phase 3. If in the course of exam-

ining these scores you note such irregularities, a word to the offending

gridders would undoubtedly improve the future operation of the system.

28P



The scores ieperted ore ra- r:2ores i.e., the numher of test

quer:;tions answered eorreotly, In eada,r to int-rsrot a raw sco-,a in ters3

of relative st-an' within the nase, it ,nvst he converted to 2 ncrcentile

rank through use of the norms t-les prol:ir:ed. For eNrr---.-ole, a r;--J- score

of 19 on iliology Test -1:71, Phase 2, has a percentile rant . of ihI

means that 43 of the students in Phase 2 scored lc,--s-er elan 1°. Aanin,

we renind vcu that test scores are not _..-rfectiv nrec4se. ,! geo:: rule of

thurfo is to consi,lcr each student's score as heirj, sotere ir tho ra-e

+3 a:1312nd the reportef' score. Thus a ioa conservatva interpretation of

o raw score of 19 would he that this stud,7,-nt's true score is pro'7ably

somewhere in the range 1,6-22.

You say wish to use these test r2sults as a student counseling

aid. Percentile ran.ks (or ranges of percentile ranks) can he used to

shed light on two questions-

Vhat i5 the student's standing with respect to others in the

same phase?

2. nhat is the student's standin,.r with respect to others in

differeat uhases?

Ouestion 1 is hest answered hy referring a student's score to the local

norms table for a ':est uniquely appropriate to his phase (tests 72, 75,

77, and 20 for Phase 2; tests 73, 76, 713, and 7g for Phases 3, 4, and 5).

Question 2 is best answered by referrirw a student's score to the local

norms table for a test appronrilte across phases 2-5 (tests 71 and 74).

Of course, scores on tests 71 and 74 can also he used for within-phase

comparisons. Likewise, scores on tests 73, 76, 78, and 79 can also be

used for across-phase comparisons (except those involvin Phase 2). If

such additional comparisons produce results in conflict with the

787
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procedures initially recoendec bove, then results of the initially

recommended procedutes should bt?_ FT,ilren the nr,>_atest T.,7eif,ht in makin7,

decisions about student phase placeent.

DAT

28
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'4elbourne 7,igh Sc!leol 191-1069

Loc11 "orrs

Bic,1ogv

Score

Progress Tests 71 (Phases 2-4), 72 (Phn_se 2) and

rercntile Park

73 (Phases 3 ani4

Test 71 Test 72
Phase 7

rest 73

Phase 2 Phase 3 Phaso 4

cn

Phase 3 Phase
_

4

QQ40
39

99
Or)

99

99

38 99 05 99 (Y,

37 99 94 97 ?3

36 99 -;P. 97

35 97 84 96 99

34 94 76 94 99 86

33 98 91 6,': 94 Op 81

32 97 P7 61 94 97 75

31 97 81 -L' 93 95 61

30 97 77 3') 91 94 63

29 96 71 32 88 92 56

28 95 65 22 84 87 47

97 92 56 15 El 84 40

26 R7 51 13 75 77 31

25 93 45 10 69 73 25

24 79 38 r 64 65 18

23 73 32 5 57 60 14

22 69 27 3 51 53 8

21 61 21 3 43 49 6

20 51 18 9 3, 41 4

19 41 12 2 31 38 9

1F 32 9 1 26 30 1

17 28 6 1 91 26 1

16 19 5 18 19 1

15 15 -3
11 14

14 11 3 9 11

13 q 2 F3 7

12 7 1 6 4

11 4 1 7. 2

10 1 a

9 1

Note- Test scores are not Perfectly precise. A good rule of thumb is to

consider each student's score on Biology Tests 71, 72, and 73 as

being somex.There in the range +3 around the reported score.

7.w.)

4)
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:Ielbourne 1959-19r.(1

Local -orry7.

Bioloc,y

Score

ProcTress Tests 74 (Phes 2-4), 75 (Phase 2) .

Perennti12 flank

ane 7f; (Phases 3 and

Test 74 Test 75
PhPse ?

Te.,7t 76

Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 3 Phase 4

3R 99

37 9=1 99 99 99

qr,o 90 q! 99 9P.

25 98 59 99 96

34 P7 .-;1 99 29 94

33 96 74 95 99 cr.

32 94 66 94 90 RR

31 99 59 93 92 85

30 86
,- 91 92 79

29 99 SO 31 82 96 /3

23 98 73 25 63 92 65

27 9n 64 _9. 76 91 56

26 95 57 11 69 `.',q 31

25 22 49 6 64 85 42

24 88 43 3 59 21 35

23 84 36 2 52 77 29

22 20 30 1 46 71 19

21 75 23 1 42 65 15

20 66 70 38 56 9

19 53 16 32 48 8

18 53 11 24 40 5

17 48 9 92 32 5

16 39 7 19 26 3

15 36 5 16 20 1

14 26 4 12 13 1

13 21 3 7 9 1

12 15 2 5 7

11 11 2 4 5

10 8 1 2 3

9 7 1 1 1

8 5 1 2.

7 2 1 1

6 1
1

5

4

Mote7 Test scores are not perfectly precise. A qood rule of thumb is to

consider each student's score on Biology Tests 749 75 ane 76 as

bein some9here in the rane +3 arouna the reported score.

4)



Vr,", nr-,

Locp1 Thrs

196P-1°69

Dioloi!y Pro?,ress

:tali

Tests 77 (2hpse 2) and 78

Percentile l'ar,.17_

(Phases 3 and

leE.t 77 5_.,tsc 73

Sco_:e Ph;lse ') IhE:t2 1 Phase 4

37 99

36
no

35 99

34 98

13 97

32 (7

31 gl 95

30 99 35

20 g' di0-

28 99 92 94

27 97 99 02

26 96 oc, 87

25 c.E 93 85

24 94 np, 79

23 92 '-i 71

22 8P, 96 63

21 84 91 55

20 79 91 47

lg 78 o0-.i .3

13 77 81 30

17 66 73 19

16 55 64 15

15 47 56 13

14 33 48 9

13 24 38 7

12 21 31 5

11 15 93 5

10
9

12
9

14,

11

3

1

Pi 6 6 1

7 1 3

6 3 2

5 1 1

4 1 1

3 1

2 1

Uote: Test scores are not perfectly precise. A

c,00d rule of thurT7, 1.s to consider each

student's score on_Biology Tests 77 and

as beinp somewhere in the rane +3 around

the reported score.791

4)



f7co1 196P-1963

Local .A":177-1S

riology 7rooress Tesi- 20 (Dbase 9)

a!,T

Score Percentile -"..rk

32 9f

31 97

30 95

29 91
91

27 88

26

25 79

24 74

23 63

9? 57
48

2C 42

lq 37

18
17 26

16 21

15 16

14 13

13 11

12 8

11

10 3

9 1

Note Test scores are not per-
fectly precise. A good rule
of thumb is to consider each
student's score on Biolof,57
Test 20 as being somewhere in
the range +3 around the
reported score.

217
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7'.elhourr,3 Sr.hoo1 19-1P69

Toci 'Ter:71s

3ielo7y Progress Test 79 (rh--s 3 entl 4)

P.ac' PQ?_rceni..i1P

Score Phas.= 3 Pase 4

29
no

28
27 93

4.0 99 96

25 99 99

24 ;3 80

23 94 73

22 91 50

21 07 50

20 21 37

19 72 29

13 64 lq

17 11

16 47 7

15 39 4

14 30 1

13 23

12 17

11 12

10

9 6

4

7 2

1

5 1

4 1

Note Test scores are not perfectly precise.

A mod rule of thumb is to consider
each stud,nt's score ca Biology Test

79 as being scmewhere in the range +3

around the reported score.

7q3



"T=TIC7-3 TIPGFT-S T7S-7 3CO.P.T7S 196q-r0

rollo-gin7, for wur information an,2 use, are the scores c--)taimed

by students in your classes. Two aspects of the following reports lave

implications for score interpretation, and therefore require comment.

First, all test scores, obtained from these or any other tests, contain

an error component. If a student were to take many forms of the same

test and we were able to control such extraneous factors as fatigue and

practice, the scores which the student made on these various forms would

distribute themselves in the familiar bell-haned curve. Sere of his

scores would be re1ati7aly low, c-thers would be hih, and m(:st of therl

would cluster around a central point, The avere of this distribution

of scores could be called the student's true score.

In practice, it is generally possible for us to give only one

form of a test to a student. The score he obtains on this one form is

not necessarily his true score. It represents only one of the many scores

,..Thich he would have made if he had taken a large number of alternate

forms of the test.

Second, students inevitably make errors in gridding identifi-

cation information on their ansiJer sheets. These errors are, of course,

more numerous during the first year of a new testing program. The data

processing system has been designed such that misgridded answer sheets

will nevertheless be scored properly. Powever, a gridding error may

result in that score being reported in the wrong group. Thus the score

from an answer sheet incorrectly gricided 'ratheratics Phase 3, Test 30'

will be reported with that group, even though the student was really in

294



-.11ase ?. If in the course of thrse scores You note such irre-u-

larities, a TTord to the offPndiT--
undouh-e,'Jv iirce the

future oPeratior of 1-1-P

The scores reported eT--,; ran sccir..1_7 i.e., the nu:41er of test

questions ans,Tered correctly. 1-1. order to intPrpret a ra-T score in terrs

of relative standing T-ithir the phao'e it --ust he converted to a nercer-

tile. ranl,. through use of the norms tables provided. ror example a raw

score of 19 on "athematics Test 30, PhFse ?, has a percentile r..-4111; of 11.

This nenns that 117 of the udents in rhnsP 2 scored 1077or tjlon

AFain. we reT-dnd you thr.t test sc--ces are not perfectly nrecise A TT,00d

rule of thu71) is to consider each student's score as being sorewhere in

the ranFe + around the reported soore. Thus a more conservative TIter-

nretation of a raT7 score of 19 would be that this student's true scorP is

probably soewhere in the ranF-!e 9-14.

You may wish to use these test results as a student counseling

aid. Percentile ranl,s (or ranc;es of Percentile rans) can be used to

determine each student's standing' with respect to others in the same or

different phases.

9q7i



_

?_

ather-atics

Pa

Locri

Tt
1

Pror,resri

Phpse

(7',:lses I

Pl-e_
_core -.2Ee11i7f :Mk Percentie ..ank

50 if)

4Q 1')

49 10 0.r:

47 lt? qg

46 10 op

45 10 95

44 10 9?

43 10 c.!1

42 10 F.5

41 Q ,75

49 c, 7°

39 ,, 75

33 p 72

37
,
'.-:

Kr'Jy
36 9 (.5

35 9 6?

34 9, .59.

33 7 54

32 7 49

31 6 41

30 6 40

29 5 39

n c
_, 33

27 4 31

26 6 75

25 4 24

24 3 72

23 3 1(1

22 3 16

71 2 14

20 2 13

19 9 11

13 ? g

17 2 7

16 1 6

15 1 5

14 5

13 3

12

11 1

10 1

Tote Test scores ere not perfectly precise. A good rule of thumb is
to consider each student's score on Tathematics Test 30 as being
in the range +3 a-round the reported score.

2cW



c.Thourne 7ich

"Pthoratics Progress Test 31 (-Theses 1 an(1_ 2)

2aw Phase 1 71-:se 2

,core Decile Ran77 Percentile 77_ank

5'1

4Q
48

4c

45

44

10
19
10
J 0

19
in
in eo

43 12 on

/47 10 o()

41

40

10
oo

32 19 00

39 19

37 19 97

36 10 97

35 95

34 19 95

33 10 C5

39 10 ?4

31 10 8?

39
29

9 F7
g6

28 74

27 8 82

26 8 70

25 73

24 8 70

23 7 69

22 7 64

21 7 60

79 6 55

19 6 50

6 42

17 4 37

15 4 32

15 4 25

14 3 13

13 2 11.

12 2 4

11 2 2

12 2 2

9 1 1

8 1 1

-7ote- Test scores are not perfectly precise. A good rule of thumb is

to consider each student's score on lathenatics Test 31 as hein7
somewhere in the range +3 around the reported score.

Mote. Since the phase 1 norms distribution contains a relatively small

number of cases, the computation of percentile ran1:s would he

inapprovriate. Therefore, decile ranl-,s are given.

q



Sc!ool
Loc:11

7vor',rr-ss -.7Pt. 2:2 (7.M7s7!s / ane 2)

PE T

- 7anl-

50
I r)

sn

111

16

45 ln

44 10

43 19

42 10

41 10

40 10

10

10

37
36 10

35
34 10

33 in

31

30
99

9P
97

25
25
24
23
22
1 1

?2

19
la
17
16

15
14
13
12

11
12
0

8

7

6

5

10

10
1 f7)

10
.1j'

no

?,

og

10 98

10 99

10 98

10 92

10 9?.

1 '.) 9 5.1

10 95

10 89

10 81

10 73

9 68

8 57

7 0
6 39

1:
20

3 23

2 11

1 9

1 6

1 3

1 3

3

4 3

3

2

1

(0
3

2

1

Note- Test scores are not perfectly precise. A good rule of thumb is

to consider each student's score on Tlathematics Test 1? as being

somewhere in the ranF!e +3 around the reported score.



ateticS

Sco-r=.

T

Proorss Test ":7

Phar, 1
Ci1Lr

19

19

47
14

in

45 10

44
43 19

/!1 10
ii

39 10

33 19

37 19

36 10

19

33 10

32 1.0

31 10

30 10

29 10

23 10

27 10

26 10

25 9

24
23 9

22 8

21 8

20 7

19 7

18 7

17 6

16 5

15 3

14 3

13 3

12 2

11 9

10 2

7P`Q-1'('

(P'-lasP--, I are ?)

p_sefh

Percentile Pan7z

c,q

Qt2

cp
nn

c!.;

95

95
03

93
90

36

83
79

74
72

64
57
53
46
36

29

22

7

4

8 1 2

7 1 1

6 1

Note: Test scores are not perfectly precise. A good rule of thumb is

to consider each student's score cn 7Tathematics Test 32 as being

somewhere in the rane +3 around the reported score.
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Folleing, for Your inforracion and us.E: are the scores obtained

bv students in your classes. Two aspects of the followin7 reports have

implications for score interor?.tation, and thereFore recuire comment.

First, all test scores, obtained from tbese or any other tests, contain

an error component. Tf a student were to take many for7s of the same

test and we vere able to control such extraneous factors as fatigue and

practice, the scores which the student rade on tbese various forrs would

distribute themselves in the familiar bell-shaned curve. (-lome of his

scores would be relatively low, others would be hith. and most of them

would cluster around a central point. The average of this distribution

of scores could be called the student's true score.

Tn practice, it is generally Possible for us to rive only one

form of a test to a student. The score he obtains on this one form is

not necessarily his true score. It renresents only one of the many

scores which he would have made if he had taken a large number of alter-

nate forms of the test.

Second, students inevitably make errors in gridding identifi-

cation information on their answer sheets. These errors are, of course,

more numerous during the first year of a new testing program. The data

processing system has been desi7ned such that misrridded answer sheets

will neverthelss be scored proneriy. However, a griddine error may

result in that c..ore beinc; reported in the wrong groun. Thus the score

from an answer sheet incorrectly gridded 'Fn lish Phase 4, Test 35 will

be reported with that group, even though the stueent was really in

200



rhae 2. If in t r., c.11 cf scor vou note sucb irrenu-

larities a L7or,_1 to :71::e ,-rj,Yers !,-7111d unoutedlv tbc,

future oneration of the systom.

The scores reported are raw scores i.e , the number of test

ansered correctly. In or.lcr to interpret a ra,7 scora in terms

o relative standing, T.ithin the phase, it 171ust be converted to a Percen-

tile rank through use of the norms tables provided. ror examnle, a raw

score of 12 on Enalisb Tesi- , Part I, Phase 3, bas n percentile ranl%

of M.. This 7!oars tht R1'; of thu stud-,Ints in Phase 3 scored loer than

12. tRain, v,Te :erind you that tsi. scores are not rorectly Precise.

rrood rule of tbumb is to consider eac:b student's sc..ore as being somewhere

in the rane ±2 around the report,1.1 score for rart 1, and +3 around the

reported score for Part II and Totnl. Thus a more conservative internre-

tation of a ra,..7 score of 12 ould be that this student's true score is

Probably sorel:7here in the range 10-14, in the case of a Part I score.

You may wish to use these test results as a student counseling

aid. Percentile ranks (or ranges of percentile ranks) can be used to

determine each student's standing with respect to others in the same phase.

7[11
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elbourne Laah Sc-iqool 1.162-l2E9

English

Raw
Score

Progress Tests 34

Local -c-_7ms

5) and 36 (PI-lase 4)(Phase 2) 35 (Phase

Pcrcpri-4:1e ".E1T-11-.

Test 34 Test 35 Thst 36
Part 1* 13rt IT** Part I* Part II** Total

46
45
44
43
42
41

00
09

99
9').'

cg

99
2q

99
07
97
96

40 99 op 94
39 09 0.1 92

39 09 09 99
37 clo oci PP

36 99 99 86

35 29 qt_; 83

34 99 09 7S

33 99 99 71

32 g(- 9q 69
31 99 97 63

30 99 96 57

29 09 95 52
2F 97 03 46

27 96 90 32

26 94 99 39

25 92 24 24
24 SS 79 lq

23 s6 74 15

22 23 67 11

21 76 62 9

20 99 69 99 55 6

19 99 61 Pc; 4S 4

1P, g9 54 zig 41 3

17 29 47 99 31 2

16 99 37 98 25 2

15 99 30 96 19 1

14 92 26 93 14 1

13 95 21 28 10 1

12 93 13 91 7

11 89 8 74 5

10 S7 5 62 3

9 72 4 49 2

8 59 2 37 1

7 /:1 1 24. 1

6 24 13 1

5 12 7

4 5 4

3 1 1

2 1 1

1 1

*Spelling (items 1-20)
*Sum of Sections II, III, and IV (items 21-65)

Note: Test scores are not perfectly precise. A Rood rule of thumb is to
corsider each student's score on En2lish Tests 34, 35, and 36 as 'being, SOTO-
where in the range +2 around the reported score for Part I, and +3 around
the reported score for Part II and Total. .74r)9

P,e,
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l'felbourne igh clnol 1968-19Ce

Enplish

Rau
Score

Progress Tests 37 (Phase 2), 39 ('-'nse

Percen

ai.ld 39 (Phase 4)

Test 37 Test 33 Test 39
Part I* Part. II** Part I* P:art TT** Total_

'sf

99

e9
q9

55
54
53
52
51 09

50 99

49 97

48 97

47 97

46 91
45 99 (c.) 99

44 99 99

43 99 99 90

47 99 99 75

41 99 39 69

40 99 93 64
39 99 97 59
33 99 96 51
37 93 94 43
36 97 91 35

35 97 88 31

34 96 35 25

33 96 gi 19

32 95 76 16

31 93 72 12
30 91 67 10

29 89 52 7

28 87 57 5

27 84 57 4

26 22 47 3

25 78 42 3

24 69 38 2

23 65 33 2

22 60 29 1

21 55 25 1

20 99 48 99 29 1

19 99 42 99 18 1

18 99 ,o3' 99 16 1

17 92 32 99 13
16 92 26 95 11
15 95 20 91 3

14 91 16 34 6

13 82 14 76 5

12 76 9 67 3

11 66 7 59
10 58 5 49 1



English i'rogress T2st s 27, 28, and 39, Cantinue.,1

Percentil

Raw
Score

Test 37 Test 3S Test 39

Parr 1* Part II** Pa7:t I* rart TT** Total

9 45 2
,,:4 1

8 31 1 2S 1

7 17 20 1

6 12 13 1

5 8 6

4
.,
..,

3

3
1

2
1

1
1

*Spelling (itens 1-20)
**Sum of sections II, III, and IV (item,-: 21-65)

Note: Test scores are not perfectly reliable. A good rule of thumb is

to consider each student's score on English Tests 37, 33, and 39

as being somewhere in the rang, +2 around the reported score for

Part II and Total.

PO4



Melbourne 1:1--h Th."--):,1 1963-1969
Local 707:-.7

English Pro7ress Tests 40 (Plle 41 (Phf4se 3), anA 42 (Phase 4)

PPrcentile anT

Raw Test 40 Test 41 Test 42

Score Part I* Part II*-* Pp-,-t 1* Part II** Total

50
90

49
99

48
7,o

47

46
45
44
43
42
41
40 9c4

39
rsc,

39 99

37 39

36 95

35 99

34 pq

33 99

32 99

11 99

30 97

29 05

28 93

27 91

26 89

25 83

24 79

23 72

22 65

21 59

20 99 53 99

19 98 48 07

18 97 39 91

17 94 33 93

16 87 27 70

15 79 20 57

14 68 17 47

13 5 15 35 6

12 50 10 27 4

11 35 8 19 3

10 22 5 14 2

9 18 4 11 1

8 14 3 8 1

7 9 2
.`,C)5

5

o(1

00

99

99
PQ
ryi.

99 ffl

(lc

r);2,

r,

78

9-: 73

37 67

96 tcc:

("z!, 52

92 46

73 39

93 32

79 2P,

M 2.3

72 17

66 15

61 10

56 q

51 7

46 7

41 4
16 3

31 2

?7 ?

")/., 2

20 2

17 1

15 1

12 1

19 1



Ervtlish Pro-vress Tes7s - ' ?), 41 (a 3) and 42 (Phase 4)

(continud)

.1?.,r,7...nt7'le Rallk

Raw Test 40 Test 41 Test 42

Score Pcrt I* PPrt IIx* Part 1* Part TI** Total

6 ...,

9 4

5 4 1 2

4 2 1

3 1 1

*Snelling (items 1-20)
**Sum of Sections II, III, and IV (items 21-65)

Note Test scores are not perfectly precise. A good rule of thumb is to

consicler each student's score on En!741ish Tests 40, 41 and 42 as bninc,.

somewhere in the rang,e +2 around C!e reported score for Part I, and.

+3 around the reported scre for Part II and Total.

nE;
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